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LETTERS OF TRANSMITTAL

DECEMBER 10, 1976.
To the Members of the Joint Economic Committee:

Transmitted herewith is the sixth volume of the Joint Economic
Committee study series entitled "U.S. Economic Growth from 1976-
1986: Prospects, Problems, and Patterns." This series of over forty
studies forms an important part of the Joint Economic Committee's
Thirtieth Anniversary study series, which was undertaken to provide
insight to the Members of Congress and to the public at large on the
important subject of full employment and economic growth. The
Employment Act of 1946, which established the Joint Economic Com-
mittee, requires that the committee make reports and recommenda-
tions to the Congress on the subject of maximizing employing, pro-
duction and purchasing power.

Volume 6, a key one in the series, contains three papers which pre-
sent the latest forecasts of long-run economic growth in the United
States as well as analysis of the models that generate these forecasts.
Private as well as Federal Government forecasts are examined. Also,
in addition to the standard econometric models used for projections,
two of the papers discuss the newer system dynamics model which has
potential use in economic forecasting.

The authors of the studies in this volume are Dr. Gary Fromm,
Professor Nathaniel Mass and Professdr Jay Forrester, and Dr. Joseph
W. Duncan. The committee is grateful to these authors for their fine
contributions, all of which are highly informative and stimulative.

The views expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Members of the committee or the committee
staff.

Sincerely,
HEUBERT H. HUMPHREY,

Chairman, Joint Economic Committee.

DECEMBER 6, 1976.
Hon. HUBERT H. HUMPHREY,
Chairman, Joint Economic Committee,
U.S. Congress, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: Transmitted herewith are three studies en-
titled "Forecasts of Long-Run Economic Growth," by Dr. Gary
Fromm, "Understanding the Changing Basis for Economic Growth
in the United States," by Prof. Nathaniel Mass and Prof. Jay For-
rester, and "Long-Term Economic Growth Forecasts in the Federal
Government," by Dr. Joseph W. Duncan.

(III)
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These three studies comprise volume 6 of the Joint Economic Com-
mittee's study series, U.S. Economic Growth from 1976-1986: Pros-
pects, Problems and Patterns. This series forms a substantial part of
the Joint Economic Commitee's Thirtieth Anniversary study series.

Each of these papers examines modelling efforts which have been
devised to yield rojections of economic growth over the Iong run.
ŽTot only are the forecasts presented, but the papers take an in-depth,
"'behind-the-scenes" look at the basic structure and methodology of
the models which is very useful in terms of understanding why the
models so often yield very different results. Two of the papers also
present illuminating discussions which contrast the more traditional
econometric model approach with the newer system dynamics
approach.

The paper by Dr. Fromm contains a comprehensive review of the
major long-term economic growth forecasting efforts in the private
sector. Nearly half of the paper is devoted to a discussion of the
alternative projection methods: Simple extrapolation, reduced form
projection, system dynamics and feedback control models, and econ-
ometric models. Pointing out the problems associated with relying
on any one of these techniques at this time, he concludes that more
structurally realistic and accurate models can be built in the future.
Most of the forecasts present a favorable picture for output, inflation
and income over the next 10 years with growth rates projected to
exceed those of most 5- and 10-year post recession intervals during
the years subsequent to World War II. The median forecast for the
annual compound growth rate for real GNP is 4.8 percent for 1975-80
and 3.5 percent for 1980-85.

The paper by Mass and Forrester is challenging in that it presents a
hypothesis concerning long-run economic growth that is not widely
shared. They contend that the greater instability in the economy
appears to be caused by two principal modes of economic behavior
whose existence is not widely recognized and whose causes are only
poorly understood: The Kondratieff cycle, or long wave, and the life
cycle of economic development. The significance of the long-wave
phenomenon to public policies lies in the fact that, if the long wave
is a real recurring element of the national economy, then the United
States may be approaching another trough of the approximately fifty
year cycle. The problem, as the authors see it, is that economic sta-
bilization policy today is predicated chiefly on prevailing theories of
the short-term business cycle, whereas current economic developments
probably arise from the interaction of both short- and long-term
modes of economic behavior. Ten recommendations related to na-
tional policy regarding economic growth-including expanding the
time frame of stabilization policy, abandoning the Phillips curve
concept as an indicator for public policy and conducting increased
research into the dvnamics of the national economy-are presented
which take into account these hypothesized longer term phenomena.

The paper by Dr. Duncan describes the major ongoing economic
forecasting models developed by major Federal agencies. Each of the
major models related to economic growth is described in terms of its
basic structure, the most recent findings, and the users of the fore-
casts. The paper examines the degree of coordination between forecast-
ing groups of various agencies, concluding that there is a high degree
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of informal coordination, but that there is a growing need for more
formal coordination efforts. Another of its major points is that the
establishment of a central economic forecasting model would be coun-
terproductive and too constricting in developing helpful decision-
making tools.

The committee is indebted to these authors for their work in de-
veloping these highly informative papers for this study series. Dr.
Fromm is an economist with the Stanford Research Institute and the
National Bureau of Economic Research, Professors Mass and For-
rester are at MIT, where they serve both as faculty members and as
members of the System Dynamics National Modeling Project, and
Dr. Duncan is the Deputy Associate Director for Statistical Policy
at the Office of Management and Budget.

Dr. Robert I-Jamrin of the committee staff is responsible for the
planning and compilation of this study series with suggestions from
other members of the staff. The administrative assistance of Beverly
Mitchell of the committee staff is also appreciated.

The views expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Members of the committee or the committee
staff.

Sincerely,
JOHN R. STARK,
Executive Director,

Joint Economic Committee.
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FORECASTS OF LONG-RUN ECONOMIC GROWTH*

By GARY FRoMm**

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

During the past decade there has been much public discussion about
the desirability of reducing U.S. economic growth and that of other
highly developed countries so as to conserve environmental and nat-
ural resource assets and improve the quality of life by lowering ten-
sions associated with strong pursuit of material well-being. More
recently, with a world-wide slowdown in growth rates and a severe
recession in 1975, concerns about low growth have surfaced anew,
especially with the realization that changing demographic patterns
(an aging population) and lower productivity (for reasons to be ex-
plained) might limit possibilities for transfers from the young to the
old or disabled via health and income security outlays and from the
rich to the poor via redistribution of tax burdens. WVith high growth
and rapidly increasing income and wealth per, capita, more equal shar-
ing of a rising prosperity is politically more feasible and more easily
accomplished. Standards of living of those most disadvantaged by.
accidents of birth, age, health, past discrimination, or other social
conditions, can signiAicantly be raised while making everyone better
off, or at least no worse off. In economists' terms, high growth accom-
modates Pareto efficiency. High growth is not necessary, nor even suffi-
cient to guarantee ease of redistribution, but it surely helps. Apart
from redistribution it also permits devoting substantially more re-
sources to improvements in environment, public health and safety,
arts and the humanities, education, national security, foreign aid, and
other socially useful purposes. Still, the picture is not one-sided and
there probably are many persons who would opt for a low-growth
scenario. However, whatever one's preferences, the elements which in-
fluence growth and its prospects should be examined carefully so that
suitable policies can be considered and appropriate choices made
among alternative growth strategies.

Methods for projecting growth vary greatly in sophistication, struc-
tural detail, dynamic characteristics and costs. The simplest, quickest
and cheapest, and perhaps least accurate, are extrapolations of past
performance. These contain little or no structural or causal interac-
tions and depend mainly on observed, empirical regularities. Forecasts
in this category include those based on combination of periodic short-
and long-run swings of population growth and business activity-the

Paper prepared for U.S. Joint Economic Committee study series, U.S. Economic Growth
from 1976-1986: Prospects, Problems and Patterns. This research was in part supported
by the National Science Foundation. I am indebted to E. C. Ewa and Milton Kelenson
for valuable assistance and to the individuals and organizations who kindly supplied
forecasts.

,*Member and Senior Research Staff, National Bureau of Economic Research, and
Director. Center for Economic Policy Research, Washington, D.C., Stanford Research
Ins1;titute.
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Metzler, Kitchin, Juglar, Kuznets, and Kondratieff cycles-and those'
based wholly on autoregressive-integrated moving average statistical
fits to historical growth rate data.

Reduced form growth models in which predictions depend on some
causal linkages but are driven largely if not exclusively by exogenous
forces are somewhat more costly than extrapolative techniques. How-
ever, they should be more reliable because normally they incorporate
information on labor force participation, unemployment and produc-
tivity, all of which have strong influences on growth. The principal
deficiency of the reduced form approach is that it obscures dynamic
interactions and endogenous causal or behavioral linkages which are
determinants of growth.

In contrast, systems dynamics and feedback control models place
primary emphasis on assumed, detailed patterns of behavior and their
time sequences. Little, if any allowance is made for exogenous influ-
ences and predicted growth paths are determined almost solely by the'
mathematical characteristics of the model. The systems dynamics ap-
proach, at least as implemented until now, utilizes little data on the
actual path of the economy but relies on extensive, intensive, and costly
computer simulation to develop growth scenarios. The strength of the
technique is its emphasis on dynamics and behavior; its weakness, as
currently implemented, is the failure to allow adequately for external
forces and shocks and sufficiently to undertake validation tests, espe-
cially those of comparing predicted and actual performance.

Econometric models share many of the characteristics. of systems,
dynamics models in their emphasis on causal linkages and time vary-
ing paths. They differ in grounding their behavioral specifications in
economic theory and in a more rigorous approach in delineating-
structural relationships. Parameters of equations largely are esti-
mated by "fitting" historical data using a variety of statistical meth-
ods. In general, too, most econometric models are subjected to bat-
teries of tests to ascertain their predictive accuracy and response'
patterns to shifts in policy variables and parameters. Data require-
ments and costs are the primary drawback of this forecasting tech-
nique, especially when the model is large in scale. Yet, given the value'
of accurate predictions in enabling improved formulation of govern-
ment policies, the costs might be considered negligible.

Forecasts of U.S. economic growth over the 1975-85 interval were
obtained from 22 organizations. While the sample is limited, the'
predictions are felt to be representative of the "best" and currently
most widely used U.S. economic projections for the next decade. Most
of the forecasts assume that fiscal and monetary policy will neither
be highly stimulative nor restrictive and will steer a middle course
which permits the private sector to grow at its own natural rate. But,
some of the respondents anticipate a moderate or growth recession
during 1977-79, largely due to a tight monetary policy in 1977-78. The
median prediction for real GNP growth for 1975-80 is 4.8 percent
per annum and for 1980-85 is 3.5 percent. Inflation during the first
five years is projected at a 5.7 percent annual rate and in the first half
of the 1980's at 5.0 percent. Unemployment rates for the remainder
of this decade are predicted to average 6.5 percent and then fall to
5.0 percent for 1981-85.
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This scenario is more favorable than that of the last five years. But,
it is subject to a number of major uncertainties, including errors in
fiscal and monetary policy management, potential capacity shortages
brought about by poor financial structure of capital intensive indus-
tries, and the effects of possible shocks from cartels, world food short-
ages, military or political upheavals, or other unanticipated sources.
A successful growth outcome will depend upon pursuit of a galaxy of
policies designed to affect both demand and supply and to maintain
proper balance between them. Better analytical tools are needed to
achieve that end and government-sponsored research for that purpose
shouid be given high priority.

ALTERNATIVE PROJECTION METHODS.

Naive Extrapolation

The variety of techniques for predicting growth is great, ranging
from simplistic extrapolation of past performance to exhaustive,
highly detailed structural annalyses. At the bottom end of the spec-
trum, there is the naive method of using averages of output growth
over long intervals or over the recent past. For example, real GNP
grew at the following annual compoud rates over the stated intervals
(measured in 1972 prices):

Percent
1930-75 -------- 7_-_---------------------------------------------_____3.29
1940-75 -------------------------------------------------------------…3.61
1950-75 --------------------------------------------------------- 3.27
1960-75 --------------------------------------------------------- 3.26
1965-75 ------------------------------------------------------------- 2.56
1965-70 _____________________________________________________________-3.04
1970-75 ------------------------------------------------------------- 2.08

Last year, 1975, of course was one of deep recession; using this as a
terminal date would tend to lower growth rates depending on whether
the initial year was at a cyclical peak or trough and the length of the
interval over which the growth rates are calculated. The longer the
time span, the less the effect of initial and terminal year boom-
recession conditions. Still, end-year conditions can make significant
differences for growth measurement.

This is evident by inspection of real growth rates over succeeding
five year intervals. (See table 1.) For example, starting in 1950, the
real growth rate drops from 4.2 percent for the 1950-55 period to 3.3
percent for the ten-year span 1950-60, and then rises to 3.7 percent for
the fifteen year interval 1950-65. It then falls to 3.6 and 3.3 percent
for the 1950-70 and 1950-75 periods, respectively. With a starting
point of the boom year 1955, the pattern is similar but the 20-year
growth rate (1955-75) is only 3.0 percent. Over shorter intervals,
differences in growth rates tend to be even greater.
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TABLE 1.-COMPOUND ANNUAL GROWTH RATES OF REAL GNP

[in percento

I 1930 1935 1940 11945 1950 1955 ' 1960 1965 11970

1935--- - - - - - -1.6 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1940 l.----. ---- 2. 2 6.0
1945 -4. 5 7. 7 9.4 _
1950 -3. 3 5. 0 4. 5 -0.
1955 3.5 4.8 4.4 2.0 4.2 - - -
1960 -3. 3 4. 3 3. 9 2. 1 3.3 2. 4
1965 -3. 5 4. 4 4.9 O 2.8 3.7 3. 5 4.7-
1970 -3.4 4.2 3.9 2.8 3.6 3.4 3.9 3.0
1975'1--_--- 3.3 3.9 3.6 2.7 3.3 3.0 3.3 2.6 2.1

X Recession year.
2 Peak prior to 1961 occurred in April 1960.

Note.-Real GNP measured in 1972 dollars.

Therefore, projection of growth rates based on simple extrapola-
tions of past performance are subject to large errors. Compound dif-
ferences in growth rates can accumulate to large amounts over even
short intervals. For instance, the difference between growth rates of
3.5 and 3.0 percent would result in a gap between the two projections
of 6.7 percent of real GNP after ten years which, for the 197585
period, is, nearly sufficient to allow for doubling the Federal budget
without any increase in tax rates.

A complication with simple extrapolation of past growth is that
increases in output, even when averaged, do not take place along a
smooth exponential path but tend to exhibit waves or cycles. This was
observed in the 19th century by Clement Juglar, who was the first to
isolate major industrial fluctuations of prices, production, employ-
ment, and so forth, over a period of nine to ten years.' This is one of
three cycles used by Joseph Schumpeter in his explanation of capi-
talist development innovations and the dynamics of economic growth.2
Of the other two cycles, one is a regular forty month fluctuation named
for Joseph Kitchin, who was the first to study it in detail, and the other
is a longr wave of 50-60 years first identified in 1919-20 by a Russian
economist, Nikolai Kondratieff.3 Taking the types together, there are
three Kitchin cycles of 40 months each to every Juglar cycle of 9-10
years and five to six Juglar cycles in every Kondratieff cycle. Under-
Iving phenomena associated with those fluctuations are inventory
investment, business fixed investment, innovation and changes in
capital accumulation, and opening and expansion of new markets.4

_!-
IThis summary description Is from Douglas Greenwald and Associates, "Dictionary of

Modern Economics," second edition (McGraw-HEill, New York. 1973). For additional
details see Joseph A. Schumpeter, "Business Cycles," 2 vols. (McGraw-Hill, New York,
1929) .

' Ibid.
o Joseph Kitchin. "Cyeles and Trends In Economic Factors." Review of Economic Sta-

tistics, vol. 5, No. 1, February 1923, pp. 10-16. Kondratieffs findings were first published
in Moqeow in 1922. then in German "Die langen wellen flu Konlrsultir," Archiv fuir
Sozialwissenschaft and Sozialpolitik." vol. 56, No. 3, 1926, pp. 573-609. and then in

English. "The Long Waves in Economic Life". Review of Economic Statistics, vol. 17,
No. 6. November 1935, pp. 105-15. The last is reprinted in "Readings in Business Cycle
Theory" (Richard D. Irwin, Homewood, Ill., 1951).

4 For a critical appraisal of Kondratieff cycles see George Garvv "Knndratieff's Theory
of Long Cycles," Review of Economic Statistics, vol. 25, No. 4, November 1943, pp. 203-
220; also Arthur F. Burns and Wesley C. Mitchell, Measuring Business Cycles (National
Bureau of.Economic Research, New York, 1946), chapter 11. On Juglar movements see
R. C. 0. Matthews, The Business Cycle (Chicago, 1959), ch. 12. Many names are associ-
ated with work on inventory cycles but most analyses are directly or indirectly related to
Lloyd A. Metzler, "The Nature and Stability of Inventory Cycles," Review of Economic
Statistics. vol. 23, No. 3, August 1941; reprinted in R. A. Gordon and L. R. Klein (eds.),
AEA Readings in Business Cycles (Richard D. Irwin, Homewood, Di., 1975).



Another phenomenon that has been identified, w.hich has been associ-
ated with the -name of -Simon K-uznets, is -an approximate 20-year wave
in population growth, which impacts on the demand for residential
housing and related public utility and community facilities.5

The analyses of Kuznets, Kondratieff, Kitchin, Juglar, and Burns,
Mitchell, and others date to the 1930's or earlier and were carried out
on U.S. and EuTopean data for the 19th and early 20th centuries. The
techniques they employed were relatively unsophisticated and to a,
large degree depended on dating peaks and troughs in rnoving aver-
ages of economic activities. A more rigorous method is to calculate the
spectral density of annual growth rates.0 This was done for U.S. real
GNP data for the period 1930-1975; the results are shown in figure J.7
They accord roughly with -the cycles or swings found by Kitchin,
Juglar, and Kuznets. The density function peaks at annual frequencies
of 0.5. 0.35, 0.08, and 0.05, corresponding to periodicities (equal to
reciprocals of the frequencies) of about '2-3, 121/2, and :20 years. The
two-year cycle may be attributed in part to a variety of measurement
problems,- including seasonality, observation errors, and a need for
short-run!smoothing. The periodicities of about four and 20 years also
are consistent with findings from stochastic simulations with the
Wharton model using a pogt-World War II sample period.8

Concentrations in the spectral density function may be used to
predict future activity levels. However, it should be recognized that
there may be significant variances about average periodicities and
amplitudes of fluctuations at these periodicities. Moreover, there canbe trends.and cycles in those magnitudes caused by both deterministic

(causal) and stochastic (random) factors. As a consequence, precise
path predictions based only on past growth rate experience are subject
to considerable error.

This can Ibe seen more readily using a nearly equivalent technique
in the time domain to the spectral representation in the frequency
domain. Table '2 -presents autoregressive, integrated, moving average
(ARIMA) models of real GNP growth rates over three sample
periods.9 The results reported were obtained by searching over each
sample space (period) for the paranteters (p and q) which minimized
the standard error of estimate of the ARIMA equation. -It is evident
tat the magnitudes of the parameters-shift significantly with changes
in sample periods. The same holds true for extrapolations (forecasts)
from these equations. (See table 3.)

5 See W. Arthur Lew-is and Paul J. O'Leary. "Secular Swings in Production and Trade.1870-1913," The Manchester School of Economic and Social Studies, vol. 13. No. 2. Ma.,1955, pp. 113-52 and Moses Abramowitz. "The Nature and Significance of KuizluetsCycles," Economic Development and Cultural Change, vol. 9, April 1961. Both articlesare reprinted in AEA Readings ln Business Cycles, op. cit.
6 Any continuous, stationary (trendless) times series may be transformed Into ain equiva-lent linear combination of components in the frequency domain (an analogy is AM andFMI radio signals). If all frequency components have equal weight, the spectr al dencltvfunction has a rectangular form. If some components of a time relies, after trend isremoved, account for more of the total variation than others, this is revealed by a con-centration of weights of its spectral density function at those frequencies.Data used were GNP il 1972 dollars, which kindly were provided by the Bureau ofEconomic Analysis. U.S. Departuient of Commerce. These were converted to annual growthrates. 1930-75. The analysis was performed with the spectral subroutine of the NBERTROLL system using a triangular smoothing window, a range of 10 years. prewhiteninzwith a parameter of O.S. and removal of the mean growth rate of 2.41 percent per annuma(its standard deviation is 6.81 percent).8 See M. K. Evans. L. R. Klein. and Ml. Saito, "Short Run Prediction and Long RunSimulatiou of the Wharton Model," in Bert G. Hickman, ed., Econometric Models ofCyclical Behavior. vol. 1 (National Bureau of Economic Research, New York, 1972),pp. 139- 5 and Lawrence R. Klein, A Textbook of Econometrics (Prentice-Hall, Engle-wood Cliffs, N.J., 1974), pp. 252-9.
9For a description and examples of this technique see G. E. P. Box and G. AI. Jenkins,Time Series Analysis: Forecasting and Control (Holden Day, Sail Francisco, 1970).
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TABLE 2.-ARIMA MODELS OF REAL GNP ANNUAL GROWTH RATES

G(t)=C+ 3 ~iG(t-i)+ Oft-D)+e
t=1 l

PARAMETERS AND STATISTICS

SER

Sample period- i *a ¢,3 at 0, C SER t(t) GQ() D.W.

1933-75 - 0.806 -0. 529-- 0.658 -0.999 2.808 4.036 4.159 0.970 1.64
_~3 ) 15.4) (3.9)

1950-75 - -.- .145 -0. 190 -0.289 -0. 255 -- 5.786 2.901 3. 512 0.826 1.79
(0.7) (0.8) (1.3) (3.2)

1954-75 - -0.787 -0.482 -0.454 -0.999-- 8.377 2.436 3.036 0.802 1.61
(3.7) (1.5) (2.2) (3.5)

NOTES
1. Real GNP measured in 1972 doilars.
2. Symbols:

G(t)=annual rate of change of GNP in 1972 dollars (percent).
C=constant term.
-=random error.

G(t)=sample mean of G(t).
SER=standard error of the equation.
DW=Durbin-Watson statistic.

3. Magnitudes in parentheses underneath respective parameters are t-statistics.

TABLE 3.-ARIMA FORECASTS OF REAL GNP ANNUAL GROWTH RATES: 1976-2000

SAMPLE PERIOD
(Percent]

1933-75 1950-75 1954-75

forecast year:
1976…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4.00 4.80 8.17
1977 , 4.20 5.93 3.61
1978 … _ _ - -- -- -- -- 2.93 4.55 2.43
1979 … 2.89 2.62 1.01
1980 ----------------------- 3.16 2.33 4.77
1981 ---------------------- 3.17 3.57 3.02
1982 --------------------------------------------------------- 3.12 3.98 3.23
1983 … 3.11 3.72 2.21

19834 _- -- 3. 13 3.46 3. 71
1985_-- _----------------------- -------------------------- ---- 3.13 3.43 2.9

1985 --------------- ---------------- 3.12 3.56 3.28
19876…3.12 3.62 2. 70
1998 ------------------- 3.12 3.60 3.34
1989 ------------------ 3.12 3.55 2.96
1990 ------------------------------------------------------- -_3.12 3.54 3.21
1991 - - 3. 12 3. 56 2. 90
1992 ------------------------------ 3.12 3. 57 3. 20
1992 - - 3. 12 3. 57 3.00

19--------------------------------------------------------- 3.12 3.56 - 3.15
1995 4…_…_-- ____-- ---- __ --_ --- - 3.12 3.56 2.99
190956 -------------------- 3.12 3. 56 3.14
1997 - -3.12 3.57 3.08
1998 -……------------------------ 3. 12 3. 57 3. 12
1999 9 - -3.12 3.56 3.09
2000 --- 3.12 3. 56 3.11

Note: GNP measuredin 1972 dollars. Actual growth rate in 1975 equals -1.83 percent.

Using the equation estimated over the period 1933-75, the extrap-
olation for 1975-2000 of annual real GNP growth rates (starting
from an initial condition of actual experience in 1975 of -1.83 per-
cent) jumps to 4.09 percent in 1976, peaks at 4.20 percent in 1977 and,
after two small growth cycles of decreasing amplitude, approaches a
steady state rate of 3.12 percent in the late 1980's. Moving to a post-
World War II sample period of 1950-75, a similar pattern is evi-
denced, but the amplitude of cycles is larger. There are four increas-
ingly damped cycles, the. steady state is not reached until the late
1990's, and the projected long-term growth rate is 3.56 percent. An
even more marked contrast in the extrapolated path results when just
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four years are dropped from the beginning of the sample period. Using
the interval 1954-75, the amplitude of growth cycles thereafter be-
comes significantly greater tihan for the longer sample periods and
there are many more, and shorter cycles. However, the steady state is
about the same as using the 1933-75 sample period and appears to be
stabilizing at the year 2000 around a 3.10 percent growth rate. A com-
parison of the three growth paths may be found in figure 2.

Growth rate
(percent)
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FIGU-RE 2.-ARIMA Forecasts of Real GNP Annual Growth Rates: 1976-2000.
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The steady state projections of these equations should not be inter-
preted literally. The economy is expected to exhibit continuing growth
cycles. But, this is not reflected in the ARMIA forecasts beyond a
certain point because of the characteristics of this technique and its
,dependence on stochastic terms. As the projection moves increasingly
beyond the sample period, no further stochastic information is entered
and gradual damping takes place through the ARIMA process. The
failure to include any structural information other than the historical
path heightens this effect.

In general, extrapolation, whether of a naive (s-uc as simple projec-
tion of past performance) or sophisticated form (such as single vari-
able ARIMA models) is a poor method of forecasting because it
ignores causal factors which may radically alter future characteristics
and paths. The variance of prediction errors from these types of fore-
casts normally will be significantly greater than those from models
which account for structural linkages."0 Use of extrapolation as a
forecasting tool can be justified if underlying structural and causal
processes are poorly understood or cannot be modeled for reasons of
lack of data or expense, or with a prediction accuracy that surpasses
that of simpler extrapolation alternatives. This is unlikely to be true
in the case of models of long-term growth of the economy.

Reduced Form Prediction

In a reduced form, variables to be predicted are expressed only as
functions of exogenous or predetermined information and do not
depend simultaneously on each other. Reduced forms can be naive
or complex, and can range from single to hundreds of equations. An
example of the former is the orthodox monetarist doctrine that the
rate of growth of GNP is dependent almost exclusively on the rate of
growth of the money supply. While popular in some circles, this theory
has not found widespread acceptance. Yet another relatively simple
reduced form model has been utilized widely for growth prediction."

It may be characterized as follows. Assume that population is given
exogenously. Assume further that labor force participation as a func-
tion of population is constant or can be extrapolated as a smooth
trend. Next, take a given rate of unemployment as a full employment
target and assume that it will be achieved. Then, extrapolate the rate
of growth of labor productivity (output per employee) from past
data or by other methods. Combining these steps then yields a growth
rate. Roughly, 'if labor force participation and unemployment rates
are held constant, the output growth rate is the sum of the population
and productivity growth rates. For instance, for the 1975-85 decade
the U.S. B3ureau of -the Census has estimated that population will
grow at a compound rate of approximately one percent. For the period
1968-73 (that is, excluding the 1974-5 recession), the annual rate of

10 Tn fadt. comparison of extrapolation and structural model forecasting errors !i P teot
of the .reliabillty and potential validity of the models; residuals from the latter should]
be smaller than those from'extrapolation.

"For tle past 15 years until now, this technique has been the primarv basis for T .S.
Government estimation of potential output of the economy. see Report of the Council of
Economic Adrisersg .1962 and subsequent annual issues. It has been utilized in slightly
more -elaborate form by the Organization for Economic Cooperatlon and Develonment
(OECD) in The Growth of Output 1960-80: Retrospect. iProspect and Problems of Policy,
December 1970. and for several of the forecasts summarized below.

78-73,-T6-2
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growth of real GNP per employee hour was 1.41 percent.'2 If this
same productivity growth were extended to the next decade, then real
GNP would be predicted to increase at about a two and one-half per-
cent compound rate.

Actually, labor force participation is expected to increase somewhat
in the years ahead due to changing age-composition of the popula-
tion and to a still rising proportion of women seeking paid employ-
ment. (See Figure 3.) Also, for various reasons to be discussed
shortly, productivity could well grow faster than it has since 1968.
Therefore, barring another severe cyclical downturn or other unto-
ward circumstances, real GNP most likely will rise faster than the two
and one-half percent rate just given.

FrGURE 3.-Population of the United States: 1870-2050

Millions
300 . Total
200-
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30 I I I ., e
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0.24 * .

40 - 25.44 .. . ...... .._

30 -,___.___,___-----------

20 - 45-64-

10- 65 and over . .....-....

1870 1890 1910 1930 1950 1970 1990 2010 2030 2050. 2070

NOTM.-19S0-2050 Census Estimates, Series IL

Source: Figure provided by Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Debt
Analysis.

A more sophisticated reduced-form growth model underlies the
heralded work of Edward F. Denison.13 As I have observed elsewhere,
his technique basically is one in which rates of growth of various
inputs are weighed by their earnings share in national income to
obtain the contribution of each input to the rate of growth of national
income. 14 - Denison disaggregates the inputs as well as the overall pro-
ductivity of their use in great detail. An example of the output of his
painstaking efforts may be found in table 4. As can be seen therein,
account is taken of capital as well as labor inputs, and allowances are
made for age-sex composition, education, shifts in hours, economies

12 Estimate provided by M. D. McCarthy Council of Economic Advisers.
13 See his Accounting for United States 1conomic Growth 1929-1969 (Brookings Insti-

tution, Washington. D.C., 1974).
14 Gary Fromm, "Review of the Sources of Economic Growth and the Alternatives Before

Us," by Edward F. Denison. Journal of the American Statistical Association, vol. 58,
No. 304. December 1963, pp. 1168-71.
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of scale, irregular influences, and other factors. Still, the dominant
characteristics of Denison's approach is that these forces are exoge-
nous and largely independent. In his methodology they are not deter-
mined simultaneously, and there are few if any feedbacks. When
structural linkages such as interaction between compensation rates,
productivity advances, and increases in factor inputs are ignored, the
overall effect is likely to lead to biased and inconsistent estimates of
the contributions of different elements to growth.

TABLE 4.-SOURCES OF GROWTH OF ACTUAL NATIONAL INCOME, SELECTED PERiODS

[Contributions to growth rate in percentage pointsj

1948-53 1953-64 196449 1969480 1

National income -------------------------------------------------- 4.54 3.23 4.54 4.13
Total factor input -2.95 1.30 3.08 2.39

Labor i-- np2.07 .60 2.15 1. 37
General government, households, and institutions .96 .27 .55 .23

Employment -. 91 .31 .51 .24
Hours and shifting weights -. 05 -. 04 .04 -. 01

Nonresidential business -1.11 .33 1.60 1.14
Employment -. 72 .20 1. 75 1.12
Hours --. 06 -. 21 . -. 24 -.15

Average hours --. 29 -. 26 -. 45 -. 20
Efficiency offset-- 12 -. 02 .10 .01
Intergroup shifts -. 11 .07 .11 .04

Age-sex composition -. 07 -. 09 -. 31 -. 05
Correction to hours and age-sex composition … () () (2) -. 08
Education -. 38 .43 .40 .30

Capital -. 88 .70 .93 1. 02
Inventories -. 18 .08 .18 .12
Dwellings -. 31 .27. .29 .39
Nonresidential structures and equipment -. 38 .29 .45 .47
International assets- .01 .06 .01 .04

Land ------------------------------ 0 0 0 0
Output per unit of input-1 :::::: I.59 1.93 1.46 1 .74

Advances in knowledge and not elsewhere classified 1.34 1.13 1.15 16
Inproved resource allocation- .41 .24 .34 .10

Farm- .33 .21 .19 .07
Nonfarm self-employment -. 08 .03 .15 .03

Dwellings occupancy ratio --. 03 -. 01 .01 0
Economies of scale -. 48 .32 .56 .46
Irregular factors --. 61 .25 -. 60 .16

Weather in farming - -. 03 -02 .02 0
Labor disputes -0 0 -. 01 0
Intensity of demand --. 58 .27 -. 61 .16

Antipollution costs -0 0 0 -.14

Change from actual national income in 1969 to potential national income in 1980.
2 Not relevant

Source: Edward F. Denison, "Sources of Growth Accounting as the Basis for Long-Term Projections," in Tigran S.
Khachaturov (ed.), "Methods of Long-Term Planning and Forecasting" (International Economic Association, MacMillan
Press Ltd., 1976), pp. 241-59.

This is typical of the reduced form approach to prediction. While
structural information is, incorporated into, such models, it is uni-
directional, from a set of exogenous forces or assumptions directly
to a set of outcomes. This process, too, obscures dynamic interactions
and does not constitute an adequate representation of dynamic long-
run behavior.' 5 In an economic growth context, it is most useful,
perhaps, for examinations of past history and for making ballpark
estimates and internal consistency checks of future performance.

Systems Dynam~ics and Feedback Control Models

The systems dynamics approach to modeling growth stands in
marked contrast to those of naive extrapolation and reduced form

15 This also Is the conclusion of Phoebus J. Dhrymes. "Econometles: Statistical Founda-
tions and Application" (Springer-Verlag, New York, 1974), p. 08.
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methods. In the Forrester-Alass formulation, the model is constructed
to depict social and economic change following certain general
principles.-
These include.:

L Decisiomlaking within sectors is modeled widely on ob-
served business and government practices. Behavior in the
models is not based on theories of optimal general equilibrium
nor on profit or utility maximization or cost minimization.

2. Special attention is given to stocks of inventories, capital,
order backlogs, finance, and so forth, and distinctions are made
between desired and actual levels. Provision also is made for
gradual adjustments toward desired states.

3. Highly nonlinear relationships are incorporated, especiallv
those representing limiting conditions such as capacity constraints.
and maximum rates of change.

4. Quantitative computer simulation is used to derive quali-
tative behavior of the system. Policy alternatives are explored
by altering parameters of the model anld observing consequences
for solution paths.

5. The model is wholly self-contained, parameters and struc-
ture are fixed, there are no exogenous in-fkluences, and stochastic
shocks are not admitted or damped very rapid]v.

The application of systems dynamic techniques to analysis and pre-
diction of economic performance has nmeh to recommend it. Em-
phasis on observed behavioral relations cal lead to a model which
more realistically depicts the actual economy than models which rely
heavily on exogenous elements and static equilibrium lconditions.
Rarely does the world seem to be in equilibrium but rather it appeals
to be groping from one diseiquilibrium state to another in the search
for dynamic, shifting, equilibrium targets. To the extent that this
process is mirrored in a systems dynamics model, it has advantages
over models which are based on less realistic premises. On the other
hand, the present assumptions of the Forrester-Mass formulation
are unduly restrictive and unrealistic in a number of respects, which
tends to invalidate conclusions derived from simulations of their
model. These assumptions are convenient in that they simplify the
modeling process, but they are not necessary.

The most tenuous and least likely characteristic of the Forrester-
Mlass model is that the structure of the economy either has not changed
or if it has, its essential dynamic properties as revealed in cyclical
waves-Kondratieff, Kuznets (business), or (in their terms) life
cycle-are unaltered. This seems incredible in the light of introduc-
tion of automatic stabilizers and the use of discretionary fiscal and
monetary policy to abort or avert cyclical episodes. It is farfetched
to believe that all economic and political behavior can be mnade endoge-
nous and that the path of the systems is preordained. Even with a fixed

a' For a nontechnical overview, see Nathaniel J. MaSS. "MolellnCv'lea In the Natlonal
Economy," Technology Review. vol. 78. No. 5, MNarch/April 1976. pp. 42-52. Other descripl-
tions may be found in Jay W. Forrester. "Business Structuhre. Economic Cycles. and
National Policy.' Systems Dvnamaics Group Working Paper D-2245-2. Alfred P. Sloan
School of Mfanagement. M.I.T., Cambridge, 1975, Jay WV. Forrester. Nathaniel J. Mlass,
and Charles .J. Ryan, "The Systems Dynamics National Mlodel: Understanding Socio-
Economic Change and Poliey Alternatives," 'Svstem Dynanties Group Working Paper D-
2248-2. Alfred P. Sloan .Sehool af Management. A.I.T.. Onanabrldge. 197.5 and Nathaniel J.
Mass, " Economic Cycles: An Analysis of Underlying Causes" (Wright-Allen Press, Cam-
bridge, 1975).
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structure of parameters and relationships, does it really make no dif-
ference whether a Democratic or Republican administration guides
fiscal policy?' Few observers would believe it.

A related issue is the selection of specifications and parameters of
relationships in systems dynamics models. The approach apparently
followed for the most part has been to base these on judgments of in-
dividuals involved in the processes being modeled, on a priori reason-
ing, and on rough approximations to historical proportions, trends, or
other magnitudes. Statistical estimation appears to have been utilized
little if at all, and verification of the possible reliability of individual
equations seems to have for the most part been ignored or carried out
in minimal fashion. Validation of properties appears to have consisted
mainly of comparing the cyclical characteristics of dynamic solutions
with those of the economy and not of subjecting the, models to a bat-
tery of predictive tests. Without results from suchl tests, how can pol-
icymakers have any assurance that simulation studies with systems
dynamics; national economy models provide reliable guidance for the
possible course of future events or for the selection of policy options?

On another note, the treatment of stochastic shocks, can it really be
true, for instance, that the simultaneous existence of high unemploy-
ment and inflation in the United States in 1974-5 can be blamed on an
inevitable Kondratieff cycle? Or is a more reasonable explanation one
that places heavy reliance on OPEC pricing, foreign harvest failures,
and the conduct of wage-price controls policy in 1971-73? Stated more
generally, is it plausible that operations of the economy can be mod-
eled solely in deterministic fashion or must continuing stochastic in-
-fluences be taken into account?' Isn't this especially necessary if rela-
tionships are presumed to be non-linear and dynamic paths depend on
gaps between desired and actual states? Notwithstanding that random
shocks may be damped and gradually disappear, can't the transients
-be sufficiently large and last sufficiently long that they have significant
impacts on the path of the economy? Unequivocally, the answers are
yes.

As presently constituted by Forrester, Mass, Meadows, and others,
'systems dynamics models of economic growth may have a role in pro-
viding broad perspectives and insights into economic development
processes. They can be useful to Federal government policymakers
primarily as a tool for exploring different scenarios in the use of pol-
;cy tools and for examining the potential consequences of changes in
the characteristics and operation of the economy. But, the techniques
need refinement, especially in the area of specification and estimation
of structure and parameters. Validation and predictive tests of the
models, too. are crucial and without them, systems dynamics simula-
tions should mainly be viewed as interesting and suggestive academic
exercises.

Econometric ModeZo

Econometric models structurally bear a strong resemblance to pres-
'ent systems dynamics models but differ in a number of important
respects. While both strive to mirror behavior of economic agents.
formulations in most large-scale econometric models begin with sets of
theoretical propositions and principles (such as profit and utility maxi-
mization goals for producers and households, respectively) and derive
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equation specifications therefrom. Allowance is made, as in systems
dynamic models, for desired states or targets and for gradual adjust-
ment to disequilibrium positions. Parameters of equations largely are
estimated by "fitting" historical data, but selected coefficients are chosen
or constrained on a priori grounds. Bayesian principles, using notions,
of distribution of variances and covariances of parameters are begin-
ning to be employed in estimation of some large-scale econometric
models, too. Such priors have been specified by model builders based
both on their own intuitions and knowledge and on information
obtained from participants in the processes being modeled.

Therefore, the primary difference in specification of the structure,
of models between present systems dynamics and econometric ap-
proaches is the greater reliance on deductive theory rather than
inductive observation by the econometric technique. Which degree
of reliance is superior depends on the accuracy with which the speci-
fications accord with actual behavior, a question which can only be
answered by empirical observation, predictive tests, and conformity-
with meeting other validation criteria. Econometricians have begun
to apply systems dynamic techniques in specification and estimation
of selected sectors of their models, which is a partial indication that-
a combination of the two methods may be superior to either alterna--
tive.17 Given the relative infancy of the systems dynamics approach,
it is difficult to predict the precise nature of the combination.

However, the final amalgam probably will lie closer to an econo-
metric formulation in at least several other features. First, the model
would picture the world in a combination deterministic and stochastic-
framework. Second, provision would be made for exogenous influences,
which impinge from outside the system and are not controllable from
within. Third, the structure of the economy would not be presumed
to be fixed but rather to be subject to rapid and evolving shifts. Such
changes are attributable to a variety of forces, including the impacts
of innovation and technology, revisions in tastes and preferences,.
relative availabilities of natuiral resources, and so forth.

Unfortunately, the most widely used econometric models of the U.S.
economy are oriented toward short-run analyses and prediction and,
for the purpose of long-run forecasts. make inadequate allowance for
structural change. They take little account, for example, of shifting
demographic patterns, evolving technology, or relative resource avail-
abilities. Most of these models have quarterly time frames and their
parameters are estimated using data for approximately the 20 year
period following the Korean War. In general. the shorter the sample
period, the more tenuous are long-range predictions. Moreover, the
further the forecast from the sample period, the larger is the poten-
tial error band. For these reasons, whatever the prediction errors of
the models in short-run, or near-term forecasting, they are likely to be
larger for long-run projections.

It is possible to specifv and construct econometric models that can
serve the dual purpose of short- and long-run economic analysis and
prediction. Efforts in this direction have begun, partially in response-
to growing scientific. policymaker, and public recognition that policy
decisions dealing with short-rm issues (for example, an energy crisis)

17 See, for Instance James Tobin and Walter Dolde. "Wealth. Liquidity and Consumption."
in Consumer Spending and Monetary Poliqu: The Linkages, Federal Reserve Bank of Boston,
Conference Series No. 5 (1971), pp. 99-147. These methods also are being used by Willlam
C. Bralnard, Gary Fromm, and James Tobin In the construction of a flow-of-funds model
of the U.S. economy.
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may have important and costly long-run implications which should be
taken into account."' Also, there has been rising interest in tracking
and predicting the consequences of evolving changes in the size and
distribution of the population, resource availabilities, the goods-serv-
ices consumption mix, the integration of the world economy. and so
forth. Skeptics of large-scale econometric models point to sometimes
poor forecasting performance and other deficiencies of such systems.
Occasionally there have been large prediction errors, but there also
have been notable successes. The subject of how such models can be
improved further (it might be noted that average prediction errors
have decreased over the past decade) is too broad to be taken up here.
But, given time and adequate resources, more structurally realistic and
accurate models can be built incorporating the best elements of statis-
tical, systems dynamics, and econometric techniques.

GROWTH PROJECTIONS

The Sample, Methodological Characteristics, and Asnumptions

Forecasts of U.S. economic performance over the 1975-85 interval
were solicited from respondents to the American Statistical Associa-
tion-National Bureau of Economic Research short-run forecasting
survey and a variety of other sources. Twenty-two forecasts were ob-
tained; many of those solicited indicated that they prepared only
short-run projections or that their long-run predictions were frag-
mentary and incomplete. While the sample is small and includes only
22 forecasts, it is felt to be representative of the range and character
of the "best" and currently most widely used U.S. economic projections
for the next decade.

The forecasts are not strictly comparable to each other because they
were prepared at different times (from mid 1975 through fall 1976).
The projections made most recently have advantages of later initial
conditions and the availability of officially reviewed national income
and product account statistics. Given opportunities for modifications,
this might cause some differences in the earlier predictions but, judging
from the long-tern projections made by some respondents in 1975 and
then revised in 1976, should not alter them greatly. Large changes in
predictions could occur, of course, if a forecaster drastically modifies
his views on the future course of the economy.

It might also be noted that a number of forecasts in the sample are
not completely independent, but are partially based directly or indi-
rectly on projections of others, including the widely available services
of Chase Econometrics Associates, Data Resources, Inc., and Wharton
Econometric Forecasting Associates. Where known, such dependence
has been indicated in the summary of selected characteristics of the
forecasts. (See table 5) All the respondents utilize a variety and com-
bination of methods in preparing their projections, but rely to a great-
er degree on some chosen technique. Of the 22 forecasts, six place pri-
mary emphasis on econometric models and seven use such models as
an important input to their analyses. The remaining nine forecasts
rely more heavily on reduced form and judgment methods.

18 A new macro-econometric model for studying the medium-term growth path of the
U.S. economy recently was completed by Bert G. Hickman and Robert M. Coen, An Annual
Growth Model of the U.S. Economy (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1976). Forecasts from
this model are not yet available and it requires further testing.
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TABLE 5.-SUMMARY OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF LONG-TERM ECONOMIC FORECASTS

Endogenous,
financial-

Disaggregation ot real
Respondent Primary method Time frame ScaleI prodactiona2 interaction3

Chase - Model -Quarterly - Large Limited -Medium
DRI -do -do Verylarge - Medium(recursive) ---- Strong.
Wharton -do -Annual - do- High Medium.
SSG - do -do - do - do - Weak.
NPA - Model assisted 4- do - Large Limited Medium.
GE -Model -Quarterly - Medium - Medium -Do.
INFORUM Model -Annual - Very large - High -Weak.
VYSE - Judgment -10-year - Very small
BDC Analysis based on models.. 5-yr Medium - Limited Do.
BF -Model assisted 5-yr - Small ----------- do … Do.
A Analysis Annual -Limited -Do.
B- Model assisted 5 do- High -Weak.
C Analysis -5-yr -Limited -Do.
D- Judgment 5-yr -do None.
E- do -2, 3-yr- do -Do.
F- Model assisted - 5-yr - Medium -- do -Do.
G- Judgment -Annual -do -Do.
H- Analysis ---------------- 5-yr- -do -Weak.
I Model assisted ' Annual None Do.
J - Judgment -do -Limited Do.
K- do -do -do - Do.
L- Model assisted -do -Medium Do.

I Based on number of equations: very small equals 9 or less; small equals 10 to 49; medium equals 50 to 119; large
equals 120 to 199: very large equals 200 or more.

2 Based on sector detail: limited equals 2 to 5 sectors; medium equals 6 to 20 sectors; high equals 21 or more sectors.
& Based on qualitative judgments on pervasiveness of financial variables in real sector equations or impacts and real

variables in financial sector equations of impacts.
4 Chase.
5 DRI.
t DRI, Wharton, Michigan.

SOURCES

Chase-Michael K. Evans, "Long-Term Macroeconomic Forecast" (Chase Econometric Associates, Inc. June 1976).
DRI-The Data Resources U.S. Long-Term Bulletin. "The Economic Outlook 1975-90." Summer 1976.
Wharton-Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates, Inc. "Wharton Annual and Industry Forecasting Model,"

July 20, 1976.
SSG-Economic Policy Board Special Study Group, unpublished materials partially based on "The Structure of the U.S.

Economy in 1980 and 1985," BLS Bulletin 1831 (U.S. Department of Labor, 1975).
NPA-Henry Townsend, Timothy Sivia, Mark Kenda 11 David Fay and Jessica Townsend, "The Next Ten Years,"

report No. 76-N-2 (National Planning Association, September 1976).
GE-"Economic Prospects: 1975-85" (General Electric, March 1975) and Supplementary materials.
INFORUM-Interindustry Forecasting Project of University of Maryland.
NYSE-"The Capital Needs and Savings Potential of the U.S. Economy; Projections Through 1985" (the New York

Stock Exchange, September 1974).
BDC-Barry Bosworth, James S. Duesenberry, and Andrew S. Carron, "Capital Needs in the Seventies" (Brooking

Institution 1975).
BF-Benjamin M. Friedman, "Financing the Next Years of Fixed Investment," Sloan Management Review, Vol. 16

No. 3, Spring 1975, pp. 51-74.
The remaining respondents include 7 large industrial enterprises, 3 financial organizations and 1 academic institution

The basic time unit of the forecasts varies from a ten-year span for
one of them to quarterly projections for three others. Eleven forecasts
are done year-by-year (annually) and the remaining seven are 3-5 year
predictions. The models utilized range from very large with hundreds
of equations to small with nine or fewer equations. As a rule, disag-
gregation of production is "limited" to "medium" and interactions of
the financial and real (production) sectors is of weak to medium
strength. Overall, the variety of characteristics of the approaches to
long-term forecasting is more notable for its diversity than its uni-
formity. A priori, those that contain greater structural detail and in-
formation should be more useful. Whether these also are more accurate
predictions of aggregates, such as overall real GNP growth rates can-
not be determined at this time because of the extremely short history
of use of models for long-term forecasting.

However, some general patterns emerge on the assumptions made
by different respondents. (See table 6.) Assumptions about fiscal and
monetary policy are especially important because of their potentially
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strong impact on growth paths. For those forecasters that provided the
information, it was found that most anticipated only modest increases
in federal spending and no real (constant dollar) tax reduction. There-
fore, with economic growth, federal deficits are expected to decline
from their recent high levels and, in some cases turn into surpluses.
Monetary policy is seen as continuing in a tight to accommodating
vein. Where inflation and unemployment are assumed exogenously,
both are predicted to fall from present rates and approximate or be
below historical averages of the past decade during the first half of
the 1980's.



TABLE 6.-ASuMPtiONs UNDERLYING LONG-tERM ECONOMIC roRECASts

Respondent Federal Government expenditures Tax policy Federal budget position Monetary policy Other assumptions

Chase--------- -No change in spending programs-. No change in tax laws -Continuing high Federal deficits--- Tight monetary policy with double 1. Recession isn 197-79 with tnem-
digit inflation in 1978. ployment rote rising to more

than 10 percent.
2. Negative net exports in nominal

terms in 1980485.
DRI -Tightening of spending; real pur- Personal tax cuts, holding tax to Moderately high deficit but de- If stop-go monetary policy is Dampening of State and local

chases growing less than poten- about 1U1 percent of income; dining in 1980-85. avoided, short-term interest spending because of higher costs
tial output; real transfer pay- effective corporate tax rates rates would stabilize at a rate of borrowing.
ments grow faster than output. gradually decline with invest- near 6B percent

ment tax credit assumed perma-
nent at current 10 percent value.

Wharton (stimulative Increase in nondefense purchases Investment tax credit maintained Full employment and greater tax 1. More stimulative policy begin- 1. Corrected version of Census
scenario). of $15,000,000,000 by 1979 and at 10 percent. revenues from higher level of ning in 1977. series No. 2 used in estimates

maintained at this level through- Social insurance tax rate pro- economic activity lead to turn- 2. Reduction of discount rate and of population and labor force
out 1979-85 with peak increase gramed as law now stands for around from deficit position in increase in nonborrowed growth.
of 250 000 Federal employees 1975-85 with rise to 12.3 per- 1976-80 to surplus in 1981-85. reserves. 2. World trade activity assumed
by 1978, declining slowly for cent in combined employee- to grow at average annua I
remainder of period. employer rate in 1981; earn- rate of 5.2 percent during

ings base to rise at rate of 1978-85.
$1 200 per year.

SSG -. 1. No new programs. 1. 1975 personal tax cut ($8,000,- Declining deficit to $8,900,000,000, Accommodating, stable 1. Full employment target of 1-
2. Growth in transfer payments to 000,000) made permanent. 1985. 4-percent unemployment rate 00

reflect real income mainte- 2. $6,000,000,000 personal tax cut by 1985.
eance. in 1976. 2. Inflation down to 4 percent per

3. Grants-in-aid increase less rap- 3. $6,000,000,000 per year in per- annum, 1980-85.
idlythan recent past(3.5 per- sonal tax cuts 1977-82 to 3. Average 3-percent productivity
cent real growth). maintain real tax effect. gain through 1985.

4. Permanent 10- to 11-percent
investment tax credit

5. Corporate profit tax rate low-
ered to 45 percent.

6. Depreciations allowances in-
creased by 5 percent.

7. Gas tax increase to 7 cents per
gallon from 4 cents.

NPA -1. Real rise in defense expendi- No significant change in income or Deficit of $81,000,000,000 in 1979; Moderate to accommodating mon- Constant prices for imported petro-
tures of 2 percent per year; corporate taxes; small increase $21,000,000,000 in 1986. etary policies. leum; modest inflation in other
nominal outlays rise 8.6 per- in Social Security taxes. import prices.
cent per year.

2. Nondefense purchases rise at
2.2 percent real and 9 per-
cent nominal rates, 1975-86.

3. Transfers increase at 9.5 per-
cent rate and grants-in-aid
at 8.6 percent rate, 1975-86.

GE 1. Expenditures increase at 10.2 1. Reduction in corporate incoms Deficits: 1976, $65,000,000,000; 1. Emphasis on containing infla- 1. Lower growth in labor force.
percent rate, 1976-85. tax rates from 48 to 43 per- 1977, $39,000,003,000; 1978, tion with "real" growth of 2. Lower productivity gains.



2. Defense outlays gain slightly cent,1977. $27,000,O0,l00; 1§79-85, 512- Ml comparable to late 1950's 3. Continuing high unemployment
through 1985. 2. Permanent 12-percent invest- 000,000,000 to $22,000,000,000. to early 1960's: 197340, 0.7 rate.

3. Transfers rise to 63 percent of ment tax credit, 1977. percent; 198045,1.3 percent.
outlays, 1977-80, and to 66 3. Special tax treatment for ailing 2. Nominal growth around 9 per-
percent by 1985.1 industries (e.g., railroads and cent per year.

public utilities).
INFORUM - 1. Constant real defense expendi - - -- 1. Continuing high inflation.

tures. 2. Steady reduction in unemploy-
2. Modest increases in nondefense ment rate to level of 5.6 per-

spending, cent in 1985.
NYSE - Projects deficit only - - Assumes no change -$3,500,000,000; annual deficit No mention

(based on average deficit, 1954-
63).

BDC- 1. No net new Federal programs. No change; revenues rise 11,1 $82 000,000,000 initial surplus, Because of fiscal restraint (sur-
2. Expenditures grow 8.7 percent percent per year (higher infla- 1I80; used to offset State and plus), easier monetary policy,

per year. tion rate would increase revenue local financing gap of $25 000- lower interest rates than 1974.
3. Grants-in-aid grow 6.2 percent growth; tax elasticity equals 000,000 and increase Federal

per year for continuation of 1.2). purchases $44,000,000,000. Net
existing programs, surplus equals $13,000,000,000.

4. Transfer payments increase (Note:Offsetsnotincludedinlst
10.9 percent per year for column.)
funding existing laws.

BF - 1. Only modest new spending in- Tax reductions to offset inflation Balance on average during Relatively tight; less rapid crea- 1. Real GNP growth of 3A to 4
itiatives. impact on revenues so that 1977-81. tion of bank reserves than in percent annually.

2. Constant expenditure share of budget is balanced. last 10 years. 2. Inflation rate of 5 percent
GNP (excluding transfers). yeaiIy.

3. Transfers grow faster than GNP -
4. Expansion in real terms con-

sistent with real GNP growth.
A- Expenditures to decline slightly as Contracyclical tax measures - Declining deficit -Contracyclical, achieving stabiliZ3- Unemployment rate to drop to 5

percent of GNP. tion of interest rates. percent level in 1980's.
B- 1. Goods and services purchases --- Assumes 2 mild growth cycles

in real terms will grow less with cyclical lows in 1978 and
than real GNP. 1982.

2. Transfer payments will increase
faster.

C- Real outlays rise at 4 percent, Small net increase in total tax Balanceatnearfullemployment--- Mildly restrictive to neutral . 1. Real GNP trend at 334 percent
197045; further shift goods and burden with a decline in Federal annually.
services to transfers. individual rates but increases in 2. Inflation rate of 3V percent in

corporate and State and local 1980's.
taxes.

D-----1. Annual population growth loss
than I percent

2. Labor force will increase at
higher rate because of
changing age mix but will
slow down in 1980's.

E--.-.-.Labor force growth between I aed
2 percent; declining average
workweek; productivity growth
about 2 percent per year.

F.----...-...- . -..- Decreasing unemployment rate,
approaching 5 percent by 1985.

See footnotes at end of table.



TABLE 6-ASSUMPTIONS UNDERLYING LONG-TERM FORCASTER-Continued

Respondent Federal Government expenditures Tax policy Federal budget position Monetary policy Other assumptions

G-----... Federal spending focused on con- -..... Lower Federal deficits, but no --------------------- 1. Moderate recession for 1978-
sumption sector at expense of surplus. 79 period.
productiona side of economy. 2. Continaing rise in inflation rate

ppproaching double-digit level

H....- ------ ------------- -- ----- -------------------------------- Deficits to continue ---------- ------- -------------- -- Unemployment rate wil 6average
1 . . Up to 1978 monetary policy is ace emp~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3. lowydelnet i aimomntmore than 5 percent but with

long-term trend toward fall

commodating to rapid recovery. 1978-79.
Federal Reserve sticks to money 2. Unemployment rate will decline
growth targets and as inflation bat persist at higher than
accelerates liquidity is squeezed. socially acceptable levels.

3. Peak inflation rate at 8 percent
in 1978; falling to 4.5 percent
in 1981.

L--1 Persisting gaedtoad .Pesoatactohigh,0,-Deiitunemploymentee Wlbeimdtaodigecss

during 19764i0, withr rate of
7.5 percent in 1 80.

2. Inflation rate declines to 5 per- to
cent by 1980. o

K-Concurs~~~~~te with~n aLS projection, ofCmiedsca ecrta

3.6 to 3.7 percent growth daring

nanced by payroll taxes. and 13 3 percent in 1981. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 198085 priod

L-------------------- 1. Fiscal policy geared toward 1. Personal tax cot of $8,000,000,- Deficitswillcontinueathighlevel Millbeaimedatavoidingexceesive
gradually reducing unemploy- 000 in 1978. through 1982 and then decline expansion of money supply bat
. ast and increasing stiliza- 2. Other changes in personal and sharply. will accoimodate economic
tin olf productive capacity. corporate taxes assumed to growth.

2. Health insurance program in- provide offsetting gains and
at ituted by 1979- napendi- losses in Treasury receipts.
turxt It900 ,000,- 3. Combined social security tax
000 and rising to $27 rate will rise to 12.1 percent

by 1985; partly in 1978, 12.7 percent in 1979,
Fsiced by payroll taxes, and 13.3 percent in 1981.

3. Social sec urity benefits will rise Taxable income base will rise
aboat5 percentannually aver to $28,500 by 1985.
next decade.

4. Federal Government will start
to absorb local governmest's
welfare costs with expendi-
tures starting at around
$4,000,000,000 in 1980usnd
rising to $20,000,000,000 by
1985.

IAll Federal outlays other thus purchayes of goods and services (includes transfers to persons iplorest payments, grants to State and local governments, and subsidies to Government enterprises).
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OUTPUT, INPLATION, AND INCOME

Most of the forecasters see a generally favorable picture for output,
-inflation, and income over the next ten years. (See Table 7.) With a
recovery from the 1974-75 recession, the median forecast for the
annual compound growth rate for real GNP is 4.8 percent for 197580

.and 3.5 percent for 1980-85.19 These rates exceed those of most five-

.and ten-year post recession intervals during the post-World-War II
period (cf. Table 1 above for partial comparison). The range of real
GNP forecasts for 1975-80 is from 2.6 to 6.5 percent annual rates.

*Those at the low end, notably Chase, G, and I, anticipate a recession
in 1977-78 or 1978-79, which lowers real GNP during those
years and 1980 and their respective 1975-80 growth rates. In all these

-cases the recession is attributed to reactions to a tight monetary policy
which the Federal Reserve is expected to undertake during 1977 in an

.attempt to lower the rate of inflation.

9 These and other compound growth rates herein are computed between magnitudes of
warlables at the terminal years. They are not averages over the path.



TABLE 7.-LONG TERM ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS: OUTPUT, INFLATION, AND INCOME-COMPOUND ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE

[in percent]

Real capital formation Real net exports
Real GNP Inflation (GNP deflator) (fixed investment) Real disposable income total real trade

Respondent 197545 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1976-85 1976-00 1980-85 t:

Median forecast -4.1 4.8 3.5 5.3 5.7 5.0 5. 6 7.4 4.2 3.7 4.2 3.3 6. 4 7.3 5.1
Chase -------------- 3.9 3.6 4.1 5.6 5. 8 5.5 6.1 6. 1 6.0 3.5 3 4 3.7 8. 7 8. 8 8. 6
DRI- ---------------------- _ 4.0 4.9 3.2 4.5 5.0 4.0 5.2 7.1 3.2 4.0 4.7 3.2 8. 3 9. 8 7. 0
Wharton- 3. 6 4.4 2.9 4. 9 5 7 4. 0 5. 6 7.5 3.8 3.3 3. 3.0 2.4 2.7 2.1
SSG-5.0 6.5 3.6 4.8 5 0 4.4 6.8 9. 5 4.2 4.8 6.0 3.16 3.8 5.3 2.8
NPA

- 4.0 4. 5 3.5 4 .8 5. 9 5.6 5. 4 7.1 4.1 3.8 4.1 3.6 4.4 5.7 3.3
GE---------------- 4.1 4.6 3.6 6.8 7.5 6. 1 6.0 7.3 4.8 3.8 4.4 3.2 ---------------
INFORUM-3.2 4.0 2.4 9.5 8.7 10.3 5.2 8.2 2.3 3.1 3.7 2.5
A- 4.2 5.0 3.4 5.3 5.6 5.1 5.6 7.5 3.8 3.9 4.3 3.6

3.9 4.9 3.2 5.7 5.9 5.5 5.0 6.9 2.9 3.7 4.2 3.1 16.8 5.4 6.3
C-L 4.2 5.0 3.4 4.0 4.4 3.5-4.3 5.2 3.3. 9.,9 .9.4- 10.

E---------------- 4.5 5.5 3.5----------------------------- - - - - - 4.2 4.5 3.8 ---------------
F---------------- 4.2 4.9 3.6 5.1 5.7 4.5----------------------------------------------

I----------------3.-3.8-- . ---------- . ------------------- - - - - - - - 3.-3.8- 34---------------------
I -------------------- -34.3- ------------ 5.7 - - - - ------------------------- 9.3.4 --------------------
K---------------- 74. 0 4.3 3.7 5. 5 6. 0 5. 0 5.5 6.5 4.5 3.5 7 3. 2 3.8 ---------------
L---------------- 4. 5 4.9 4.1 5.0 5.4 4.4 7.2 8.4 6,9 3.5 4.1 3.0 9.9 9. 4 10. 3

See footnotes on p. 23.



Government real expenditures

Real exports Real imports Federal Government State and local
Respondent 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85

Median forecast -3- 43 4. 3 6.,3 7.7 5. 1 '1.8 1. 9 1. 6 3. 4 3.3 3.
Chase ----------------------------- 2.7 1. 8 3.7 3.7 4. 6 2.8 .9 1.7 .1 3.9 2. 8 4. 9
DR --------- 5.3 6.4 4.2 7.4 9.0 5.8 2.0 1. 8 2.2 3.2 3.0 3.4
W harton3---------------------------------------------------- 5. 3 4. 6 6. 0 7.7 10. 8 4. 7 2. 6 3.7 1.5 2.6 2.6 2.7
NPA 6.4 7.6 5.1 8.0 10.3 5.56 2.3 2.1 2.5 4.0 4.2 3.9

NPA--- --- -- ------ -- --- --- --- -- --- --- -- --- --- -- 3.2 2. 6 3.8 5.4 6. 6 4. 5 2.0 275 LS 3. 7 . 3GE ---------------------------------------------------------- - - - - - 1.4 1.2 1.6 3.7 3.9 3.6
INFORUM. ----------------------------------------------------- 2.4 1.4 3.5 4.1 4.5 3.8 1. 2 1.2 1.3 2.0 2.2 1.8
A- - - - - - ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -1.3 -2. 5 0 .1 -. 4 .7
B ----------------------------------------------------------- 4.2 4.1, 4.3 5.8 7.5 3.9 2.2 2.9 1.3 3.9 4.3 3. 5

- 2.4 2.5 2.3 5.4 5.6 5.3

F.----------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---

i d ---------------------------------------------------- -------- CADt

L---------------------------------------------------------8-i.--5.-i--i----82-4-4-03 -5 -i-6.1 6.0 6.1 6.8 7.9 5.7 2.1 1.8 2.4 4.0 3.5 4.4

I Average ratios of levels. 1976-81.
a Stimnlativo. I 1976 80.
31975-86; 1975 80; 1980486. 0 Nominal rate.

I1975-86; 1975-81; 1981-86; except real GNP and inflation which are 1975-86, 1975480, 1980-86, ' Average of 2 periods niedians.
god rptiax of repl net exports to totol trade which pre tar single years: 1975, 1981, 1986.
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A moderate fall in the rate of increase of the overall GNP deflator
is expected by all forecasters, with performance improving gradually
over the next decade. Still, inflation rates remain above five percent;
only four respondents predict that inflation may drop below five per-
cent. By way of comparison, during 196675 the GNP deflator in-
creased at a compound annual rate of 5.8 percent. The essential mes-
sage in the predictions is that given fiscal policies of mild expenditure
(rrowth and tax cuts, accommodating money supply growth, and an
absence of external shocks, inflation stays below double-digit levels
and does not accelerate.

These are favorable conditions for real capital formation and is
reflected in the anticipated scenario of the forecasts. During 1975-80,
real fixed capital spending grows on average (across the forecasts)
about 50 percent faster than real total product. This faster rise is at-

tributable to needs to compensate for low rates of capacity expansion
during the past decade, continuing adjustment to higher energy prices,
and outlays for pollution control facilities. In some forecasts, much of
the catch-up is completed by the early 1980's and thereafter, real in-
vestment and real GNP grow at nearly the same rates. In other fore-
casts, especially those with recessions in 1977-79, the process, and
higher rates of investment than output, continues in the 1980's.
(Questions of capital shortage are discussed in a following section.)

The relative rise in investment is accompanied by a relative fall in
consumption. The latter is brought about by a slower rate of increase
of real disposable income than real GNP and is a consequence of a
progressive income tax structure and tax cut policies. The elasticity of
tax revenues with respect to nominal GNP is greater than unity (taxes
rise more than proportionately to product or income), so that unless
tax rates are reduced so as fully to offset inflation, rates of growth of
real disposable income and consumption expenditures fall relative to
real pre-tax income growth. This is not necessarily undesirable if
income growth itself depends on pursuit of such policies.

One of the more difficult areas to forecast is the foreign trade sector,
where developments depend on the evolution of both the domestic and
world economies. U.S. experts are anticipated to rise in the years ahead
but imports, under stimulus of recovery from the 1974-75 recession
and growing demands for foreign oil, spurt even faster. Therefore, the
highly favorable 1975 trade balance is eroded until 1980 under most
forecasts. The proportion of real net exports to total trade averages
nearly 61/2 percent foi the ten-year period 1976-85, but faster rising
imports reduce the ratio from 7.3 percent in 1976-80 to 5.1 percent
for 1981-85. Only one respondent predicts a higher ratio of net ex-
ports to total trade in the latter portion of the ten-year interval.

The last six columns of table 7 list rates of growth of real Federal
and state and local expenditures. Federal outlays grow far more slowly
than real GNP under the assumption by all respondents that the gov-
ernment will pursue conservative fiscal policies. The rate of growth of
state and local outlays, too, is slowed from that of the last decade due
to voter resistance to increased taxation and bond issues, active re-
straint on expenditures so as to preserve credit worthiness and poten-
tial bankruptcy difficulties such as those confronting New York City
and other municipalities, and lesser needs as total and school-age pop-
ulation growth slows.
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EMPLOYMENT, PRODUCTVITY, AND FINANCE

Most of the forecasts utilize the medium projections of the U.S. Bu-
reau of the Census to extrapolate population growth which, for all age
groups combined, is anticipated to increase at one percent per annum
over the next decade. The population above 15 years of age is antici-
pated to rise somewhat faster than the total due to falling birth and
death rates. Therefore, the potential labor force grows more rapidly
than population and also is swelled by the continuing rise in female
labor force participation. During the 1975-80 period, the labor force is
augmented, too, by a decrease in the number of discouraged workers
who, with a decline in unemployment, again seek employment. These
forces are reflected in the median predictions reported in table 8, which
show labor force compound growth of 1.9 percent from 1975-80 and
1.3 percent from 1980-85. The lower rate in the latter five years is at-
tributable to slower real growth and tapering of increases in female
and discouraged worker participation rates.

78-733-76--3



TABLE 8.-LONG-TERM ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS: EMPLOYMENT, PRODUCTIVITY, AND FINANCE
COMPOUND ANNUAL RATES OF CHANGE

Population (percent) Labor force (percent) Unemployment rate I (percent) Employment (percent)

Respondent 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1976-85 1976-80 1981-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85

Median forecast ------------------- 1.0 1.i0 1. 0 1. 1 2. 9 1. 35.7 6.5 5.0 2. 0 2.5 1.5
Chase

2
I
-

---------------------------- 1.3 1. 5 1. 0 1.7 2. 0 1. 5 7. 3 8. 4 6.2 2.1 1. 8 2.3
DRIC-1.----------------------------------------------- I 0 0.9 1.0 1.6 1.9 1. 5 5. 4 5.8 5.0 2.1 2.8 1.5
Wharton - - --------------------------- 1.3 1.5 1.0 1.6 1.9 1.4 5.3 5. 6 4.6 1. 9 2.7 1.2
SSG '--------------------------------------------- - 1. 0 0. 9 1.0 1. 5 1.8 1.2 5. 3 6.4 4.3 2. 2 2. 8 1. 5
NPA -------------------------- 0. 9 1° 0.9 1.6 1.8 1.4 '5.6 6.3 '5.0 1.6 2.4 1.5
GE- -:--::::::: 0.8 0.8 0.8 1. 5 1.8 1.2 6.5 7.1 £5.9 1.7 2.0 1.4
INFORUM --------------------------- 1.0 0.9 1.0 1. 3 1. 4 1. 1 6. 1 6. 6 5. 7 1. 7 1.9 1.5
A 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 1.9 1.1 5.8 6.5 5.0 1.9 2.5 1.3
Be-0 O.9 0.9 1.0 1.5 2.0 0.9 5.9 6.7 75.0 1.9 2.6 0.9
C-1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 ------------------------ - - - - 1.9 ----------
D 1.0 1. 0 1.0 1.6 1.7 1.54
E-1.5 2.0 1.0------------------------------------------------
Fe 1.0 1.0 1.0 1. 2. 0 1.4 6. 5 7. 5.6 2. 1 2. 5 1.6

H. 1. 1. 1. 5.0io ~ + 5.0+ as~o+.:::::::::::::::

I…
J-O

L-1.0-------------------------------------------------------------------- 0.9 1.0-0.7 i1 .i57 is is s 6 5 4.9 2.1 2.6 1.7



Average government surplus or deficit I1 (in billions of dollars)
Productivity 10 (percent) Money supply (percent) Aaa bond rate ' (percent) Federal (D) State and local (S)

Respondent 1975-85 197540 1980-85 1975-85 197540 1980485 1976-85 1976-80 198145 197645 1976-80 198145 197645 1976-80 198145

Chase'2 .2. 3 2.3 2.1 12 7. 0 7. 6 6. 8. 3 8.8 8. 0 -31. 9 -37. 9 -25. 0 124. 0 14.6 13.3DRI --------- 1.-18-18-67-64----86 .8 8.4 -86.3 -88.0 -84.7 15.7 16.2 15.2DhRIo3------------- 1.9 2.2 1.7 6.6 7.2 6.0 8.1 8.5 7.7 -31. 9 -37.9 -25.9 8. 6 10.0 7.2Whan 1 6 1. 1.7 7.9 9.7 6.2 7.4 8. 3 6.6 -12. 5 -31.7 +6. 7 17.5 18.3 16.7NPS -------------- 2.9 3. 2. 1- - - - - ---6--------- ----------------- 20.0 -23.5 -16.4 10. 4 7.7 13-'- 2. 2 2 2 2. 1 7.0 7.2 6.9 9.0 9.4 8.7 -55.0 -70 4 -40.0 17.7 20.4 is 0INFORUM- 2.3 2.5 2.1 8.4 9.4 7.5 '9.8 10.2 '9.5 '-27.3 -33.1 I-21.5
A- -- 2. 3 2. 4 2. 1
A ~~~~~~~~~~~~------------ 1.4 1.6 1.2c ---------- 2.3 2.4 2.1 --------------- - - 8.2 8.4 8.0 -24.2 -32.4 -16.0 ----------------

E-------- ::: :~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- -F;8----------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
o-2.4~~~~~~-- . 2

H.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

F'-2.3 2.3 2.040.0 60038---8330-400----
2. 3 2. 3 2.4 -------- 48.8 -62.0 -35.6 9.9 14. 0 5. 8

' Average of annual rates of all years in each period (not rate of change). a Unemployment rates are 1975-85 1975-80, 198045.2 Population 16 years and more. : Declining during this period.3Stimulative scenario; population 15 years and more. "0 Real GNP per employee (derived).End year of forecast is 1986. " Averages of annual surplus or deficit: (D) Deficit unless othervise specified; (S) Surplus.a Estimated from incomplete statistics. ' vrg f2prosmdasfMiddle and end years of forecast are 1981 and 1986. A"vSurplus.
7 Drops to 5 percent by i985.

Note: Where figures not supplied, information unavailable.
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Average projections for unemployment rates over these intervals

are 6.5 and 5.0 percent, respectively. Chase has the most pessimistic

outlook and their unemployment rate averages 8.4 percent, which in

large measure is due to prediction of a 1977-78 recession. Respondents

F and H also predict a recession at that time, but their unemployment
rate forecasts are lower. All respondents forsee that the unemploy-

ment picture will improve significantly over the second half of the

1975-85 decade, despite declines in rates of increase of real growth

rates. Employment growth rates, of course, mirror those of labor

force, unemployment, and output. They are more rapid in 1975-80

than 1980-85. When they are more rapid (less rapid) than labor

-force growth, unemployment falls (rises).
Tle declines in unemployment and growth in employment are ac-

comlpanied in most of the projections by a recovery in productivity, as

measured by real GNP per employee or per worker-hour. The slow-

down in productivity growth in the early 1970's has been traced to

very slow growth in capital-labor ratios and to entrance into the work

force of unusually large numbers of young and inexperienced work-

ers, which tended to offset productivity enhancing factors such as in-

creased education.20 As the demographic mix changes and the young

work force gains experience, the effects should be to increase pro-

ductivity growth rates.
Other factors which -held productivity growth down to near-zero

levels (setting aside cyclical influences, real GNP per hour of labor

grew at only about one percent between 1970-75) were the energy

crisis (which made a portion of the capital stock economically ob-

solete), environmental regulations which forced production cutbacks

and modifications of procedures and equipment and, possibly, the

temporary effects of the wage-price controls program. Adjustments to

these factors, while still not complete, should become less important

in the years ahead.
High rates of investment relative to employment growth should

provide a strong stimulus to productivity in the last half of the 1970's.

Changes in the composition of the workforce will help. too. The

median forecast for the rate of growth of real GNP per employee

(which is slightly greater but approximately the same as per worker

hour) is 2.3 percent for 1975-80 and 2.1 percent for 1980-85. While

these are below the 2.7 percent productivity growth rates of 1965-75,

they are far better than recent experience and contribute greatly to

the revival of rapid real output growth.
The feasibility of achieving the high rates of investment necessary

for this productivity growth depends in part on questions of finance.

Declining Federal deficits and decreases in state and local berrowing

will reduce demands on money markets and thereby ease private ac-

cess. Most respondents expect the money supply to grow ot a rate of

2-3 percent less than the rate of increase of nominal GNP. so some

financial tightness is envisaged. 2 ' Long-term interest rates are antici-

pated to remain around 8-9 percent, which is consistent with a fore-

cast inflation rate of about 5-6 percent and a real rate of return of

about 3 percent.
20 Unpublished materials prepared for the Interagency Task Force on U.S. Productivity

Growth. September 1976.
21 The median forecast for nominal GNP growth can be approximated by the sum of the

rates for real GNP and inflation plus their cross-products. That Is, e.g. from table 7, for

1975-85, 4.1+5.3+ (4.1) (5.3)/100=9.6 percent.
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CAPITAL REQIREMENTs

Returns to capital and investment have figured prominently in the
debate of the last few years on the possibilities of a capital shortage.2 2

The controversy has raged between those who deny that a shortage
could ever exist and those who believe serious gaps between desired
and actual capacity may occur. The former group states that market
forces will lead to adjustment of product, labor, and capital goods
prices so that demand and supply for capital will be in equilibrium.
If capital goods prices rise relative to other prices, then rates of return
fall. Returns to savings then also would fall. The latter group admits
that this may be true, but that the equilibrium might occur at levels
of savings, investment, capital-labor ratios, and capacities below those
deemed socially desirable. If the target is a high rate of growth of
output, and unutilized capacity and labor force growth are low,
this requires, assuming productivity advance cannot dramatically
be spurred, a high rate of growth of investment.

Investment requirements over the next decade are predicted to be
high not only for the reason of a social target of lowering unemploy-
ment rates, but also because of continuing energy reconversion and
augmentation needs, and pollution abatement and environmental
goals. Most of the studies surveyed here show a significantly higher
proportion of GNP devoted to investment in 1975-85 than in 1966-75.
(See Table 9.). Despite substantial differences in these predicted pro-
portions, in other GNP expenditure shares, and in nominal and real
GNP growth rates, there appears to be a consensus on a number of
points:

2 Issues in this section are examined in greater detail In Gary Fromm, "Investment
Requirements and Financing: 1975-85," National Bureau of Economic Research, October
1975.



TABLE 9.-LONG-TERM ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS: CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS

IPercent)

History Chase DRI Wharton I

1966-75 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-85 1975-80 1980-85

GNP growth rate-
Inflation growth rate
Real GNP growth rate-
Unemployment rate 

2

High-grade (Aaa) corporate' bond rate, new
Issues - … -… -----…-…----

8.1 9.7 9.6 9.9 8.9 10.4 7.3 8.7 10.3 7.0
5.8 5.6 5.8 5.5 4.5 5.0 4.0 4.9 5.7 4.0
2. 2 3.9 3.6 4.1 4.0 4.9 3.2 3.6 4.4 2.9
5.0 7.3 8.4 6.2 5.4 5.8 5.0 5.1 5.6 4.6 CX

7.1 8.6 8.3 8.4 8.1 8.5 7.7 7.4 8.3 6.6

1966-75 1976-85 1976-80 1981-85 1976-85 1976-80 1981-85 1976-85 1976-80 ---i---

As percent of GNP:
Gross private domestic investment -- 15.1 16. 7 14.8 17.9 15. 8 15. 7 15. 8 17. 1 16. 3 17. 6

Nonresidential ------------- 10. 2 11. 9 10. 8 12. 6 10.7 10.5 10.8 12. 4 11. 2 13. 2
Inventory ------------- .7 1.1 .3 1. 6 .9 1. 1 .8 .8 1. 0 .7
Residential 4.2 3.7 3.7 3.6 4.2 4.1 4.3 3.9 4.1 3.8
Total savings…15. 1 16. 7 14.8 17.9 15.8 15.7 15.8 17. 1 16. 3 17.6

Bosiness-11.0 13.3 12. 6 13. 7 11. 4 11. 2 11. 5 13.7 13.2 14.0
Personal -- 4.9 5.4 5.3 5. 5 5. 1 5. 5 4.8 3.5 3.9 3. 1
Government _ -1.0 -2.7 -3.46 -2.2 - 9 -1. 3 -6 .2 -.6 .8

Federal -- 1.4 -3.3 -4.4 -2.6 -1.2 -1.8 8 5 -1.5 2
State and local .5 .6 .8 .5 23 .5 .2 -7 9

Other….2 .7 5 .9 2 .4 . -.3 3 3
Investment lens savings

GNP expenditures (percent distribution):
Gross private domestic investment --- 15. 1 16. 7 14. 8 17.9 15.8 15.7 15. 8 17. 1 16. 3 17. 6
Personal consumption- -- - 62.6 61. 9 63.7 60. 7 62.7 62. 8 62.7 61. 9 62.6 61.4
Net exports 21----°---------2-- .5 0 .2 -1 .5 .8 .23 - 2 -.1 - 2
Government purchases-21.9 1.4 21.3 21.5 21.0 20.7 21.2 21.2 21. 2 21.2

-
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SSG NPA, GE, NYSE, BDC, BF,

1975-85 1975-80 1980-85 1975-86 1975-85 1974-85 1973-80 1977481

GNP growth rate -10.0 11.8 8.2 10.0 11.1 8.5 9.2 8.9Inflation growth rate ........................... 4.8 5.0 4.4 5.8 6.8 5.0 4.7 5.0Real GNP growth rate -5.0 6.5 3.6 4.0 4.1 3.6 4.3 3.7Unemployment rate 2 ....... .5.3 6.4 4.3 45.6 4 6.5 -4 4.3High-grade (Aaa) corporate bond rate, new9 issues 1-4 985 4 7.5

1976-85 1976-80 1981485 1974-85 1976-85 1974-85 1973-80 1977-81

As percent of GNP: -
Gross private domestic investment -15.4 15.4 15.4 16.1 14. 9Nonresidential -11.2 11.1 11.2 11.2 10.7Inventory .9 1.I .8 .7 .5

Residential ---------------------------------------------:------ 3.3 3.2 3.4 4.2 3.7Total savings - 15. 4 15. 4 15. 4 16. 1 14. 9Business -11.2 11.3 11 1 12. 4 10. 9Personal -- 4.7 5.0 4.4 4.7 5.8Government -------------------------- -. 4 -. 8 -.1 -. 14 -1.4Federal -.7 -1. I 5 -19 -IState and local --- ------- 4 *4 .4 .5 -. 3Other 3 -
.1 _,1 0- .4 -. 4

Investment less savings :- -- -------------
GNP by expenditures:5

Gross private domestic investment -- 154 15.4 15.4 16.1 14.9Personal consumption------------------ 62. 5 63.0 62.2 62. 3 62.0Netexnprt-. ------------------------ 3 .3 3 -.1 -.1rnmet purchases --------- 21. 8 21. 3 22.2 21.7 23.2

See footnotes on p. 32.

16.4 15.6 15.8
39.4 10.9 11.5
83.1 .7 .8

4.0 4.0 3.5
15.0 15.6 15.8
10.6 10.6 10.8
4.0 4.6 4.9
.3 .2 -.

--.2 3 0
.5 I. -1 _

0 .1 :2 2
1. 4 -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -

16.4 15.6 15.8
60.6 61.8

.2 -.2
---- 22.4 22.6

........
--------
--------



TABLE 9-LONG-TERM ECONOMIC PROJECTIONS: CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS-Continued

[Percent]

L
197545 1975-80 1980-85

GN rwhrate-9.6 105 8.7
Ifaingrowth rote5.5444

Real GN P growth rate- 1------------------------------------------------------------- 9 6.5 .
Unemployment rate 2 ---- 5.7 6. 5 4.9
High-grade (Aaa) corporate bond rate, new issues 2 _.. .__ ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- __

1976-85 197640 1981-85

As percent of GNP:
Gross private domestic investment- 16.3 15.4 16.9

Nonresidential ----- 11.1 10.2-11.6--------------------- 1 2 1 1.6
Inventory------------------------------------------------------------1.0 1.0 1.0
Residentiol -- 4.2 . 4.2 4.3

Total savings -16.3 15.4 16.9
Business -- 12. 412.0-12.---------------------- 1 5 -2 CA
Personal-5.2 5.5 5.0 t3
Government--. -.-- ------------------------------------- -1.8 -2. 3 -. 9

Federal--1.8 -3.0 -1. 1
State and local --- .7 .2

Other-3 _------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.1 .3 .1
Investment less savings .

GNP expenditureu (percent distribution):
Gross private domestic investment---------------------------------------------------16.3 15.4 16.9
Personal cons umption -------------------------------------------------------- 61.8 62.8 61. 3
Net exports - ------- 4 -4--4---- ---------------- -4 .4 .4
Government purchases-21.4 21.4 21.4

1 Stimalative scenario. 5 Includes inventories and business other nonresidential investment.
2Periods ae1976-85, 1976-80, 1911-5 for Chase, DRI, Wharton and SSG; 1976485 for GE. 7 BDC model excludes 1.2 percent unallocated resources.
Statistical discreplancy plan capital grants received by the United States less netforeign investment. Note.-Results estimated when figures in sources ore incomplete or presented in other forms. Du-

4 Estimated from incomplete statistics. toil may not add to totals doe to rounding; - equals not available or not applicable.
o Includes plant and equipment only. Source: History, Survey of Current Business, January 1976, July 1976.
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1. The economy has the ability to generate sufficient savings to
meet investment needs of the next decade, including increased out-
lays for energy conversion, pollution abatement, and capacity
expansion.

2. To make this possible, Federal expenditures should be re-
strained so that current high deficits are reduced and government
saving is raised.

3. Individual income tax cuts will be needed to offset a pro-
gressive tax rate schedule and limit reductions in real consumer
incomes arising from inflation.

4. Monetary policy should be accommodating and should not
foster but seek to prevent episodes of highly restrictive credit
availability.

5. The principal problem is financing increased investment in an
inflationary setting when nonfinancial corporate business exposure
to working capital needs are swollen, depreciation falls short of
replacement costs, growth in retained earnings is insufficient to
fund much higher capital outlays, and relative rates of return are
too low and risks too high to attract much greater equity funding.
Because of this financial situation, a majority of the analyses pro-
vide or recommend reduction in corporate taxes so as to raise rates
of return and augment financial cash flow.

The last conclusion holds notwithstanding a stock market recovery
and improvement in conditions of equity financing during the past
year, recent surges in corporate margins and profits, and the 1976 tax
reform act which extended the 10 percent investment credit. These
provide greater internal cash flow and equity capital but, given high
investment demands, greater resort to borrowing will be required and
debt/equity ratios are predicted to continue to rise. For some com-
panies and sectors these already are at high levels, and both borrowers
and investors are exposed to substantial risks of default. If investment
can be accomplished only by further weakening of financial structure,
many companies may decide to forego capacity expansion even in the
face of strong demands for their outputs. Obviously, the situation does
not apply equally to all industries. It is most severe for capital in-
tensive sectors whose capital structure already is highly leveraged,
whose rates of return are below average, and whose prices or returns
(profit rates) are subject to a high degree of government regulation.
Transportation, electric utilities, steel. paper, and a few other indus-
tries may be particularly hard pressed by finances, demand, and envi-
ronmental and safety requirements.

GRowTT1 STRATEGrES AND POLICY ALTERNATIVES

Whether policy actions should be undertaken to alleviate investment
problems confronted by capital intensive industries is a ouestion that
has aroused strong emotions among those opposed to lowering tax bur-
dens of corporate business, others who are as concerned nbolit the ade-
quacy of profit returns and the continuing viability of the free enter-
prise system, and yet others opnosed to high growth rates and further
environmental encroachment. There is no easv answer because any at-
tempt at solution depends greatly on balancing the preferences and
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needs of diverse interests. Somehow it is necessary to achieve a na-
tional consensus on the relative importance of different goals, or at
least a weak preference ordering among them, so that policy choices
can be made which come closer to maximizing social welfare.

It is true that some apparent conflicts between achievement of dif-
ferent goals can be eased, if not eliminated, by use of a wide range of
policy instruments which offset or deter undesired effects. For instance,
while high growth may entail greater natural resource use, marginal
resource requirements can be reduced by greater emphasis on conser-
vation and recycling, shifts toward relatively less scarce resources, and
channeling growth into activities that are less natural resource inten-
sive. To some extent markets naturally, through supply and demand
forces and the price mechanism, channel use of resources toward those
that are relatively more plentiful and less costly. But, social and pri-
vate costs and preferences may differ and therefore various forms of
intervention may be needed to achieve more socially desired results.
This sometimes can be accomplished in part via utilizing or reinforcing
market forces through strengthening incentives toward movement in
socially preferred directions. Excises and subsidies long have been em-
ployed by government for this purpose.

The first step, of course, is to determine the social goals and targets.
This set most likely will include some goals that are complementary
and others which are competitive or substitutes. For example, lower-
ing the proportion of the population with incomes below poverty lev-
els is compatible with raising economic growth rates, but may be ac-
companied, unless otherwise offset, by stimulation of inflation. Other
things being equal, the greater the concern about inflation, the less the
emphasis that can be given to growth and income redistribution.
There are situations in which higher growth and redistribution lead to
lower inflation (for example, when there is a large pool of foreign
migrant workers that augment the labor supply on an as-needed basis),
but these are far less common than the reverse.

The establishment of national priorities and tradeoff rates between
them is critical because this conditions the set of policies which can
best be used for their achievement. Relative preferences for different
goals lead to relative emphases on alternative policy strategies and
tools. For any set of objectives, there is a socially most efficient set of
policies which has the highest expectation of' achieving the goals.
Social efficiency is defined in terms of maximization of a social wel-
fare function wherein weight is given to the utility or disutility of
policy instruments as well as to the resource and other consequences of
policy actions. While it may not be simple to place values on such ele-
ments as the degree of intervention or loss of freedom. of choice asso-
ciated with given policies (such as wage and price controls), this
should not be viewed as impossible. A variety of techniques, including
referenda, surveys, and experiments can be employed to help ascertain
social preferences in these and other areas which involve tradeoffs be-
tween psychic and material returns.

Unfortunately, little research has been conducted on defining and
measuring social welfare functions. In the economic growth field,
economists often have simply used an objective of maximization of the
discounted value of real (constant dollar) personal consumption out-
lays. This might be sufficient if all other net positive effects were pro-
portional to this criterion, but this is unlikely to be true in reality.
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Growth prescriptions which employ this objective as the basis for
choice between policy alternatives are likely to be biased in the direc-
tion of quantity of growth without proper regard to its "quality" in
terms of distributional, environmental, freedom-of-choice, and other
consequences.

Nevertheless, some useful information can be obtained when such
simplistic objective functions are utilized together with models of the
economy to explore policies to attain feasible production-possibility
growth paths in the neighborhood of this or a similar criterion.
Simulations of this nature with econometric models of the United
States were run for examinations of cyclical stabilization policies
about a decade ago and during the past few years, but they have not
yet been done in an economic growth context.2 3 These stabilization
studies and multiplier results from long-run simulations may, how-
ever, have a few significant implications for growth policieS.24

First, after allowing for a delay of 6-9 months, stimulative mone-
tary policy can have sizable impacts on real aggregate output. In
some models there is a decay in these effects after three or -four years,
while in others they continue to grow. Tax and expenditure (fiscal)
policy is more effective in the initial year but, again decays in impacts
are found after a few years. For all stimulative policies of reasonable
magnitude, very little impetus is given to inflation in the first year
or two. But, the long-run cumulative impact on price levels is high
because period-to-period changes in prices remain positive throughout
the 10-year spans over which the simulations were conducted.

The principal message from these simulations may well be that
policies which are oriented primarily toward stimulation of demand,
which may be necessary, may at the same time be insufficient to gener-
ate adequate supply. That is, there is a counterpart to Say's law. Just
as supply may not beget its own demand, so may demand not beget
its own supply. Growth policies that are to be effective probably must
be designed to work on both sides of the demand-supply equation.

Demand stimulus will, to some extent, create investment incen-
tives to augment capacity. Still, these may not be sufficiently strong to
sustain continuing capacity -growth, especially in capital intensive
sectors. Similarly, greater job opportunities may induce workers to
seek additional training and education but, again, of inadequate mag-
nitude or types to match growth in labor requirements. Research and
development, too, may not be carried out with sufficient intensity on
a broad scale and in high risk areas so as to promote strong produc-
tivity advance. Government regulations designed to counter recession
maladies and monopoly abuses may at the same time restrict competi-
tion, thereby fueling inflation and inhibiting growth. Other inefficien-
cies in the U.S. economic system abound, and whatever rate of growth

.These simulations utilized more complex objective functions which admitted additional
arguments (variables) such as investment and government expenditures, inflation, un-
employment rates, capacity utilization, and foreign trade balances. See G. Fromm and
P. Taubman, "Policy Simulations With an Econometric Model" (Brookings, Washington,
D.C., 1968), J. E. Kalchbrenner and P. A. Tinsley, "On the Use of Feedback Control in
the Design of Aggregate Monetary Policy," American Economic Review, vol. 66, No. 2,
May 197 6, pp. 349-55, and Albert Ando and- Carl Palash, "Some Stabilization Problems
of 1971-75, With an Application of Optimal Control Algorithms," In Michael Intriligator
(ed.), Frontiers of Quantitative Economics, vol. III (North-Holland, Amsterdam, 1976).

2' Multiplier paths for various models, including DRI and Wharton, may be found In
. Fromm and L. R. Klein, "The NBER/NSF Model Comparison Seminar: An Analysis

of Results," "Annals of Economic and Social Measurement," vol. 5, No. 1, Winter 1970,
pp. 1-28.
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is to be sought, government actions to reduce them could aid produc-
tivity and cut resource waste, desirable goals in their own right.

In formulating growth strategies and examining policy alternatives
it also is important to pay heed to international considerations. The
world economy is becoming increasingly integrated, and U.S. depend-
ence on foreign demand and supply, as indicated by the ratios of
exports and imports to GNP, has doubled over the past twenty years.
These trends are likely to continue as foreign nations become larger
purchasers of U.S. foodstuffs and manufactures and U.S. import re-
quirements for raw materials and petroleum rise. Therefore, it is
necessary to consider the effect of U.S. growth policies on the econo-
mies of other countries and the feedback reactions this may generate.

Evidence from simulations with the LINK model suggests that an
additional one percentage point of growth of the U.S. economy in
1976 might produce increases in world trade of 0.2 percent in 1976
and 0.5 percent in 1977.25 While the impacts of this higher world
trade on gross domestic product (GNP) of various countries would
individually be small (the largest being that for Canada which
would have a GNP 0.4 percent higher in 1977), the total income effect
on other nations could easily exceed the amount of initial growth
stimulus from the U.S. This, in turn, would lead to rises in demand for
U.S. exports, thereby raising U.S. incomes further.

On the other side of the coin, economic and political developments
may have either beneficial or harmful long-term effects on the U.S.
economy. For instance, formation and operation of effective cartels-
OPEC is an obvious example-can dramatically raise crude material
costs and drastically alter the set of efficient production and growth
possibilities. Customs unions, free trade areas, and other multinational
lorms of economic coopertaion may either stimulate or retard demand
:for U.S. exports in the directly affected countries or in other world
markets. Instability in international finance payments mechanisms
could inhibit both capital and trade flows, thereby limiting foreign
income growth and impinging on domestic finance and product. To
the degree that U.S. policy aids or abets such developments, this
should be taken into account in the formulation of growth strategies.

CONCLUSION

About a decade ago there were great expectations that the 1970's
would be years of strong economic expansion and of rapid advance
in U.S. living standards. The record to date surely has been disap-
pointing. The next five years should prove far more satisfying as most
forecasters predict a moderately strong recovery from the 1974-75
recession and downward tapering of unemployment and inflation
rates. Thereafter, gYrowth is expected to be more modest and declines
in unemployment and inflation less rapid.

There are a number of major uncertainties in this scenario, includ-
ing possible errors in management of fiscal and monetary policy, a
potential capital shortage brought about by poor financial structure
of capital intensive industries, and the effects of shocks from cartels,

2 These calculations were performed under the direction of Lawrence It. Klein at the
University of Pennsylvania and are summarized In the 1976 Economic Report of the
President. p. 135.
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world food shortages, military or political upheavals, or other un-
anticipated sources. A successful growth outcome will depend upon
pursuit of a galaxy of policies designed to affect both demand and
supply and to maintain proper balance between them.

The tools available to formulate such policies and to accurately pro-
ject growth under different strategies still are highly imperfect and in
need of refinement. Combinations of econometric models and systems
dynamic approaches would appear to provide the greatest poten-
tial for fulfilling growth forecasting and analysis needs. Given the
great benefits NvIbich a stronger analytical capability of growth strat-
egies would provide, government support for such research should
receive high priority. Research on social welfare functions should
also be accorded strong emphasis in order that better guides to na-
tional preferences for tradeoffs between goals such as growth, in-
come distribution, environmental quality and so forth, would be avail-
able for the formulation and choice of public policies.



UNDERSTANDING THE CHANGING BASIS FOR
ECONOMIC GROWTH IN THE UNITED STATES

By NATHANIEL J. MASS and JAY W. FORRESTER*

In 1974 and 197.5 the U.S. economy encountered a deeper recession
than had occured since World War II. With the recession came a
high rate of inflation, faltering growth in real output, and unusually
severe unemployment. These difficulties all measure an increase in
economic instability, as suggested vividly by the title of a recent
report issued by the Conference Board, The Widening Cycle.

The greater instability in the economy appears to be caused by
two principal modes of economic behavior whose existence is not
widely recognized and whose causes are only poorly understood: the
Kondratieff cycle, or long wave. anid the life cycle of economic develop-
mnent. The Kondratieff cycle is a long-term, approximately fifty-year,
fluctuation in prices, interest rates, employment, and production of
capital goods. The significance of the long-wave phenomenon to public
-policies lies in the fact that, if the long wave is a real recurring ele-
ment of the national economy, then the Great Depression of the 1930's
probably represented a typical low point of such a cycle. In the
1970's we are now about fifty years past the Great Depression, and
signs are that the growth process is again faltering. The question
arises, is the long wave of underlying structural origin, and is a
severe economic downturn arising from the long wave likely or
avoidable?

The second mode of economic behavior that is receiving insufficient
attention is the life cycle of economic development. The life cycle
spans the period, of approximately two hundred years duration, dur-
ing which population and industrialization grow and are eventually
restrained by a range of physical, environmental, and social limits.
Such limits include rising energy and food prices and growing social
complexity. Evidence suggests that the United States may be entering
a transition period during which growth begins to slow, evenutally
leading to some form of future equilibrium.

Whereas economic stabilization policy is today predicated chiefly
on prevailing theories of the short-term business cycle, current eco-
nomic developments probably arise from the interaction of both short-
and long-term modes of economic behavior. This paper therefore
attempts to describe some of the principal long-term forces that will
influence the national economy over the next 10 to 30 years, and sug-
gests some of their implications for public attitudes and national

*Professor Mass is an assistant professor of management and director, System Dynamics
National Modeling Project: and Professor Forrester is a Germeshausen professor of the
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
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policy regarding economic growth. The preliminary recommendations
deriving from the paper are summarized below:

(1) Recognizi'ng the rmultiple nodes of economic behlzvior.-
Present economic difficulties may arise from a confluence of three
modes of economic behavior: the business cycle, the long wave,
and the life cycle of economic development. Misattribution of all
symptoms of difficulty to the short-term business cycle can lead to
adoption of ineffective government policies. Proposed Congres-
sional actions and legislation should be evaluated from the stand-
point of which modes of behavior they are designed to address,
and how any proposed policy will affect causes of the several
very different modes.

(2) Understanding the nature of the recent recession.-The
greater severity of the recent recession may be an indication of
the top of a long-term capital cycle, leading to an excess of capital
plant. Evidence for such an emerging capital excess is seen in
the decline of capacity utilization rates, high unemployment rates
of college-educated persons, growing debt burden on corporations,
faltering growth in housing construction and machine tools,
appearance of excess office space in major urban areas, and other
symptoms.

(3) Expanding the time frame of stabilizationI.o7icy.-The
long wave of some 45 to 60 years duration may exert a far greater
disturbing force on the economy than the short-term business
cycle. In order to address this long-term mode, the.scope and
time horizon of economic stabilizationpolicy must be broadened
from the present outlook of a few months to several decades.

(4) Uvderstanding the causes of the business cyole.-The short-
term business cycle appears to be caused primarily by interactions
between inventories and employment. Capital investment does not
seem to be a. fundamental contributing cause of the business cycle.
Seeing the business cycle in terms of inventories and employment
implies that present monetary policies designed to stabilize the
business cycle by influencing the incentives for capital invest-
ment may exert only low leverage for control. Alternative bases
for stabilization policy consistent with causes of the business
cycle must be sought.

(5) Policies for dealinqg with the long wave.-Appropriate poli-
cies for controlling the long-wave mode may differ quite substan-
tially from presently-advocated economic policies, or even from
policies to stabilize the short-term business cycle. To the extent
that the long-wave downturn is a consequence of overinvestment
in physical capital, investment tax credits or rapid expansion of
money supply by the Federal Reserve may provide little stimulus
for investment. Alternatively, the opposite policy of restraining
monetary growth may lower inflation with little contractionary
effect on output and employment. There may also be a possibility
of cushioning the downturn by encouraging the diversion of re-
sources from capital-excess areas arising from the long wave to
areas of capital shortage, such as energv production. created by
the life cycle of economic development. Such policies as described
above are tentative proposals, but they need to be considered if we
are to manage the economy through the changes emerging from
the long wave.
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(6) Coexistence of high inflation and unernployment.-Unem-
ployment and inflation may coexist if inflation is caused by in-
crease in the money supply, unemployment is caused by reaching
a peak in the long wave, and money supply has little effect on the
long-wave fluctuation. Simultaneous high inflation and unemploy-
ment may also stem from a downswing of the long wave superim-
posed on life-cycle pressures limiting growth, especially if money
supply is expanded in an attempt to offset the recessionary forces.

(7) Limitations of the Phillips Curve as a guide to policy.-
Much of economic policy is predicated on the Phillips-Curve con-
cept which implies the existence of a stable tradeoff between un-
employment and inflation. However, the Phillips-Curve relation-
ship has probably been misinterpreted as a general relationship
between all sources of inflation and all sources of unemployment.
Our work thus far indicates that the balance of inflation and un-
employment in the economy depends in a complex way on the
many modes of behavior in the economy as well as on the govern-
mental policies being followed. This implies that the PAillips-
Curve concept is not a reliable indicator for public policy. The
Phillips Curve needs to be broadened into a deeper understanding
of the relationships between inflation and unemployment deriving
from the interactions between the various modes of economic
behavior.

(8) Policies for the life cycle.-Policies for adapting to the
transition region of the life cycle will need to be developed in
concert with stabilization policies for the business cycle and long
wave. As suggested earlier, use of conventional monetary and
fiscal policy may be more inflationary than stimulative in an era
of growth restraints set by physical and social forces. New policies
will be needed in areas such as energy, materials, agriculture, and
water resources.

(9) Increased emphasis on policy rather than decision-mak-
ing.-A policy is an enduring rationale or decision rule that de-
scribes how a decision will be made under any possible set of cir-
cumstances. A policy can endure until the economic system is
better understood and an improved policy has been determined.
By contrast, decisions continuously change and are the action of
the moment occurring as a consequence of applying the established
policy to the changing conditions of the economic system. Too
much attention is given to current government decisions and not
enough to the background policies that govern the decisions. A
clear statement of economic policy, or general decision-making
criteria, is lacking in most governmental agencies. More emphasis
should be given to underlying policies guiding government deci-
sion-making, and less emphasis to isolated decisions.

(10) Increased research into the dynamics of the national econ-
on~y.-The policy directions summarized here represent only a
starting point in developing improved management of economic
behavior. Much additional work is needed to refine the analvsis
of the business cycle, long weave, and life cycle; to organize addi-
tional evidence for the resulting theories of economic behavior;
to test the effects of alternative policies; and to disseminate re-
sults to a broad public audience. Economic problems confronting
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the nation are of sufficient magnitude to merit a large-scale com-
mitment of government R & D funding to understand them better.
Such work should be conducted by multiple groups using differ-
ent methodologies in order to foster competition between groups
and increase the likelihood of success. It is important, however,
that the methodologies used by capable of dealing with long-term
behavior; multiple modes of change; and feed-back interaction
between economic, social, psychological, and demographic forces.
With new efforts we can hope to achieve greater public under-
standing of prospects for economic growth and more effective
government policies for responding to social and economic
difficulties.

I. TIME HORIZONS FOR ANALYZING EcONOMIc GROWTH

In 1974 and 1975 the U.S. economy encountered a deeper recession
than had occurred since World War 11. With the recession came a high
rate of inflation, faltering growth in real output, and unusually severe
unemployment. These ditficulties all measure an increase in economic
instability, as suggested vividly by the title of a recent report issued
by the Conference Board, The Widening Cycle.

In response to increased economic instability government and the
public have emphasized the same monetary and fiscal policies em-
ployed in preceding recessions-expansion of money supply and gov-
ernment deficit. However, despite apparent effectiveness in the past,
such policies today seem unable to restore economic health and achieve
a favorable balance between inflation and unemployment. At the same
time, opinion is growing that the recent recession is significantly dif-
ferent in character from previous recessions.

Our recent investigations suggest two principal modes of behavior
in the national economy as contributing to present difficulties-the
Kondratieff cycle, or long wave, and the life cycle of economic develop-
ment. The existence of these two modes is not widely recognized and
their causes are only poorly understood. The Kondratiefi cycle is a
long-term, approximately fifty-year, fluctuation in prices, interest
rates, employment, and production of capital goods. This long-wave
phenomenon was originally identified in statistical studies conducted
in the 1920's by the Russian economist Nikolai Kondratieff.' It has
recently begun to receive renewed attention in newspaper articles,
financial publications, government agencies, academic literature, and
even the popular press.2 Present interest in the long wave derives from
a recognition that, if the long wave is a real recurring element of the
national economy, then the Great Depression of the 1930's probably
represented a typical low point of such a cycle. Since the 1930's the
country has experienced relatively vigorous and sustained growth of
economic activity. But we are presently about fifty years past the
Great Depression, and signs are that the growth process is again
faltering. The question arises, is the long wave of underlying struc-
tural origin, and is a severe economic downturn arising from the long
wave likely or avoidable?

See IKondratieff (1935) for the English translation of Kondratieff's work.
SRe. for example. Rostow (1975a) p. 12: Bank Credit Analyst (May 1972 and Decem-

ber 1974): Levy-Pascal (1975); Rostow (1975b); Forrester (1975a); and Shuman and
Roseanu (1972).
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The second mode of economic behavior that is receiving insufficient
attention is the life cycle of economic development. The life cycle
spans the period, of approximately two hundred years duration, dur-
ing which population and industrialization grow and are eventually
restrained by a range of physical, environmental, and social limits.
Such limits include rising energy and food prices and growing social
complexity. Evidence suggests that the United States may be entering
a transition period during which zrowth begins to slow, eventually
leading to some form of future equilibriums

This paper attempts to clarify the causes of, and interaction among,
three principal modes of economic behavior: the short-term business
cycle, the long wave. and the life cycle of economic development.
Whereas economic stabilization policy is today predicated chiefly on
prevailing theories of the short-term business cycle, current economic
developments probably arise from the interaction of both short- and
long-term modes of economic behavior. If the identity of the separate
modes is not recognized, symptoms arising from one part of the system
may be1 misinterpreted and applied to policy control points in some
entirely different part of the system. Policy is then ineffective because
it is based on an improper diagnosis of symptoms that led to adoption
of the policy. These observations indicate an urgent need to expand
understanding of economic behavior and stabilization policies beyond
current focus on the short-term business cycle. This paper describes
some principal long-term forces that will influence the national econ-
omy over the next 10 to 30 years, and suggests implications for na-
tional policy regarding economic growth.

II. SYSTEMI DYNAMICS METHODOLOGY AS A TOOL FOR ANALYZI:N-G

GRowTHl IssuEs

The viewpoints developed in this paper regarding economic behavior
and economic policy stem from the "system dynamics" approach for
analyzing social systems. This section gives a brief description of
system dynamics, and outlines the main features of the methodology
that suit it for analyzing long-run economic growth issues.4

II.A Description of System Dynamics

System dynamics is a way of combining all available information,
including written description, numerical data, and personal experi-
ence. with computer simulation to vield a better understanding of
social svstems. The system dynamics approach starts by constructing
a model of how the Various actors in a social system go about making
decisions. Such a model consists of a set of cause-and-effect statements
describing how different circumstances, pressures, and motivations in-
fluence the decision-maker and lead to action. The approach draws
heavily on descriptive information and observation about the infor-
mation sources available to the decision-maker, and the way informa-
tion is converted into action. A system dynamics -model is designed to

D For more detailed discussion of these issues, see Forrester (1971) Meadows et al.
(1972): Forrester (1975b); and Madden (1975).

'Readers familiar with system dynamics or primarily interested In the behavioral and
policy aspects of the paper may wish to skip directly to section III.
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capture the intangible or non-measured influences on real-life decision-
making, such as attitudes, values, and expectations, in addition to in-
corporating measured variables and numerical data.

A well-constructed system dynamics model is a captive replica of
the actual system it is designed to portray. The model can be simu-
lated on a computer to see the behavior over time that arises from the
interaction of policies in different parts of the system. In other words,
the computer simulates, or plays the roles of, the many participants in
the system to see how they interact with one another to produce chang-
ing patterns of behavior. In operation, a system dynamics model
should reproduce internally the same modes of behavior seen in the
actual social system and should exhibit the same kinds of observed
problems, such as inflation, instability, and high unemployment. As
the model behavior is explored in detail, new insights emerge about
causes of behavior. Moreover, once the model is exhibiting the be-
havior and difficulties seen in the real system, it can be altered readily
to incorporate new or proposed policies for governing the system. By
simulating the model with the new policies, and comparing the re-
sulting behavior to the performance of the system with the old pol-
icies, the effectiveness of alternative policies can be assessed.

II.B. System Dynamics Studies of Social System.3

System dynamics has been under development at MIT and else-
where since 1956. The approach has been applied to studying behavior
of a range of social systems, spanning from corporate to urban to
global behavior.' These earlier studies provide the basis for discussion
in Section III of the life cycle of economic development. Most re-
cently, the MIT System Dynamics Group, under direction of the
authors, has been working on developing a comprehensive model of
social and economic change in the United States. The System Dy-
namics National Model is composed of seven basic sectors: production,
financial, household, demographic, labor, government, and foreign
trade. These sectors describe the major determinants of production,
consumption, investment, employment, prices, government policy,
balance of payments, and other activities and indices of economic
performance. Sectors of the Model are interconnected by flows of in-
formation, people, money, goods, services, and orders.

The National Model is far more comprehensive than earlier system
dynamics models. The Model is highly detailed, and contains a range
of internal spanning from short-term inventory-management and
price-setting policies to capital investment policies and long-term
demographic and environmental forces. By encompassing a diversity
of short-term and long-term forces, the National Model will deal with
long-range issues of economic growth, resources, energy, population.
and capital investment, as well as with shorter-term dynamics of the
business cycle and economic stabilization policies. The detailed struc-
ture and ability to integrate long-term and short-term behavior are
necessary for comprehensive policies analysis and for describing al-
ternative futures.6

See Forrester (1961), Forrester (1969); Mass (]974): Schroeder, Sweeney, and
Alfeld (1975) Forrester (1971); Meadows et al. (1972); Meadows and Meadows (1973)
and Meadows et al. (1974).

6See Forrester and Mass (1975) for a fuller description of the National Model.
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Most individual sectors of the National Model have been formu-
lated. Individual sectors are now being tested and improved. Assem-
bly of separate sectors into the full National Model is underway.
Assembly of a first version of the National Model will take about two
years to allow thorough testing of the Model. During assembly, Model
assumptions and behavior will be made available to a range of indi-
viduals inl academic institutions, the private sector, and government
for criticisms that can be a basis for improvement. But even at the
present time, partial assemblies of the National Model are exhibiting
behavior that raises important questions about national policy and
prospects for economic growth. The results reported in Section III
of this paper regarding the causes of the business cycle and the long
wave summarize these preliminary findings.

II.C. Characteristics of System Dynamics

As a prelude to Section III on growth issues, this section outlines
the main characteristics of the system dynamics methodolgy that
make it especially useful for analyzing economic growth issues and
integrating short-run and long-run behavior. The discussion draws
on examples from the National Model to illustrate major points:

(1) The system dynamics approach focuses on representing
adaptive behavior of decision-makers, and requires no assump-
tions about equilibrium or market clearing. Economic growth and
economic fluctuation are inherently disequilibrium modes of
behavior. Preliminary computer simulations of the production
sector of the National Model show, for example, that both the
business cycle and the long wave may be caused by typical
corporate-management policies regarding labor acquisition and
capital investment as they are influenced by inventories, order
backlogs, and growth expectations within producing sectors.

(2) A system dynamics model distinguishes sharply between,
and interrelates, stock and flow variables. The model conserves
all flows of money, orders, goods, people, and financial assets in
the sense that the effects of rates of flow in changing system levels
(stock variables) are all represented explicitly. For example, in
the National Model, shipment of capital goods depletes the output
inventory of the capital-producing sector and adds to the factor
inventories of capital equipment in receiving sectors. In an
economic system, stock variables such as inventories and back-
logs decouple rates of flow such as production and shipments.
Representation of intervening stock variables, and their impact
on decision-making, is essential for portraying changes in
economic activity that occur when rates of flow are out of equilib-
rium. In turn, such portrayal of disequilibrium behavior is neces-
sary for understanding the processes of economic growth and
instability.7 :

(3) A system dynamics model integrates supply and demand
considerations. For example, the National Model portrays both
price adjustments arising from imbalances between supply and

7 See Mlass (1976a) for further diqusslon.
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demand as well as quantity adjustments-for example, produc-
tion-rate changes induced by inadequate inventories or high order
backlogs. Stock and flow measures of supply and demand-for
example, resource stocks, inventories, and order backlogs on the
one hand. and production and consumption rates on the other-
are both incorporated comprehensively. Market clearing occurs
through both price and availability. Thus, for example, demand
for a particular commodity or material may be discouraged by
high price or by low availability, as manifested by shortages and
a long delivery delay. In contrast to the integration of supply and
demand in the National Model, many economic models focus pri-
marily on supply variables 8 or on demand variables.9 This de-
ficiency of economic models is noted by Carl Madden who states,
".. . we must concern ourselves with supply as well as demand.
We must look at long-term relationships of population, food, raw
materials, energy, invention and innovation." 10

(4) The structure of a system dynamics model is derived from
observation of real-life decision-making processes, not inferred
from numerical data. For example, the production sector of the
National Model contains a rich description of how capital in-
vestment decisions in a typical corporation are made on the basis
of influences such as average shipment rate, actual and desired
output inventory, actual and desired backlog of orders for out-
put, delivery delay for capital equipment, price of capital equip-
ment, capital equipment on order, price of output, long-term and
short-term growth expectations, money balances, interest rates,
and return on investment. In addition to containing a rich policy
structure, a system dynamics model can also include relationships
which lie outside the range of observed data (such as effects of
resource depletion on energy costs), but which may become influ-
ential in future modes of behavior.

(5) A system dynamics model can interrelate economic, social,
and psychological variables. Any statement or hypothesis which
can be expressed clearly in English about the relationship between
variables in a system can be incorporated in a system dynamics
model. Various hypotheses about social and attitudinal variables
can thus be included as part of the policy structure of a system
dynamics model and examined in terms of their behavioral impli-
cations. For example, the National Model will contain such social
variables as the effect of attitudes toward public support of in-
dividuals on the evolution of welfare and social security pay-
ments, influences on birth rates and desired family size, pressures
for environmental control, and attitudes toward retirement age.
Such issues are important dud to the tight coupling that exists
between social, demographic, and economic variables. Such in-
terrelationship is seen, for example, in the growing concerns
about the future of the Social Security system and the effects
of large Social Security obligations on economic growth rates as
population growth slows and average retirement age declines.

8 See, for example. Solow (1970).
° See, for example, Samuelson (1939), which fostered the modern theories of the

"multiplier" and "accelerator."
10 Aadden (1975), p. 11.
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(6) A system dynamics model can incorporate any nonlinear
relationships that exist in reality. Nonlinearities impose physical
restraints on action and are influential in causing shifts from one
mode of economic behavior to another. Such shifts, manifested
by rising energy prices or increasing economic instability, can
occur rapidly and must be understood if economic policy is to be
effective in anticipating future behavior of the economy and for-
mulating appropriate responses.

(7) A system dynamics model can be used to understand the
qualitative behavior of a system, that is, to discern the various
possible modes of behavior and how they can be influenced by
changes in policies. Also, a system dynamics model can be used
to anticipate shifts in the dominant mode of behavior of the
socio-economic system. Understanding how the different modes
of behavior arise is critical in diagnosing symptoms of difficulty
and developing appropriate policies. For example, if the economy
is in recession due to long-term forces, the policies appropriate to
a normal business-cycle downturn may be ineffective or even
counterproductive (see Sections III and IV).

(8) A system dynamics model can be used to formulate policy
guidelines or rules for improving system behavior. Very often,
decision-makers in Washington will rely on a forecast of future
behavior as a basis for making a decision at the present time. Such
a process has two major difficulties. First, in a complex social sys-
tem such as the economy, the presence of random disturbances
tends to preclude forecasting the state of the system far enough
ahead to allow time for effective action.l- However, while fore-
casting the precise condition of the economy at some point in the
future may be infeasible, it will generally be possible to forecast
and understand the general mode of economic behavior. Second,
the emphasis on isolated decision-making at the present time de-
tracts from a broader understanding of how policy should be
made in general. How should we be reacting to high inflation or to
unemployment? A broader focus in government on polievlaking
is essential as the complexity and interconnectedness of the na-
tional system grow, and as the fundamental mode of behavior of
the system undergoes change (see Section IV for elaboration).

From the above description of svstem dynamics, differences in struc-
ture and use can be identified between system dynamics models and
the econometric models used widely in economic snalvsis. Several of
these differences are summarized briefly below. In particular com-
pared with a system dynamics model,

(1) The structure of an econometric model is derived largely from
interpreting economic theory in the light of available data, rather
than from observation of real decision processes;

(2) An econometric model tends to focus more on equilibrium con-
cents and' behavior, as distinguished from adaptive disequilibrillm
behavior;

At n;'P-"Iix 1 of P->rpeter (15#A1) emnhnslzes the Imnortanee of de 5rnlncr Imnroved
poIlet for iidlnir dzecsions. rather than attemntine nredletion. Tn Appen'i'K I the
presenoe of random dIqstrhanres Is shown to oreclude stenrate forecastine of the future
e'nn-i3o of *- e 'etn. '.r vow fp, show-. An the other hand. If two nolleles nre enm.
-orpA *~enpo'77ft-,+ 4 q hl to worndm Men+,,rhqneooe Ie niwnvs less vulnerable

remirdless of the ,nrticflar rsndom seRnenee thet Imnninges on the system.
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(3) An econometric model does not adhere as strictly to the prin-
ciple of conservation of flows;

(4) Dynamic behavior in an econometric model arises more from
exogenous inputs and distributed-lag formulations than from explicit
processes of integration embedded in interacting stocks and flows;

(5) The structure of an econometric model is limited to measurable
concepts for which numerical data exist rather than allowing full in-
corporation of descriptive information;

(6) An econometric model which is derived from time-series data
can only incorporate relationships between variables that lie within
the range of observed data and which reflect the past mode of system
behavior;

(7) An econometric model tends more to incorporate linear ap-
proximations of relationships between variables rather than giving
general nonlinear formulations;

(8) An econometric model is used primarily for short-term point
forecasting rather than for development of general policy criteria or
for understanding possible future modes of behavior;

(9) The process of constructing an econometric model tends more to
emphasize numerical precision in parameter estimates for short-term
forecasting purposes rather than identifying structures that underlie
long-term change.

III. SIMULTANEOUS MODES OF EcONoMIc BEHAVIOR

This section describes three primary modes of economic behavior:
the business cycle, the long wave, and the life cycle of economic devel-
opment. In each case, a mode of behavior is described, an explanation
of behavior is given, and broad implications of behavior mode are dis-
cussed. Section IV subsequently integrates these viewpoints into a
set of policy directions for dealing with interacting modes of behavior.

III.A. Business Cycle

III.A.I. BACKGROUND

The business cycle is the predominant focus of discussions of eco-
nomic instability in the business press and economic literature. The
business evele. as noted bv Arthur Burns, is a recurring fluctuation. of
average four-year periodicity, in employment, output, inventories,
prices, and capital investment.12 Numerous theories of the business
cycle have been advanced. Most of these theories. including, for exam-
ple, the theories of Paul Samuelson. John Hicks. and James Duesen-
berry, attribute business-cycle fluctuations to fluctuations in fixed cap-
ital investment. Such theories have been accepted widely, and they
underlie economic stabilization policies, including monetary policy,
which focus on regulating investment opportunities as a means for
controlling the overall cycle. From the perspective of this paper. the
focus of economic policy on the business cycle, and the underlying
capital-investment theory of business fluctuations, has two primary
defects. First of all, attributing all economic behavior to the business
cycle ignores the contribution to behavior of the longer-term modes

'2 Burns (1969), p. 14.
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such as the long wave and life cycle of economic development. Such
incorrect attribution of behavior to underlying causes may lead to in-
appropriate policy actions. Second, simulation studies with the Sys-
tein Dynamics National Model suggest that capital investment poli-
cies are not fundamentally involved in generating the business cycle,
but instead that capital investment principally underlies longer-term
economic changes. It appears that the short-term business cycle arises
from the interactions of inventories, order backlogs, production rate,
and hiring and termination policies."3 This alternative theory of the
causes of the business cycle in turn calls for a different basis for eco-
nomic stabilization policy.

IIII.A.2. CAUSES OF BIJSINESS-CYCLE FLUCTUATIONS

Figure 1 shows a computer simulation of the production sector of
the National Model, here representing a typical consumer-goods pro-
ducing sector of the economy. For this simulation, capital equipment
within the sector is held constant and production rate is changed by
variations in labor only. A monthly, five-percent, random variation is
superimposed on an otherwise-constant incoming order rate to the
sector. Such a test input is used to exhibit the inherent dynamic peri-
odicities of the sector.
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FIiGURE 1.-Business-cycle fluctuations appearing in labor, inventory, and back~log.

In Figure 1, the production sector generates a sequence of fluctua-
tions typical of the normal business cycle. Intervals between peaks
vary around five years. Relative timing of backlog, production rate
as shown by labor, and inventory are typical of industrial behavior.

The significance of Figure 1 lies in its generation of the business
cycle without variation in consumer income or capital investment.
Prices are not changing, demand is constant on the average, interest
rates are constant, and capital investment is not involved. The cyclic
fluctuation in Figure 1 has the major characteristics of the business

'3See Mlass (197'5); Mass (1976b); and Forrester (1975) for more detailed treatment.
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cycle and arises from the interaction of backlog, inventory, produc-
tion, and employment. This is not to suggest that the business cycle
operates without influencing other activities in the economy. But
Figure 1 does raise the question of whether consumer income, invest-
ment, and monetary change are central to the generation and control
of the business cycle or whether they are merely induced by variation
arising from employment and inventories.

The fluctuating, business-cycle-like behavior in Figure 1 arises
from policies that control employment in response to inventories and
backlogs. Such policies tend to aimplify disturblances and to convert
short-term random disturbances into an irregular wave that reflects
the natural oscillatory character of the system structure.

The reason for amplification and overshoot of employment and
production can be seen by tracing the effects of an increase in demand
(incoming orders) on the behavior of a typical firm. Assume that a
constant demand has existed for consumer goods and that from this
equilibrium condition demand suddenly increases slightly (Figure 2).
The first consequence is an increase in orders. increase in the backlog
for output, increase of shipments, and reduction of inventory of
output. The increase in backlog and depletion o.f inventory continue
until management has confidence that the new higher level of business
is not an aberration and until additional factors of production (labor
in this example) can be acquired to increase production. Between
the time demand increases aand the time that production rises to equal
the new demand, three things occur. First, backlog for output in-
creases to an undesirably high level; second, inventory of output is
depleted below its initial desired level; and third, because demand
is now higher than before, more inventory than at the beginning is
needed to service the higher demand, and therefore desired inventory
rises higher than at the beginning. As a consequence of these changes,
when production has risen to equal demand, the system is out of
equilibrium. Backlog for output is too high, and inventory is too low.
Production must be pushed higher than the new demand to reduce
the backlog for output, and to increase inventory not only back to its
old value but up to the new higher desired level. When inventory
and backlog reach the desired levels, production is apt to be too high
so that inventory continues to rise. In turn, as inventory increases
above its desired value, production rate must fall below incoming
orders to reduce inventory. Through such mechanisms, a regular
fluctuation in production rate, inventory, and employment can be
generated.

It is from many such depletions of stocks and the need for excess
responses to recover from the imbalances that fluctuating modes of
the economic system arise. Disturbances propagate through a system
by changing a stock from a desired level, setting up a discrepancy
between actual and desired conditions, activating a policy to start a
corrective sequence, and progressively working through a cascade
of stages. Time lags in the system delay action and eventually induce
corrections greater than the initiating disturbance.
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FIGURE 2.-Overshoot in production rate produced by interaction of inventory,
order backlog, and production rate.

M.A. 3. IMPLICATIONS

This preliminary examination of business-cycle behavior suggests
that the business cycle primarily involves inventories and employ-
ment. Capital investment, although it will show fluctuation induced
by the business cycle, need not be a necessary participant in creating
the short-term business cycle. As shown later, capital investment
policies appear to affect principally much longer-term modes of be-
havior than the business cycle.14 Furthermore, the business cycle can
exist without inputs from money supply, interest rates, or changes in
consumer income. Therefore, monetary policies aimed at diminishing
the business cycle through affecting investment may be coupled only
very loosely to the primary causes of business-cycle fluctuation, and
probably provide little leverage for influence. To summarize, develop-
ment of enhanced policies for economic stabilization must proceed
from

(1) Recognition of the multiple modes of economic change that
influence economic activity; and

14 See Mass (1975), Forrester (1975), and Mass (1976b) for more detailed descrip-
tion of economic behavior generated by capital investment. In particular, these works
suggest that capital investment contributes primarily to the Kuznets cycle of some
fifteen to twenty-five years duration and to the Kondratieff cycle or long wave.
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(2) Recognition of the business cycle as arising principally
from labor acquisition and inventory-management policies
rather than from capital investment.

Section IV of the paper expands upon these implications.

III.B. Long Wave

11T.B. 1. BACKGROUND

The long wave is a fluctuation in the economy of some fifty years
between peaks. It is characterized by sharp peaks in economic activity
separated by long valleys of depression.

The long wave has been most extensively examined by the Russian
economist Nikolai Kondratieff. Kondratieff showed that many eco-
nomic time series in the Western economies had fluctuated with peaks
around forty-five to sixty years apart. These time series, which include
prices, wages, and interest rates, exhibited troughs around 1790, 1845,
and 1895, and peaks around 1815, 1870, and 1920. Although Kondra-
tiefl's time series included data only through 1925, the massive
depression of the 1930's would appear now as a trough of the long
wave following the peak around 1920.

Kondratieff did not himself propose a complete or sharply-defined
set of mechanisms that could account for the generation of a fifty-year
cycle. However, he did argue that the cycle arose from the internal
structural dynamics of the economic system. He did so by showing
how events such as major technological innovations and fluctuations
in population growth, which were commonly regarded as exogenous
or external causes of the cycle, could in fact be seen as internal proc-
esses that interact over time to produce a long-wave fluctuation.

Today, many individuals and research groups are showing renewed
interest in, and concern about, the long-wave phenomenon as severe
economic difficulties are being encountered nearly fifty years after the
Great Depression. Clearly, the long-wave phenomenon would be of
great relevance to economic policy-makers if it is of underlying struc-
tural origin. Opinion is strongly divided on this point in the business
and academic press. Many economists believe that the occurrence of
the Great Depression was either accidental or a consequence of mis-
management by the Federal Reserve, and that the Depression could
have been avoided through more judicious use of monetary policy.

Our research with the System Dynamics National Model suggests
that long-period cyclic behavior can arise from interaction of internal
economic processes. and that the cycle may not be controllable readily
through conventional monetary and fiscal policy. In particular, a long-
wave behavior can arise from the physical structure connecting con-
sumer-goods sectors and capital producing sectors. A sufficient cause for
a 50-year fluctuation lies in the movement of people between sectors, the
long time to change production capacity of capital sectors, the way
capital sectors provide their own input capital as a factor of produc-
tion, the need to develop excess capacity to catch up on deferred de-
mand, and the psychological and speculative forces of expectations
that can cause overexpansion in the capital sectors. This theory of the
long wave is detailed below, and some evidence is provided to demon-
strate the pertinence of the theory to the current economic situation
and as an explanation of the Great Depression.
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III.B.2. CAUSES OF TIHE LONG WAVE

Figure 3 shows two interconnected production sectors. Each produc-
tion sector is a replication of the standard production sector of the
National Model.' 5 One sector has parameters for inventories and the
time required to change production typical of a consumer durables
sector and the other typical of a capital equipment sector. The con-
sumer durables sector orders capital equipment from the capital equip-
ment sector and has labor freely available (in the sense that the delay
in filling vacancies for the sector is assumed to be constant). The capi-
tal equipment sector also has labor freely available but orders its capi-
tal equipment as a factor of production from its own output. Restric-
tion on availability of labor will be included in the future when the
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FIGURE 3.-Two-sector structure of consumer durables and capital equipment.

'2 See Section III.B for further description of the standard production sector.
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labor-mobility networks are added to the National AModel. This reen-
trant structure, in which the capital sector provides its own capital
equipment, implies that an increase in demand for consumer durables
would cause the consumer sector to try to increase both of its factors
of production. It can obtain labor, but when it wants more capital
equipment, the capital sector must expand. But if the capital sector is
to expand in balanced manner, it needs both labor and capital as in-
puts. A "bootstrap" operation is involved in which the capital sector
must withhold output from its customer (the consumer sector) so it
can expand first in order to later meet the needs of the consumer sector.
Such an interrelationship of sectors can create a mode of behavior not
seen in either sector separately.

In Figure 4 the two-sector industrial structure shows a long fluctua-
tion- in the capital sector of some fifty years duration. The shape has
similarities to the classical description of the Kondratieff wave in
which steep peaks in economic activity are separated by broad valleys
of depression. The model and its behavior in Figure 4 constitutes a
theory of how the Kondratieff cycle can be caused.
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FIGURE 4-Kondratieff cycle appearing in the capital sector.

Although the behavior behind Figure 4 is not yet completely under-
stood, it seems reasonably certain that the processes of production and
capital equipment procurement, and the relationship between consumer
and capital sectors have the potential for producing a Kiondratieff-
cycle-like behavior. The mode of fluctuation in Figure 4 is strongly
determined internally and is unstable for small variations and bounded
by nonlinearities for large amplitudes. Such a mode grows quickly
from any triggering disturbance and tends to sustain itself. It is es-
pecially persistent and not easy to influence unless its nature is well
enough understood to discover any available points of leverage. If such
a mode exists in real life, it is probable that changes over the fifty-
year interval in psychological attitudes, propensity to take risks, and
efforts to sustain the upward growth phase by monetary expansion
will all tend to accentuate the fluctuation.
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The most basic cause of the fifty-year fluctuation in Figure 4 is&
similar to the mode in Figure 1 that involved depletion of inventory-
and then an amplified production rate to reestablish internal balance..
To illustrate the counterpart in Figure 4, consider the U.S. economy-
at the end of World War II. After the Depression and the War, the
capital plant of the country was depleted at both the manufacturing
and consumer levels. Automobiles were worn out, housing was inade-
quate, commercial buildings were old, and production equipment was;
obsolete. The physical capital stock of the country was at low ebb
But to refill the depleted pool of physical capital in a reasonable time,
like twenty years, required a production rate greater than would be
necessary to sustain the capital stock once the pool was filled. In other
words, the production rate required to replenish the depleted physical
capital in an acceptable period of time was higher than could be sus-
tained. Moreover, as the order rate for capital in the consumer and
goods-producing sectors of the economy began to decline, desired pro-
duction in the capital sector declined, thereby lowering the need for
capital equipment on the part of capital producers and accentuating
the falling demand for capital equipment. The capital sectors would
consequently overexpand and then be forced to retrench.

,In more detail, the sequences in the long-wave mode, starting from
the depression years at the bottom of the cycle, seem to be:

: (1) Slow growth of the capital sector of the economy;
(2) Gradual decay of the entire capital plant of the economy

while the capital sedtor is unable to supply even replacement
needs;

(3) Initial recirculation of output of the capital sector to its
own input whereby the capital sector initially competes with its
customers for capital. equipment;

(4) Progressive increase in wages and development of labor
shortage in the consumer sectors that encourage capital-intensive
prodicitioii and still higher demands for capital equipment;

(5) Overexpansion of the capital sector to a capacity greater
than required for replacement rate in order to catch up on de-
ferred demands;

(6) Excess accumulation of physical capital by consumers
(housing and durables) and by durable manufacturers (plants
and equipment);

(7) Developing failure of capital equipment users to absorb
the output of the overexpanded capital sectors;

(8) Sudden appearance of unemployment in the capital sec-
tors;

(9) Relative reduction of labor cost compared to capital to
favor a shift back to more labor-intensive production that further
diminishes the desire for new plant and equipment;

(10) Rapid collapse of the capital sector in the face of demand
below the long-term average needed by the economy to maintain
the existing capital stock in the face of depreciation; and

(11) Spreading discouragement and slow decline of the excess
capital stock through physical depreciation.

Such a chain of developments can underlie, as shown in Figure 4, large
fluctuations in production and employment emanating from the capi-
tal-producing sectors of the economy.
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III.B.3. EVIDENCE FOR CAPITAL-OVERINVESTMENT THEORY OF THE LONG

WAVE

Investigation of this long-wave mode is incomplete. Yet is is of suffi-
cient potential importance that even preliminary hypotheses are worth
serious consideration. Present symptoms in the economy seem consist-
ent with the top of a long wave when the top is viewed as a time of
excess capital expansion. One example of such capital overexpansion
is provided by observing that, for the first time since the late 1920's,
many cities have today an excess of office space. A recent article in
For*tun~e gives a good description of tile psychological, financial, and
speculative forces that lead to successive booms and depression of office-
construction activity:

The vacancy rate in Manhattan is now up to 18 percent, the highest since
1939 (though still below the peak of 1934). Worst of all, white-collar employment
in the city has actually declined since 1969. The basic problem, surplus space, is
not going to disappear for ten years or more, even if New York's office jobs start
growing strongly again-and the prospects for that are dim....

But whereas fluctuations in interest rates and capitalization can be temporary,
the key in the long run to the capital losses in Manhattan's office market today
is the vast acreage of unrented space and the ensuing collapse of rental values.
Indeed, if the financing of developers had proceeded in traditional fashion dur-
ing the recent rampaging building boom, the matter of rates and capitalizations
would be a minor issue. ...

Following the overbuilding that began in the late 19QO's and ended with the
Depression bust, the New York financial community set up in effect a tight "pro-
duction control," which for nearly forty years prevented a repetition of the
fiasco. Developers traditionally borrowed from the banks to finance projects,.
paying off construction loans with the proceeds from a permanent mortgage
obtained from long-term lenders. But traditionally the developer could not get a
full mortgage commitment from institutions without pretty firm leases in hand
from solid, reliable tenants for about 75 percent of the planned space-and he
couldn't get all. the bank money he needed to erect a building without such a
mortgage commitment.

Over the years, however, this control weakened; and In the late 1960's it all but
collapsed. Because of an extraordinary boom in white-collar employment from
1965 to 1969, both interim and permanent lenders thought the demand for new
space was a sure thing, even without tenants on the dotted line. They began
competing furiously for the right to finance new building. "There was a watering
down of requirements in order to get the business," says Robert Schlageter,
Equitable's senior vice president for mortgages.

Banks for their.part became eager to lend without the backup of permanent
"takeouts" commitments. In that rich rental market of the late 1960's, moreover,
most calculations assumed virtually 100 percent occupancy, top rental rates, and
'minimum expenses for alterations or concessions....

The result of this blithe approach was that flood of nearly 80 million square-
feet of space, 55 million of which reached the market after white-collar employ-
ment peaked in 1969.16

The above quotations describe several processes that are probably
contributing strongly to present recessionary pressures in the economy
arising from long-wave behavior: Changing attitudes toward risk;
declining fears of major recession and consequent relaxation of debt
standards in the face of nearly three decades of vigorous economic
growth; speculative construction activity; and retirement of business
and financial executives who lived through the Great Depression.

Relaxation of lending standards of banks and other financial insti-
tutions in the years following World War II has stimulated massive

16 Carruth (1975).
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capital investment and accumulation of debt on the part of nonfinan-
cial corporations. Minsky has described these developments as follows:

. . . at the end of World War II the financial system was very robust: banks
were asset management institutions largely holding government debt, private
business had large holdings of government debt and money and few debts. A sim-
ilar picture ruled for households. Over the post war period financial changes
accumulated: banks became liability management institutions when they ran
out of debt for position making, corporations began to be heavy borrowers as
well as short term lenders, and household debts grew enormously relative to
income. The financial system evolved from being robust to being fragile."

Figure 5 presents a variety of measures showing the increasing
fragility of the commercial banking system in the U.S. since 1950.
Such fragility probably underlies, to a large extent, the growing inci-
dence of bank failures and mounting concerns for the safety and
profitability of many surviving banks.

FIGURE 5.-MEASURES OF FINANCIAL CONDITION OF COMMERCIAL BANKS, UNITED STATES, 1951-73
[Percent]

Financial net No default Bought funds 3
worth divided by assests ' divided divided by

total liabilities bytotal liabilities total liabilities

1951 -7.4 58.3 3.7
1952 -_ 7.4 56.2 3.9
1953 - 7.5 55..9 3.8
1954 -7. 7 55.6 3.9
1955 -7.8 49. 6 4.3
1956 -8.0 46.6 4.8
1957-----------------------------8. 2 45.3 4.8
1958 -8.1 46.1 4.9
1959 -8. 3 40.7 5.1
1960-8-------------------------- -. 6 39.8 5.1
1961-----------------------------8.5 39.9 6.9
1962---------------------------- -8.3 37.6 7.1
1963-----------------------7-----7. 7 33.6 9.0
1964-7---------------------------- -. 6 31.3 10.1
1965 -7. 3 27.9 11.6
1966…------- ------- -------- --------------- --- -7.3 26.0 12.2
1967…-- -- - -- - -- - -- - - - -- - -- - -- - -- - - -7.0 26.3 13.1
1968------------------------------ - 6.7 24.7 14.7
1969------------------------------ -6.7 21.4 16.9
1970… _ 6.4 22.0 17.1
1971----------------------------- 6.2 21.9 17.2
1972------------------------------ - 5.9 20.1 19.5
1973-5 __ _. 7 17.7 24.3

I U.S. Government securities, vault cash, and member bank reserves.
'Large negotiable L.D.'s, other inter-bank claims, credit market debt, liabilities to foreign affiliates, borrowing at Federal

Reserve banks, and other miscellaneous liabilities.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Flow of Funds Accounts: 1945-72 (August 1973), and 1974

Supplement: 1965-73 (September 1974).

Figures 6 and 7 show the increasing burden of private debt. Figure
6 shows, for example, a more than doubling of the ratio of corporate
debt to profits before taxes between 1953 and 1975. As suggested by
Albert Sommers and Lucie Blau, such expansion of corporate debt
reflects numerous factors, including "increased assurance with respect
to business-cycle risk, particularly in the years since the successes of
the 'new economics'." 18

17 Minsky (1974) . p4.
'1 Sommers and Blan (1975), p. 30.
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FiGuRE 6.-Burden of private debt.
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1953 55 57 59 61 63 65 67 69 7 1 73 75
Source: Sommers and Blau (1975), p. 23.

sFIGURE 7.-MEASURES OF FINANCIAL CONDITION OF NONFINANCIAL CORPORATIONS, UNITED STATES, 1951-73

[in percenti

Fixed Internal Demand Protected
investment funds deposits assets 1
divided by divided by divided by divided by

internal funds debts debts debts

1951 106.9 14.4 18. 8 33. 0
1952 95.8 14. 7 18. 5 31. 5
1953 112. 2 14. 2 17. 9 31. 5
1954 100.4 15.3 13.5 30.7
1955 ___----___--_--____----__----- 90.5 16. 7 16. 8 29. 7
1956 106.6 15.4 15.4 . 25. 1
1957- 110.9 15. 6 14. 7 23.6
1958 100.3 14. 2 14. 5 23. 5
1959 93.0 , 15. 5 12. 9 23.7
1960 … 103.8 14. 5 11. 5 20.6
1961-97.9 14. 1 10. 9 20.2
'1962…-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -93. 1 15. 5 10. 4 19. 7
1963 93. 1 15. 0 9. 7 19. 1
1964 -90.6 16.1 9. 1 17. 4
1965 -96. 1 16.2 8. 3 15. 7
1966 101.6 15.9 7. 6 13. 7
1967 104.3 14.8 7.4 12. 9
1968 -_1 1 1. 1 13. 2 6.9 12. 0
1969 … 126.7 11. 7 6.7 10. 3
1970 - 131. 9 10. 6 6. 4 10. 1
1971 --------------- - 120.8 11.3 6.0 10.5
1972…---------------------------------------7117.8 12. 0 5. 5 9.7
1973 -128.4 11. 4 4.8 8.5

I Demand deposits, time deposits plus Government securities.
Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System ,Flow of Funds Accounts: 1945-72 (August 1973), and 1974

Supplement: 1965-73 (September 1974).

Ratio, Corporate Debt
to Profits Before Taxes

Ratio, Individual Debt
to Personal Income

.. . .I . . . . . . . .. . .I . . . . . .

78-73S-76
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Increased debt is today threatening profitability and stability of
many businesses. Such funds have largely been channeled into capital
investment, as manifested in a very rapid expansion of nonresiden-
tial fixed investment since 1953, and particularly since 1965. For ex-
ample, Sommers .and Blau note that "the real growth in plant and
equipment outlay has been faster since 1965 than it was in .the preced-
ing twelve years."' " At the same time that capital plant has been grow-
ing rapidly, however, capacity utilization rates in manufacturing have
declined significantly, from 90% in 1965-to-around 65%o in 1975.2°

To summarize the preceding description, empirical evidence shows:
1) A growing fragility of commercial banks;
2~ A rising burden of corporate debt;
3 Rapid expansion of capital investment; and

(4 Declining rates of capital utilization.
These long-run economic developments suggest a variety of strong
recessionary pressures that need to be understood better in the broad
.context of economic stabilization policy and the long-wave behavior.

In addition to the evidence cited above, the national economy today
exhibits a number of other indications of overinvestment in capital
plant: New tankers are leaving the shipyards and going directly to
anchorage. Aircraft are going into storage. The interstate highway
system is nearly complete and another is not needed soon. The condi-
tion of the auto industry only partly results from the oil shortage and
is partly due to the consumer stock of automobiles having been filled.
The financial plight of the real estate investment-trusts and the decline
in home construction -suggest that we already have more housing than
the economy can support. Most municipalities have built sufficient
schools and hospitals. Finally, college-educated persons, a form of
human capital with dynamic characteristics similar to those of physi-
cal capital, are in excess as evidence by high unemployment rates.

It is illuminating from the standpoint of the -present economic situ-
ation to apply the capital-investment theory of long-wave behavior
developed in this paper to the circumstances surrounding the Great
depression. Although the Great Depression is frequently attributed to
bad luck or monetary mismanagement, a careful reading of the eco-
nomic history of the 1920's portrays a strong investment boom leading
*to overexpansion and a drying-up of new investment opportunities.
This history resembles closely the theory of long-wave behavior sug-
gested by our research. In addition. several historical aspects of the
Depression, such as the rapid buildups of corporate and household
debt, increase in speculative construction, and high rate of capital in-
vestment, are similar to present conditions in the U.S. The following
ron tions deserihing the 1920's are from Robert A. Gordon's book,
Economic Instability and Growth: The American Record: 21

The outstanding fact about the movement of total capital formation in this
decade [the 1920's] is the high level reached by 1923 and the maintenance of
this level for seven years. We have here a prolonged period of high-level invest-
ment in producer durable goods and construction. . . . It is signiflcant that both
producer and consumer durables formed a larger fraction of the GNP during the
1920's than during any period before World War I. We thus have a picture of a
prolonged investment boom, which supported a steady expansion in incomes and
consumer demands and at the same time provided the enlarged capacity necessary

to meet the rising demand for goods and services [emphasis added]....

D Ibid., p. 34.
20 Ibid., p 15.
= Gordon (1974), Chapters 2 and 3.
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The investment boom and the rise in consumption during the 1920s were accom-
panied by a steady expansion in bank credit, the flotation of an enormous volume
-of new security issues, and a mounting tide of speculative fever reflected particu-
larly in the promotion of new enterprises, a boom in real estate, the development
of a -variety of unsound financial practices, and an upsurge in stock prices that
culminated in the stock market crash of 1929....

We have already mentioned the importance of construction in maintaining
investment in the 1920s. . . . The most important single component of new con-
struction was residential building, which comprised 40 percent or more of the
total through 1926, when a decline set in that lasted until 1933....

The decline in residential building after 1926 reflected a number of factors.
*The high level of construction in the early and mid-twenties eventually permitted
the supply of housing to catch up with demand; . . . The satisfaction of
pent-up demand would by itself have called for some decline in building, and
-overbuilding made the situation worse. . . . Thus 1926 marked the peak of
-another long building cycle. . . . It is doubtful whether these monetary develop-
ments were of primary importance in creating the boom of the 1920s. In the
terms used by some business cycle theorists, the "natural rate" of interest was
higher than the market rate, and part of the large volume of investment was
financed by credit expansion. But the chief reasons for this lay in the nonmone-
-tary sphere-in the developments discussed earlier that made the marginal
-efficiency of capital high and in the wave of speculative optimism that raised
it still higher. In addition, the upwise lending practices of the commercial banks
encouraged speculation and unsound promotions, and weakened the banking
system's ability to withstand the strains that were to come after 1929....

. . .Houses, apartment houses, office buildings, and hotels were built with
-almost reckless abandon under the spur of promoters' profits and the ease
with which securities could be sold to finance the cost of construction. Banks
loaned heavily on bonds and mortgages, without adequate safeguards as to
amortization, and later found themselves with "frozen assets" whose values had
to be scaled down drastically.

The consequences of these financial developments need no great elaboration.
One result was a good deal of real investment that was not justified in terms of
-long-term profit possibilities. Capital goods were created that were to "hang over
-the market" and discourage further investment for a decade after 1929. The bank-
-ing system was seriously weakened. Many weak business ventures were saddled
with a load of fixed charges that could eventually lead only to the bankruptcy

*court. . ..
It is Impossible to give a complete and precise statement of the Immediate

causes of the downturn. Certainly the full explanation of the extent and severity
-of the Great Depression is not to be found merely in the sequence of events dur-
-Ing 1928-1929; we must look at boom [sic] of the 1920s as a whole and at the
course of developments during 1930-1933....

Although we cannot complete our explanation of the causes of the Great De-
-pression until we look at developments during the 1930s. we can dispose of a
number of possible hypotheses as to the major cause of the downturn in 1929.
It was clearly not due to an encroachment of costs on profits....

Nor can the downturn be explained by monetary developments. The rise In
interest rates was not great enough to discourage business borrowing; the
Federal Reserve authorities were careful not to restrict credit for legitimate

--business purposes. We have already seen that business was becoming Increasingly
Independent of the banks, and commercial loans did not begin to decline until
after the stock market crash. ...

. . .What we have said In earlier sections suggests that the following factors
were chiefly responsible for the magnitude of the catastrophe that occurred.

1. The exhaustion of investment opportunities resulting from (a) the working
,of the acceleration principle In industries approaching maturity and (b) the
-creation of considerable excess capacity, particularly In residential and com-
mercial building.

2. The financial excesses of the 1920s. which at the same time led to too rapid
-a rate of real investment In some Industries and created a superstructure In
Inflated capital values whose collapse weakened the banking system and caused
-both borrowers and lenders to take a pessimistic view of the feasibility of further
'investment.
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* There remains the question: Why was the -recovery of the 1930s so slow
:and halting in the United States, and why did it 'stop so far short of full em-
ployment? We lave seen that the trouble lay primarily in the lack of induce-
ment to invest. Even with abnormally low interest rates, the economy was
,unable to generate a volume of investment high enough, given the propensity
to consume, to raise aggregate demand to the full employment leveL

To summarize the preceding quotations from Gordon, it appears
-that the 1920's 'represented aperiod of rapid capital accumulation that
led to an overexpansion of the capital-producing sectors of the econ-
omy. Such overexpansion caused a severe diminution 'of investment
.opportunities and consequent strong recessionary pressures. Gordon
argues that the Great Depression was thus in.large measure a result
of a collapse of new capital formation, and that the Depression was
neither adventitious nor a simple result of poorly-conceived govern-
ment policy. Gordon's description lends support to the proposition
that the long-wave mode is generated from the interplay of internal
-economic and social forces; in particular, it lends support to the
capital investment theory of the long wave developed in this paper.

m.B.4. IMPLICATIONS OF THE LONG-WAVE THEORY

'If we are indeed moving from a condition of rapid capital accumula-
'tion to one of excess capital stock both at the industrial and con-
sumer levels, the implications for business and economic policy are
substantial. A downturn of the long wave arising from capital over-
investment would yield retarded growth and long-term unemployment
radiating from the capital sectors of the economy. Appropriate gov-
ernment policy for dealing with such changes will need to be
-developed.

Countercyclic monetary policy, discretionary fiscal policy, and
-other "fine tuning" mechanisms have often been given credit for
reducing business downturns between 1945 and 1970. .However, one
alternative explanation for the-decreased 'severity of the business cycle
in the postwar years stems from considering the interaction of the
business cycle'and the long wave. If the U.S. economy is characterized
-by iashort-term business cycle superimposed on a much longer-term
cycle, then business-cycle expansions would naturally tend to be rela-

tively long, 'and contractions short, during an upswing of the long
capital cycle. Thus, it is possible that the apparent lessened vulner-
'ability of the economy to recession following World War II is attrib-
utable to the rising phase of the long wave, with little or no contri-
bution from government policy. This argument is illustrated further
below.

Figure 8 shows two sinusoids as stylized representations of the busi-
ness cycle and long-term capital cycle.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 are on an expanded time scale and show
the simple sinusoids added together. The numbers give the time in
years for economic expansions and contractions. 'Figure 9 covers the
rising segment of the long wave -and Figure 10 the falling segment.
Note that the upward thrust-of the long wave before the peak in 'Fig-
ure 9 gives'business cycles the appearance of having strong and long
-expansions with weak and short recessions. By contrast, in Figure
10, which shows the falling phase after the peak of the long wave, the
long-term decline weakens and shortens the expansion phase of the
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business cycle and deepens and lengthens the recession phase. With
no- other-influenees- -the- superposition- of --business-cycle on a, long-
term fluctuation would produce the milder recession since World War
II, without relying on post-war monetary policy as an explanation.
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Much concern has been expressed about the failure of monetary-
policy to cope' with faltering economic activity during the current
recession. The assumption that monetary policy accounted for milder-
recessions in the preceding two decades underlies.disappointment in,
the lack of present effectiveness. But, the explanation may be simply
that monetary policy has at all times had little leverage over employ-
ment and the level of economic activity. If the economy is now at 'the-
top of a Kondratieff cycles the more severe recent recession is ade-
quately .explained by weakening of the long-wave upthrust 'that had'
given preceding business cycles their apparent buoyancy. These com-
Wents, and their implications regarding the possible ineffectiveness*.
of government-stabilization policies, are consistent wth Carl Madden's-
observation that "The era of the 'New'Economics' . . is receding.
The optimism for 'fine tuning'. the New Economics generated now-
seems in the face of the economic history of the 1960's to be all of a.
piece with the intellectual hubris of the best and the brightest." 22

-But even if monetary policy were effective in dealing with reces-
sionary pressures emanating from the short-term business cycle, there-
is-reason to suggest that expansionary monetary policy may be ineffec-
tive, or even counterproductive, for dealing w'ith a long-wave down-
turn. A long-wave decline is a period of depressed capital investment.

2 Madden (1975), p. 2.
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as a consequence of prior overinvestment. The interval of reduced in-
vestment allows time for the capital plant of the nation to wear down
toward an appropriate balance with other aspects of the economy.
Under conditions of excess capital plant, increasing the money supply
will provide little incentive for purchase of physical capital and in-
stead may only feed speculative and inflationary forces. Alternatively,
to the extent that monetary policy has any influence on the long-wave
behavior, the principal effect may be to prolong the peak of the long
wave by stimulating investment in the short run, but causing an
eventual steepr decline as even more excess capital plant is
accumulated.

As discussed above, existence of a long wave in the economy poses
numerous dilemmas for government policy. The long-wave theory
provides an explanation for the precipitous depression of the 1930's,
makes it unnecessary to invoke government policy to explain either
the Great Depression or the milder recessions in the 1950's and 1960's,
and accounts for the worse recession recently encountered. Section IV
expands upons the implications of the long-wave mode for govern-
ment policy.

III.C. Life-Cycle of Economic Development

MI.C.. BACKGROUND

Over most of the past 200 years, the United States has enjoyed a
relatively sparsely-occupied geographic land area with abundant
natural resources. Under such favorable circumstances, population and
industrial activity have tended to reproduce themselves in such a way
as to promote cumulative growth. For example, a higher population
produces higher births, thereby contributing to further population
expansion. Analogously, more capital plant (industrialization)
yields a higher output stream and greater output allows more invest-
ment in capital plant through increased production of buildings,
machinery, and other forms of physical capital. Exponentially-grow-,
ing population and production have, in turn, generated rising demands
for food, energy, and other renewable and nonrenewable resources.

After two centuries of relatively sustained and vigorous growth,
the carrying capacity of the United States is becoming stressed. Past
growth in population, consumption, energy usage, and pollution'
generation is beginning to trigger strong counterpressures.

The life cycle of economic development refers to the S-shaped, or
logistic, curve wherein growth gives way to maturity that in turn is
followed by either equilibrium or decline. It is from the dynamics of
the life cycle that the phrase "limits to growth" emerges. If there were
no limit to resources, energy, water, pollution-dissipation capacity,
or land area, then growth of population and industrialization could
continue indefinitely. But at some point growth becomes bounded by
environmental capacity.

The litf cycle of growth can be subdivided into four time phases.
(Figure 11). First is the period of exponential growth during which
growth is uninhibited by proximity to ultimate limits. Second is the
transition region lying about halfway up the growth curve, at which.
point enough resistance to growth is being encountered to move the
system out of its growth mode and into an equilibrium-seeking mode.



Third is. an equilibrium region of no growth with population and
economic activity restrained by environmental capacity. Fourth may
be a decline phase such as has usualry been encountered by nations and
institutions..
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There are signs emerging that the American socioeconomic systemb
is. in the second phase-the transition region separating exponential
growth from equilibrium. The, transition region is at the point of
inflection where upward) curvature in growth gives way to downward
curvature as- growth slows and' moves toward its peak. The transition
region marks the division between' accelerating growth and decelerat--
ing growth.

It is in the transition regi'on' that the greatest social and economics
stresses occur. Th the transition region, the forces opposing growth
become great enoughi to suppress the powerful mechanisms of growth
and to change the behavior mode of the system- from accelerating
exponential' growth tota: slowing and stopping of growth. Wen equi-
librium has been reached, society will have come to terms with the
new condition. It is in the transition! region that the pressures are
greatest and the maximum rate of change occurs in expectations,
attitudes, and' values. The transition region is consistent with the

De'
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social, environmental, and inflationary forces that are .developing in
the U.S. The transition stage is a time of turbulent change as the
.system moves out of the growth mode.

M.C.2. LIMITING FORCES ARISING WITHN THE LIFE CYCLE

The limiting forces -that arise in the transition region to restrict
growth of population-and production can be divided broadly into -two
categories: physical and social limits. Each of these categories is dis-
cussed briefly -below.

Physical limits

(1) Food Shortage.-Food shortage represents one physical limit
which may confront the United States before long. The most produc-
tive arable land in the United States is already under cultivation. Thus
food production in the nation can be expanded in.the future either by
'cultivating relatively infertile.and unproductive land or through in-
-creases in yield per acre. Expanding available arable land, however,
will entail high costs for irrigation, land development, and fertiliza-
tion. Much higher per-acre yields than 'at present also appear unlikely.
'To expand yields significantly, increasing amounts of fertilizer and ir-
rigation would be required at the same time as energy prices are rising
rapidly and-watertables are being drawn-down as-irrigation and other
claims on underground water supplies begin to exceed the recharge
rate. Agricultural output and food processing in the United States
are heavily energy-intensive operations, requiring nearly nine calories
of energy to produce one calorie of food output.23 Such energy
intensive agriculture will be less-profitable~or feasible in an era of high
energy.prices.

Tie agricultural problem is compounded by the fact that approxi-
mately one half million hectares of cropland are being converted an-
nually to housing and other urban-industrial activity. This -figure im-
pliesthat -over the past twenty years a land area larger.than Ohio has
been converted from farmland to cities and highways.24

Rising food needs have also caused agricultural land to be used more
intensively by reducing fallowed.acreage. As Lester Brown and others
have indicated, reduced fallowing tends to cause lower moisture con-
tent in soil and, consequently, lower agricultural yields and potential
'soil losses to wind and water. The potential seriousness of the agri-
cultural output situation is suggested by rising food prices and the
fact that the U.S. government had to Impose unilateral export restric-
tions on soybeans and feedstuffs in -June 1973, to fight doimestic food
inflation.

(2) Resource Shortage.-Natural resources comprise a second im-
portant array of physical limits. The United States is presently a net
importer of 26 of the 36 "critical" raw materials. 25 For example, the
recent ERDA report, "A National Plan for Energy Research, Devel-
opment, and Demonstration," notes that the .United States is almost
entirely dependent on foreign supplies of aluminum, chromium, and

" Steinhart and Steinhart (1974), p. 312. The calorie-conversion figure quoted here Is
for energy calories input per energy-calorie output of food. In nutrition, the term "food
calorie" actually measures one thousand energy calories.

'4 Plmpntel. 'Dritschilo, Krummel, and-Kutzman (1975), p. 760.
NEwell (1970), p. 43.
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alloying elements for steel. Supplies of many materials and natural
resources are presently, critically low, having been drawn down and
depleted through two centuries of exponentially-growing population,
consumption, and production. Moreover, the average grades of many
resources such as copper are declining as progressively less efficient
resources must be extracted and utilized in production processes.26 The
combination of decreased resource availability, rising prices, and di-
minished resource efficiency threatens to curtail continued expansion
in national standard of living.

(3) Energy Shortage.-The issues surrounding energy shortage in
many ways parallel natural resource questions. In 1973, petroleum
consumption accounted for nearly 50 percent of total domestic energy
usage. Natural gas accounted for an additional 31 percent.27 Thus,
nearly 80 percent of total U.S. energy requirements in 1973 were met
through depletable energy sources that are in short domestic supply.
Imported oil, for example, exceeds 50 percent of domestic oil produc-
tion so that domestic oil consumption exceeds production by over one-
third.28 The natural gas situation is, in some respects, still more severe.
In 1969, domestic production of natural gas exceeded additions to re-
serves by a factor of approximately 2.5.29

The dynamics of energy shortage and resource shortage both de-
velop out of growing production and consumption in the face of
finite, nonrenewable supplies. As labor, capital, and other factors of
production are used to generate output, nonrenewable resources, in-
cluding fossil fuels, are consumed in the process. As resources are
consumed, the total amount of resources extracted (measured, for ex-
ample, in tons of resources) rises. Increased extraction, in turn, raises
the "real costs" of resource extraction, processing, and distribution.
"Real costs" here mean the amount of labor, capital equipment, en-
ergy, and planning that must be devoted to extracting and utilizing
an additional unit of resources. As total resources extracted rise, mines
must be dug deeper, and drilling must be attempted in less accessible
locations, in order to obtain resources. At the same time, the proba-
bility of discovery declines. Moreover, to the extent that the most
accessible and highest quality resources are extracted first, the average
grade and quality of remaining resources becomes progressively lower.
High-cost recycling techniques may also have to be adopted to sustain
the flow of resources. All of these effects imply that more effort and
more physical and financial resources must be diverted to the resource
and energy sectors even to maintain a constant output. In other words,
as a consequence of resource depletion, the production function of
the energy and resource sectors shifts downward so that given amounts
of labor, capital equipment, energy, and other factor inputs now yield
less output of energy and resources. Growth in resource and energy
usage thus becomes progressively harder to sustain and the economy
undergoes a "real" inflation caused by falling productivity and de-
clining extraction efficiency.

The significance of rising real energy costs can be seen in the fact
that, for several years now, petroleum discoveries in the United
States have been declining due to depletion of accessible and low-cost

20 Committee on Resources and Man of the National Academy of Sciences (1969), p. 124.2 7
nerry Policy Proiect of the Ford Foundation (1074a), p. 75.

2 Rnercy Po1hey Project of the Ford Foundation (1974b), p. 28.
2D American Gas Association (1970).
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petroleum reserves at the same time that demand for and usage of
petroleum have been growing.20 The combination of falling produc-
tion and rising demand has yielded a gap that, in turn, has led to
depleting proven reserves of petroleum and to high import demand.
Finally, increased dependence on imported oil has led to rising oil
prices, reduced domestic standard of living, and increase international
tensions.

(4) Tradeoffs Between Phy8ieal Limits.-A range of additional
physical limits could be described-for example, overcommitment of
pollution generation capacity; excessive thermal heat generation; and
shortages of water, wood, and other renewable resources. Our purpose,
however, is not so much to describe in detail the functioning of each
potential physical limit as to point out the existence of multiple physi-
cal limits of which energy shortage is an example. The physical limits
all tend to be triggered by rising population and industrialization.

Strong tradeoffs can exist between the various physical limits to
growth. Thus, alleviating the energy shortage promotes further
growth that causes more pollution, higher demands for food and raw
materials, and conversion of agricultural land to urban-industrial
use. A transfer of pressures can thus occur between limiting factors
so that an energy shortage shifts to a materials shortage, a food short-
age, or other manifestations of physical stress. National policy must
therefore be predicated on a broad understanding of the tradeoffs
between physical limits engendered by alternative policy actions.

Social limgts

Growth is simultaneously encountering many limits. So far, world
attention has focused on the physical limits of food, pollution, re-
sources, and energy. But other limits lie just beyond the physical
limits.

Social limits are already exerting powerful forces. The social forces
are related to rising population density, growing industrialization
and capital-intensive production, and expanding -technology. As
crowding becomes greater, life becomes more complex. Friction be-
tween individuals and groups increases. Political conflict intensifies.
Inter-group rivalries increase. Overcrowding of physical space leads
to public conflict with business, as manifested by disputes over power
plant siting, strip mining, and pollution emissions. Psychological
stress, community breakdown, rising crime rates, drug addiction, geno-
'ide, revolutions, and war can all be seen as manifestations -of social
stress engendered by rising crowding and population density.

The processes of growth in production, capital intensity, and tech-
nology also foster social stress. Energy- and machine-dependent pro-
duction today deemphasizes the human contribution to work, leading
to alienation and personal dissatisfaction. Large-scale production
proccesses, mass production, and specialization all divorce the indi-
avidual from a sense-of personal contribution or achievement. Feelings
of distrust and questioning of the legitimacy of institutions tend to
deepen. A complex technological society is at the same time harder
to understand, more difficult to accept, and easier to disrupt.

so Energy Policy Project of the Ford Foundation (1974a), p. 75.
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The above discussion has tried to convey the general nature of social
limits. Such influences are relatively subtle and intangible, stemming
from the interplay of psychological motivations at the individual and
group levels, and from societal attitudes and values. Nonetheless it
apppears that social limits are exerting increasingly powerful influ-
ences on U.S. society. These limits are simultaneously making consen-
sus on directions for the nation progressively harder to achieve, and
making management of the society progressively more intractable.

III.C.3. 13MPLICATIONS OF THE LIFE-CYCLE MODE

The United States may now be entering into a period of slower
growth arising from the long-term growth restraints that emerge
within the transition region of the life cycle of economic develop-
ment. The life-cycle mode thus contributes to retarded growth, ex-
panded unemployment, and inflationary pressures focused in the areas
of energy, food, land, and materials. In many respects, the growth
restraints associated with the life cycle are more social, demographic,
and environmental than they are economic in nature. In such a na-
tional environment, stimulative fiscal and monetary policy may exert
more of an inflationary impact than it contributes to expanding real
output. As Carl Madden notes:

. . .we may be in the early stages of a profound confrontation between the
appetites of industrial civilization and the physical limits to growth on the
planet. Conventional neo-Keynesian economics alone hardly suffices to cope with
any such confrontation. . . . The United States, even though it is affluent, is
not the limitless cornucopia of recent popular thought. . . . Caution should
behoove us to concede the possibility that old ideas in economics, such as the
Keynesian ideas of forty years ago, may not be safe to be fully trusted. Simple
faith in faster money creation and still larger governmental deficits that is
generated by the econometric models, say, of the new Congressional Budget
Office, may only bring uncomfortably queer results of stagflation, of recoveries
stopped in mid-passage by renewed inflation and rising, not falling, unemploy-
ment.'

The severity and types of pressures encountered by the U.S. in the
transition region will certainly depend on future attitudes toward
immigration and family size and on technological developments. Re-
garding population growth, present U.S. fertility rates are below the
population replacement rate. But such fertility rates, even if sus-
tained, would lead to a more-than-fifty-percent increase in population
before population equilibrium is attained. Such increase in population
would result from the large number of adults of child-bearing age
presently in the U.S. as a consequence of past rapid growth in popula-
tion, especially around World War II.32 In the future, a slower rate
of U.S. population growth would tend to diminish physical and social
stress. However, if lower stress and consequent greater well-being
lessen concern over population and trigger a resurgence of popula-
tion growth, then over the long term, pressures wil not be significantly
reduced.

Technological changes can also be expected to exert a future impact
on economic growth and well-being. But such changes may not be

unilaterally favorable or desirable. If technological developments push

Nt-adden (1975), pp. 3. 4.
2Frejka (1968). Thus the number of persons born per year depends both on fertility

rates and on the age structure of the population.
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back physical growth limits leading to continued growth, that addi-
tional growth may quickly swallow up the margin of available space
and resources while encouraging greater population. Technological
developments may also tend, as discussed earlier, merely to shift pres-
sures from one growth-limiting factor to another; such tendencies in-
crease with growing population density and with increasing social
complexity. National growth policy must not, therefore, be predicated
on a simple expectation or hope that technological growth or tempo-
rary slower population growth will relieve the growth-limiting pres-

sures confronting the nation, but should be based on a deeper under-
standing of interactions between population, technological change,
well-being, and the various physical and social limits.

The life cycle may also interact with the short-term business cycle
and longy wave to accentuate economic instability. Through its infla-
tionary influence in the transition region, the life cycle contributes to
rising prices of goods and various raw materials. Such rising prices,
in turn, lead to speculative inventory purchases in anticipation of still
further price increases. These speculative purchases tend to buoy de-
mand, inducing higher prices and expanded production in the short
run. But eventually as production capacity expands, price rises begin
to slow, and advance inventory purchases consequently decline, lead-
ing to overexpansion and overbuilding of inventories. Such excess in-
ventories can be liquidated only through declining production and
employment.33 The influence of the processes explained above in fos-
tering economic instability is suggested by a quote taken from the
Wall Street Jourinal in 1974:

A stream of revised statistics from the Commerce Department has led to in-
creased worry among economists that the nation may, after all, be in for a classi-
cal case of what's known as an inventory recession. Coming on top of the current
slump, this could mean that the economic downturn would be deeper and longer
than has been expected.... Most of the accumulation so far this year has come
in manufacturing, and most of that is in purchased materials and supplies. Some
of the building undoubtedly stems from buying to beat price increases. Many
firms are hoarding goods that already are scarce or that they fear may be-
eome so.'

To summarize, then, the life-cycle mode contributes to slackened
growth. high unemployment, rising prices of energy, agricultural
commodities, and materials, and heightened instability. Development
of government policies to deal with such difficulties must stem from a
deeper understanding of the diverse limits to growth encountered in
the transition region, their individual characteristics, and the ways
in which they interact and trade off against one another.

IV. POLICY DIRECTIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

Development of policies to alleviate the social and economic stresses
confronting the U.S. today must begin from an understanding of the
short-term dynamics of the business cycle, the structures that produce
a fifty-year long wave, and the life cycle of economic development. For
the first time in the nation's history we may face the triple coincidence
of a business downturn, a long-wave collapse, and the pressures of the
transition region. The three could combine to depress economic activity

4 See Mass (1975), Section 3.6, for a more complete description of these processes.
" Wall Street Journal (August 16, 1974), p. 24.
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and national standard of living unless public understanding of these
behavior modes is increased and suitable national policies are adopted.

The purpose of this paper has been to expand awareness of the
longer-term economic and social forces that will become increasingly
influential over the next ten to thirty years. Failure to recognize these
long-term forces can lead to governmental actions that are ineffective
or which make matters worse. The result would be an intensified sense
of public futility and increased dissatisfaction with government.

The issues raised here are based on work that is still in progress. We
believe that much additional light can be shed on the issues as contin-
ued research into the dynamics of the national economy yields a deeper
examination of the sources of unemployment and inflation, and the
channels connecting government policy and private action. Even at
the present time, however, the preliminary insights surrounding the
business cycle, the long wave, and the life cycle of economic develop-
ment, seem sufficiently important and persuasive to merit serious dis-
cussion and debate in this Committee and in the public forum. The
time that will be required to achieve public understanding of long-
term issues and to form a subsequent legislative consensus is sufficiently
long to merit exposure of the issues to a broad audience even at a pre-
limmary stage. Therefore, the following points summarize the prin-
cipal implications and policy directions that can be derived at the
present time from our analyses of long-term economic growth.

(1) Recognizing the multiple modes of economic behavior.-Present
economic difficulties may arise from a confluence of three modes of
economic behavior: the business cycle, the long wave, and the life cycle
of economic development. Erroneously attributing all symptoms of
difficulty to the short-term business cycle can lead to incorrect diag-
nosis of causes and to consequent adoption of ineffective government
policies. Congressional debate on economic policy should recognize
these three modes of behavior. In particular, proposed actions and leg-
islation should be evaluated from the standpoint of which modes of
behavior they are designed to address, and how the proposed policy
will affect each mode.

(2) Understanding the nature of the recent recession.-The greater
severity of the recent recession may be an indication of the top of a
long-term capital cycle, leading to an excess of capital plant. The re-
cent recession may thus be of a substantially different nature than
other recessions since World War II. Evidence for an emerging capital
excess is seen in the decline of capacity utilization rates, high unem-
ployment rates of college-educated persons, growing debt burden on
corporations, faltering growth in housing construction and machine
tools, appearance of excess office space in major urban areas, and other
symptoms. In the falling phase after the peak of a long wave, busi-
ness-cycle downturns would tend to be relatively long and expansions
brief, whereas the opposite relation held during the long-wave upsurge.
The causes of the recent recession and possible future recessions must
be understood in order to formulate correct policy responses.

(3) Expanding the time frame of stabilization policy.-The long
wave, of some 45 to 60 years duration, may exert a far greater dis-
turbing force on the economy than the short-term business cycle. Such
a long-wave mode can arise from typical capital investment policies
within the economy. Thus government policies affecting interest rates
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and investment incentives may exert their primary effects on the long-
wave mode rather than on the business cycle. The scope and time hori-
zon of economic stabilization policy must be broadened from the pres-
ent outlook of a few months to several decades.

(4) Under8tanding the causes of the b'usi'ness cycle.-The short-
term business cycle appears to be caused primarily by interactions
between inventories and employment. Capital investment does not
seem to be a fundamental contributing cause of the business cycle.
Seeing the business cycle in terms of inventories and employment im-
plies that present monetary policies designed to stabilize the business
cycle by influencing the incentives for capital investment may exert
only low leverage for control. Alternative bases for stabilization policy
consistent with causes of the business cycle must be sought. New
policies should attempt to dampen the amplifying effects of inven-
tory-management policies on production and employment (see Sec-
tion III.A). To this end, new policies such as rules requiring busi-
nesses and households to maintain money balances in proportion to the
rates of flow through those balances should be considered.

(5) PolHcies for dealing with the long wave.-Appropriate policies
for controlling the long-wave mode may differ quite substantially
from presently-advocated economic policies, or even from policies
to stabilize the short-term business cycle. To the extent that the long-
wave downturn is a consequence of overinvestment in physical capital,
investment tax credits or rapid expansion of money supply by the Fed-
eral Reserve may provide little stimulus for investment. Alternatively,
the primary impact of expansive monetary policy might be to defer,
and eventually accentuate, the long-wave downturn. It is possible that
the opposite policy of restraining monetary growth may lower infla-
tion with little contractionary effect on output and employment. There
may also be a possibility of cushioning the downturn by encouraging
the diversion of resources from capital-excess areas arising from the
long wave to areas of capital shortage such as energy production
created by the life cycle of economic development. In other words,
resources may need to be diverted to the energy sector in the future,
even to maintain a constant production rate in the face of depleting
fossil-fuel supplies. Such diversion can be accomplished successfully
if we anticipate the impending capital excess and apply deliberate
pressures to reallocate manpower and other resources. Alternatively,
if unemployment radiating from the capital sectors is dealt with
through increased welfare and unemployment compensation, realloca-
tion of manpower will be effectively slowed. Such policies as described
above are tentative proposals that need additional study, but they need
to be considered if we are to manage the economy through the changes
emerging from the long wave.

(6) Coexistence of high in/I ation and unemployment .-An explana-
tion for the existence of simultaneous high inflation and unemploy-
ment in the U.S. lies in the three superimposed economic modes.
First, unemployment and inflation may coexist if inflation is caused
by increase in the money supply, unemployment is caused by reaching
a peak in the long wave, and money supply has little effect on the long-
wave fluctuation. 'Simultaneous high inflation and unemployment may
also stem from a downswing of the long wave superimposed on life-
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cycle pressures limiting growth, especially if money supply is ex-
panded in an attempt to offset the recessionary forces. Such issues need
further analysis and elaboration.

(7) Limitations of the Phillips Curve as a guide to policy.-Much
of economic policy is predicated on the Phillips-Curve concept which
implies the existence of a stable tradeoff between unemployment and
inflation. Yet such a stable relationship between inflation and unem-
ployment rate has seldom been observed in the real economy over long
periods of time. The simple tradeoff concept is contradicted, for
example, by the incidence of simultaneous high inflation and unem-
ployment (see point #6 above). Perhaps the most serious shortcom-
ing of the Phillips-Curve relationship is its interpretation as a general
relationship between all sources of inflation and all sources of unem-
ployment. Our work thus far indicates that the balance of inflation
and unemployment in the economy depends in a complex way on the
many modes of behavior in the economy as well as on the governmental
policies being followed. For example, a simple Phillips-Curve rela-
tionship probably applies to wage changes, cost variations, and em-
ployment fluctuations that go on within the dynamics of the short-
term business cycle. However, changes in money supply or changes
in the position of the economy relative to the long-wave fluctuation
will tend to cause shifts in inflation and unemployment that cannot be
described in terms of simple movements along a fixed tradeoff curve.
This implies that the Phillips-Curve concept is not a reliable indicator
for public policy. The Phillips Curve needs to be broadened into a
deeper understanding of the relationships between inflation and un-
employment deriving from the interaction between the various modes
of economic behavior.

(8) Policies for the life cycle.-Policies for adapting to the transi-
tion region of the life cycle will need to be-developed in concert with
stabilization policies for the business cycle and long wave. As sug-
gested earlier, use of conventional monetary and fiscal policy may be
more inflationary than stimulative in an era of growth restraints set
by physical and social limits. New policies will be needed in areas
such as energy, materials, agriculture, and water resources. For ex-
ample, such new energy policies may include: encouraging lower
energy use; reduced emphasis on expanding energy production as a
means for balancing energy supply and demand; imposition of a high
tax on consumption of nonrenewable energy; and increased efforts to
understand the interrelationships between energy shortage and poplu-
lation and industrial growth.35 (Comparable policies will be needed
in the other major areas of social and economic activity related to
the life cycle.

(9) Increased emphasis on policy rather than decision-rnaking.-
Government actions in the next decades will need to be predicated in a
strong policy basis that comes out of increased understanding of na-
tional economic dynamics. Such a policy focus is lacking in govern-
ment at present. Many government actions are frequently termed
"policy." For example, at a particular time Federal Reserve "policy"
is to expand the money supply at a certain annual rate. But such a
use of the term "policy" is a misnomer. A policy is an enduring ra-
tionale or decision rule that describes how a decision will be made

1s See Forrester and Mass (1976) for detailed discussion of energy policy options.
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under any possible set of circumstances. A policy can endure until the
economic system is better understood and an improved policy has been
determined. By contrast, decisions continuously change and are the
action of the moment occurring as a consequence of applying the es-
tablished policy to the changing conditions of the economic system.
According to this viewpoint, an announcement by the Federal Reserve
to expand the money supply at, say, 6% per year would be a decision
rather than a policy. The underlying policy would state how the money
supply should be managed in general in response to inflation rate, un-
employinent rate, and other conditions. But a clear statement of eco-
nomic policy is lacking in most government agencies. More emphasis
needs to be given to the underlying policy guiding government deci-
sion-making, and less emphasis to isolated decisions. In other words,
how should we be responding to inflation, unemployment, and other
difficulties, not just at present, but in general? Are generalized policy
responses to inflation, such as monetary policy, effective in dealing
with inflation arising from any cause? Will the same kinds of policies
for dealing with normal business-cycle recessions be effective in com-
batting a downturn of the long wave? Such questions can be addressed
through a broad focus on economic policy. A more sound and clearly-
stated set of government policies will be needed in the future to guide
government action and to prevent the misinterpretation of symptoms
that can occur from confusion between the diverse modes of socio-
economic behavior.

(10) Increased research into the dynamics of the national econ-
omy.-The policy directions summarized here represent only a start-
ing point in developing improved management of economic behavior.
Much additional work is needed to refine the analysis of the business
cycle, long wave, and life cycle; to organize additional evidence for the
resulting theories of economic behavior; to test the effects of alterna-
tive policies; and to disseminate results to a broad public audience.
Economic problems confronting the nation are of sufficient magnitude
to merit a large-scale commitment of government R & D funding to
understand them better. Such work should be conducted by multiple
groups using different methodologies in order to foster competition
between groups and increase the likelihood of success. It is important,
however, that the methodologies used be capable of dealing with long-
term behavior; multiple modes of change; and feed-back interaction
between economic, social, psychological, and demographic forces. Less
emphasis should be on short-term forecasting and static analysis. With
new efforts we can hope to achieve greater public understanding of
prospects for economic growth and more effective government policies
for responding to social and economic difficulties.
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LONG-TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH FORECASTS IN THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT

By JoSrEP W. DUNCAN* **

SUM1:MARY

This paper describes the major ongoing economic forecasting
models developed by major Federal agencies. The sections describe the
purposes of the models, their general approach, recent findings and
relations to other modeling efforts. Three general points emerge from
the review of ongoing efforts:

1. The major forecasts of the national economy are made by the
Bureau of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce
and the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor.
Many other Federal agencies (including the Federal Energy
Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency, the Eco-
nomic Research Service of the Department of Agriculture, the
Energy Research and Development Administration, the U.S.
Department of the Interior, and the Federal Preparedness
Agency) prepare long-term forecasts for more narrowly defined
sectors of the economy.

2. There is a high degree of informal coordination between fore-
casting groups of various agencies, but there is a growing need
for a more formal "Interagency Committee on Growth Models,"
which would meet on a regularly scheduled basis for the timely
exchange of planning and implementation information and ad-
vice. The Statistical Policy Division of the Office of Management
and Budget plans to establish this committee.

3. There is a strong feeling that the establishment of a central
economic forecasting model would be counterproductive and too
binding in developing helpful decisionmaking tools. One reason
for this is that the purposes of each model are so diverse that no
one model could serve them all. Another reason is that the tech-
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above.

A special note of thanks to Gale Berghoefer for cheerfully typing drafts, revisions, and
the final report.
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nical difficulties of interface between separate models are such
that a central model would not be efficient.

I. INTRODUCTION

The development of long-term economic projections is not a new
activity; there have been several long-term economic forecasting
efforts. including the Paley Commission in 1952 and the Interagency
Long-Term Growth Project in the early 1960's. Recently, however, the
interest in long-term growth projections has accelerated. The Sta-
tistical Policy Division of the Office of Management and Budget,
with its responsibilities for establishing statistical policy for all Gov-
ernment agencies, has recognized the appetite of long-term modelers
for improved statistical series. As a result, an Ad Hoc Interagency
Committee on Long-Term Growth Projections was established in
1975 to review existing efforts in Federal agencies, to identify areas
of common interest, and to examine policy options for improved co-
ordination and integration of some of the various models. Much of
this report is a result of this Committee's work.

At the outset, it is appropriate to recognize the limitations and diffi-
culties of long-term economic forecasting. In a recent report, Data
Resources, Inc. (DRI) discussed several sources of instability in the
economy at present including the disequilibrium of the international
relations system, the world commodity situation, the legacy of double-
digit inflation, the rapid changes of relative prices, and the overall
financial condition of the economy. DRI concluded that:

Under these circumstances, it is very difficult to develop serious long-range
plans for government and business. Economic planning is offered as one of the
solutions to our difficulties. There are long-range matters which deserve better
attention from our government. But increasing frequency of shocks and the
continued uncertainties make it totally inappropriate to draw up elaborate plans
which assume that the future can be known. The rational strategy for businesses
and governments in an environment such as this one is quite different: to develop
quick responsive capabilities to new shocks as they may come along, and to de-
vise policies which at least partially insulate institutions and systems from the
many sources of instability.'

Thus, in discussing and evaluating long-term economic growth
projections, one must always keep in mind the fact that, under the
present economic instability, the best forecasting efforts may not be
accurate enough in retrospect. However, it is important to try to fore-
cast the impact of current Government actions and outside events on
the level of economic activity as a whole, on individual sectors and
regions of the economy, and on the Federal budget in particular.
Some guide to the potential effect of proposed programs derived from
long-term forecasting can be an important policy tool when used in
combination with other factors in comparing the impact of several
possible alternative programs. Thus, the present use of long-term
economic projections lies more in contributing an additional analytic
dimension to the decisionmaking realm than in the area of actual
knowledge of the future.

A list of several of the agencies presently involved in long-term
projections illustrates the present scope of such activities within the
Federal Government. The Economic Growth Branch and the Regional
Economic Analysis Division of the Bureau of Economic Analysis of

'Quoted from Data Resources, U.S. Long-Term Review-Summer 1975 In "National
Energy Outlook: February 1976," Federal Energy Administration, FEA-N-75/713, pp.
B-I to B3-3.
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the Department of Commerce; the Economic Growth Division of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics of the Department of Labor, the Economic
Research Service of the Department of Agriculture, the Federal
Energy Administration, the Energy Research and Development Ad-
ministration, the National Science Foundation, the Environmental
Protection Agency, various Bureaus of the Department of the In-
terior, and the Federal Preparedness Agency of the General Services
Administration all engage in long-term forecasting at some level.
They have participated in the review of existing efforts presented in
the next section.

The following modeling efforts are covered in some detail:
1. BEA Growth Model.
2. BLS Economic and Employment Projections Model]
3. The OBERS Program (BEA/ERS).
4. The ERS Economic Projections Program.
5. Federal Energy Administration Forecasts.
6. Energy Research and Development Administration Pro-

jections.
7. Environmental Protection Agency/SEAS.

II. NATIONAL LONG-RUN EcoN-oMIc GRowrri MODELS

BEA Growth Model

The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) of the Department of
Commerce is engaged in continuing development of, and projections
with, a moderate sized annual growth model of the U.S. economy. The
BEA Model provides a medium-term 2 projection of GNP and its
components, productivity, inflation rates, income items, and other
aspects of the national economy. The BEA group maintains communi-
cations with other governmental units interested or involved in related
work, especially the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), in arriving at
assumptions to be used for the projections work.

Methodology of BEA Groqwth Model.-A simplified flow chart of
the model which identifies major sectors, but abstracts from the simul-
taneity in the model, is shown as Figure 1. The original model specifi-
cation appeared in the June 1969 Survey of Current Business,
although the model currently in use has been improved considerably
from the beginnings described there.

The current model contains four principal sectors-supply, prices,
income, and demand. The supply equations estimate the GNP that
could be produced with different quantities of capital and labor. This
is the GNP necessary to achieve an unemployment target, given labor
force assumptions derived from population estimates. The price equa-
tions provide estimates of the overall GNP deflator as well as com-
ponent deflators. These are used to inflate the supply GNP estimate for
the income sector and to deflate the income estimates which enter into
the determinations of the demand sector. The income equations esti-
mate the various components of aggregate income. They are used to
derive the distribution of income that is consistent with the supply
estimate of GNP. Given the income flows and the price values, the

'Recent uses of the model have involved projections to 1985, although the model has
been used for projections as far out as 2000.
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FIGURE 1
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demand equations estimate the endogenous final demand components
(Federal purchases, which represent fiscal policy decisions, and ex-
'ports are exogenous; that is, supplied to the model from outside
judgments or data).

Summing the elements of demand provides the demand side estimate
rof GNP, which need not equal the supply estimate. If the two are not
equal, the unemployment target is inconsistent with the specified fiscal
policy package. To eliminate this "gap," the fiscal policy input can be
reformulated and the specified unemployment target maintained or
the unemployment rate can vary to equate supply and demand with
given fiscal policies.

Recent Conclusions of BEA .model.-The BEA econometric growth
model was designed to provide medium-term projections of the U.S.
economy and to aid in the formulation and analysis of fiscal policies.

A model run is currently in progress, but the results will not be
available until late November or early December 1976. As of Novem-
ber 1975, the most recent conclusions from this effort were:

1. After recovery from the recent recession, the U.S. economy
will experience slower rates of growth in real GNP and pro-
ductivity than in the full employment period 1964-1969. This is
a consequence of a number of factors including: a slowing in the
rate of growth in the labor force due to a shift in the age coin-
position of the population; the growing amount of nonresidential,
fixed investment for pollution abatement which can hamper
productivity growth to the extent it substitutes for investment in
productive capital; and some shift in the industrial mix of GNP
towards industries with lower levels of labor productivity.

2. The U.S. economy will continue to experience relatively high
rates of inflation reflecting both the increase in unit labor costs
associated with lower productivity growth and the high wage
increases which result from attempts to catch up with past price
increases.

3. Given the assumption that the 1975 tax cuts for persons and
corporations will be extended and that no additional tax cuts will
occur, the most significant change in the distribution of income
from the historical pattern is the decline in the ratio of disposable
personal income to total personal income. As a result of the pro-
gressive Federal tax system and the projected inflation rates, the
effective average Federal personal tax rate increases significantly
over the period.

4. The composition of final demand shifts somewhat over the
period. The personal consumption share of GNP declines reflect-
ing the reduction in the real disposable personal income share.
The nonresidential. fixed investment share increases as a result
of the additional investment expenditures necessary to comply
with pollution abatement requirements and to reduce dependence
on foreign sources of petroleum. Though the total Government
share of GNP continues to decline as it has for the past several
years,3 the State and local share continues to move higher, re-
flecting BEA's assumption of continued growth in Federal grants-
in-aid.

3Federal purchases of goods and services declined from 11.4 percent of GNP In 1967
to 7.8 percent in 1973. A slight increase occurred in 1974 and 1975.
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5. Even with modest growth in Federal spending programs,
sizeable budget deficits will result through 1980 as the economy
slowly recovers from the recent recession.

Uses of the BEA Model.-The model is currently being used to
make medium-term projections of GNP and its components. In addi-
tion, the model has served several useful applications within BEA
including an analysis of the sensitivity of the economy to changes in
various fscal policy instruments and the analysis of capital require-
ments for full employment production. Also, the model projections
are used to assist other units within the Department of Commerce
and other Government agencies in their analyses of future economic
conditions, including:

1. An analysis of the sources and uses of gross saving in the
1970s, for the Assistant Secretary for Economic Affairs;

2. The implications of the existing tax structure for saving, in-
vestment and economic growth through 1985, prepared for the
1974 Economic Summit Meetings; and

3. Projections for the period 1970 to 2000 to analyze the eco-
noinic effects of widely differing assumptions about the rate of
population Growth and the American Future and the Department
of State (for submission to the U.N. 1975 World Population Con-
ference).

BLS Economic and Employment Projections Model

The program of economic growth studies in BLS develops 5- to
15-year economic and employment projections of the U.S. economy in
industry detail. Recent projections have involved 125 industries. The
projections involve a detailed study of the growth of the U.S. economy
under alternative scenarios, embodying assumptions about Federal
economic policy and other factors which shape the future economic
environment.

Methodology of BLS Model.-The BLS projections are developed
using the following sequence:

1. Labor force projections are developed using population pro-
jections for various age and sex groups developed by the Bureau
of the Census.4

2. Potential GNP is projected as the product of: (a) employ-
ment, based on the projected labor force and the assumption of
percent unemployment; (b) projected annual hours per job; and
(c) projected output per man-hour.

3. Distribution of potential GNP into major categories of de-
mand is projected through the use of a macroeconomic model
which starts with potential GNP and develops estimates of Gov-
ernment revenue, personal income, and business income. The
income estimates are then used to develop projections of Govern-
ment purchases of goods and services, personal consumption, and
investment expenditures. Assumptions about changes in Govern-
ment fiscal policy are incorporated so that a satisfactory balance
of demand and supply GNP are achieved. The macroeconomic

The latest labor force projections were contained in Johnston. Dents F.. "The U.S.
Labor Force Projections to 1990," Monthly Labor Review, July 1973, pp. 3-13. These
will be updated by a release planned for August 1976.
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model used by BLS is the same model described earlier in the
BEA Growth Model section.

4. Conversion of projected demand into detailed industry em-
ployment estimates is done in three substages:

(a) Major final demand components (i.e., consumption,
investment, Government demand) are distributed into de-
tailed projections of demand by industry.

(b) The potential demand for all final goods and services
is converted into industry output requirements through the
use of inter-industry (input-output) relationships projected
to 1980 and 1985; and

(c) Projected industry output is derived and subsequently
converted into employment requirements based on projec-
tions of annual hours per job and output per man-hour. 5

In the late 1960's the Interagency Growth Project (consisting of
BLS, BEA and OMB, and chaired by the President's Council of Eco-
nomic Advisers) guided and funded the development of a basic pro-
jection model by Dr. Lester Thurow, then at Harvard. Both BLS
and BEA have enlarged and modified this basic model to reflect their
separate needs for detail and focus in economic projections. They
maintain close communications to ensure comparability of results from
the two models in the sense that, given the same fiscal policy assump-
tions, the models will project the same growth rates of GNP and the
same unemployment levels.

Frequently, their uses of the models differ in that BLS sets an unem-
ployment assumption and modifies the fiscal policy assumption to
achieve the assumed level of unemployment. BEA's model can be
used this way, but BEA generally assumes various proposed fiscal
policy packages and observes what the resulting unemployment rate
would be for each.

Recent Conclusions of BLS 2fodel.-The latest BLS projections are
in the M arch 1976 issue of the Monthly Labor Review.6 The most re-
cent projections were revisions of projections published in a 1975
report eentitled "The Structure of the Economy in 1980 and 1985."
Some of the conclusions reached in these projections are as follows:

1. Tn the period 1973-1985, overall real GNP growth will be
slightly lower than the 1955-1968 rate. This 1973-1985 rate re-
flects a somewhat more rapid rate of growth for 1980-1985 than
for 1973-1980. However, because of the 1973-1975 decline in GNP
the projections show a growth in real GNP during 1975-1980 of
5.8 percent a year to reach a 5.5 percent unemployment level by
1980.

2. Employment projections show a moderation of the growth
of government employment at all levels but particularly for State
and local governments, with a corresponding increase in the rate

r Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1831 (1975),
"The Structure of the U.S. Economy in 1980 and 1985," pp. 2-3.

6 Kintscher. Ronald E. "Revised BLS Projections to 1980 and 1985: An Overview,"
Monthly Labor Review, March 1976, pp. 3-8. Bowman, Charles T. and Morlan, Terry H.,
"Revised Projections of the U.S. Economy to 1980 and 1985," Monthly Labor Review,
M1arch 1976. pp. 9-21. The Bureau fo Labor Statistics has recently revised its labor force
projections to 1990 These revisions are not reflected in these economic and employment
projections described here In general the new labor force projections would call for a
modestly higher rate of economic growth In the 1980's but amounting to less than .1%
a. year.
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of growth of private sector employment. Employment and labor
force growth will slow down in 1980-1985.

3. The shift in employment toward services and away from
goods-producing sectors is expected to continue. Agriculture,
though projected to decline severely in the 1973 predictions, has
now been projected to decline much less than before, a change
brought about by increased demand as a result of the new world
food outlook. Mining (previously projected to decline) in *the
latest projections shows modest growth due to a change in the
energy outlook, requiring a higher rate of coal production and oil
exploration.

4. Federal receipts are projected to grow more rapidly than
expenditures, but under the fiscal policy assumption used a small
deficit is still projected for 1985. The rate of growth of State and
local expenditures is projected to increase at slower rates than
experienced in 1955-1973.

Two more articles describing revision of the 1973 projections will
appear by the end of 1976 in the Monthly Labor Review. An article
in the August 1976 issue of the Monthly Labor Review will review in
detail the accuracy of the 1970 projections prepared by BLS.7

Uses of the BLS Model.-Attention is given to labor force and
productivity growth, capital and material requirements, and changes
in technology and the patterns of demand from individuals, govern-
ments, business and foreigners. Projections of output levels as well as
labor and material requirements are currently made using a 125-sector
disaggregation of the U.S. economy. In addition, stai capabilities,
data bases and models developed for the projection effort are regularly
employed to estimate the impacts of various Government programs,
legislative proposals, and other current or anticipated developments
which may affect distribution of demand, rate of economic growth, or
level and distribution of employment.

The major use of the projections within the Department of Labor is
to supply an economic and manpower framework upon which esti-
mates of future occupational requirements are made. The Bureau of
Labor Statistics regularly publishes detailed information on the out-
look for employment is a large number of occupational categories.

The projections have also been used within the Labor Department
and other parts of the Federal Government as a framework for assess-
ing a number of diverse economic problems such as capital require-
ments, manpower utilization and energy policy. In addition, several
State and regional agencies, private research groups and business or-
ganizations have used the projections as a "national" framework
within which to develop their own, generally more disaggregated,
projections. In order to make the projections as generally available as
possible, a large amount of detail is published and, in addition, -histori-
cal and projected data bases are made available on computer (mag-
netic) tape.

Personick, Valerie A. and Sylvester, Robert A., "Evaluation of BLS 1970 Projections,"
August 1976, Monthly Labor Review forthcoming. The BLS projections were in Projec-
tions 1970, BL5 Bulletin 1536.
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Federal Energy Administration Forecasts

Long-term Federal Energy Administration (FEA) projections are
made through the Project Independence Evahlation System (PIES).
This system generates planning estimates depicting possible states of
the energy system.

The model is used in two ways: (1) to help the Administrator of
FEA in his policy role by analyzing the impact of various energy
policies and (2) in developing a set of projections of what the energy
picture will be in the future. The principle result of PIES is the de-
termination of equilibrium prices and quantities of energy by type
and region at specified future time points, based on specified alterna-
tive energy policies.

Methodology of PIES Projections.-A flow chart representation of
PIES (shown as Figure 2) is found in the National Energy Outlook:
February 1976,8 FEA. The central portion of the system estimates the
energy supply and demand which are integrated to make the forecasts
in an iterative way.

FIGURE 2.-Basic PIES flowchart.
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Source: "National Energy Outlook: February 1976," FEA, p. A-4.

Input into these forecasts is of three types: (1) general indicators
of economic activity such as GNP, inflation, and unemployment from
an external macroeconomic model; (2) constraints to be imposed upon
the system such as limits on material and equipment, capital, labor and
transportation; and (3) foreign energy prices and domestic energy
policies.

Op. cit., Figure A-3, p. A-4.
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The macroeconomic inputs are not forecast by FEA; in the past they
have been taken from forecasts generated by the large-scale macro-
econometric model developed by Data Resources, Inc. The constraint
inputs are a matter of judgment combined with as much hard infor-
mation as can be gathered, but no mathematical analysis is used to
generate them. The use of a macroeconomic model in conjunction with
an energy-specific model such as PIES helps assure continuity be-
tween the energy sector and the rest of the economy.

Output from the central computation models comes in the form of
some 20 reports in the areas of economic impact, international assess-
ment, and environmental impact assessment as well as the actual
forecasts..

The original purpose in developing PIES was to generate some
quantitative analysis about energy to use in the Project Independence
Report 9 of 1974. But the purposes for which it is, and can be, used
go far beyond that one-time report. This is possible because of the
flexibility built into the system including: (1) the ability to incorpo-
rate constraints; (2) the ability to assume new technological capa-
bilities; and (3) the ability to incorporate judgments into the analysis
and to analyze the sensitivity of the results to the accuracy of these
judgments. The model also incorporates responsiveness to changes in
relative prices and analysis of externalities.

Recent Conclusions of PIES.-The most recent predictions gener-
ated by the PIES system are contained in National Energy Oirtlook:
February 1976,10 published by the FEA.

The major findings and conclusions of that report are:
1. Over the next 10 years, the Nation can greatly expand its

domestic energy production and cut the rate of growth in energy
demand and still meet its economic objectives.

2. The post-1985 prospects for maintaining independence are
less certain unless technological and economic breakthroughs
occur.

3. Specifically, by 1985, as a result of higher prices, energy
demand will be much lower than historic growth rates and an
active conservation program could further reduce energy demand.

4. As for new supplies, Alaska will be the greatest source of
new oil production. Nationally, projection is made difficult by
a lack of knowledge about the amounts of reserves available.

Uses of PIES.-The PIES system is used extensively by the Ad-
ministrator of FEA in the task of defining and shaping proposed
energy policies. The quantitative analysis was pervasive in the prepa-
ration of the original Project Independence Report and is used by
the Administration and the Congress as the primary tool for evaluat-
ing energy initiatives. For example, it is used to forecast the effect of
proposed legislation (e.g., gas deregulation) in the energy area.

Essentially, any policy question that can be stated in terms of
changes in supply and demand curves, modification of energy con-
version and distribution technologies, or constraints on the energy
supply system can be examined in great detail through the PIES

9 Project Independence Report, PEA, GPO No. 4118-00029, November 1974.
1O op. cit.
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system." The system is focused upon the energy sector alone, without
intent to interact with other sectors. However, for analysis outside the
energy field, the system is used to develop parameters for use in other
models. For example, a proposed energy policy might imply a large
investment in energy supplying sectors. One could then go outside
PIES to other models to evaluate the impact of this form of invest-
ment upon the economy.

Energy Research and Development Adminietration (ERDA)
Projections

Energy-related projections have been published as a part of "A
National Plan for Energy Research, Development and Demonstra-
tion: Creating Energy Choices for the Future." 1 2 These projections
are the product of a system created for ERDA by the Brookhaven
National Laboratory (BNL), which uses as its macroeconomic frame-
work the Data Resources, Inc. projections. The projections, which
are for the years 1985 and 2000, include total energy demand, imports
required, electricity used, and other factors of the national energy sys-
tem, projected under a variety of scenarios.

Meethodology of ERDA Projectiown.-BNL's system deals with
future energy demand in terms of key end-use categories (for example,
space heating and transportation) that are constant for a given test
of scenarios. The demands are specified not in terms of fuels, but in
terms of services required of energy end-use devices (passenger miles
to be driven, square feet of floor space to be heated and cooled, tons
of steel to be made). The services can be met for each scenario with

FIGURE 3.-Reference Energy System 1972.
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Source: ERDA 48, VoL I: The Plan, p. IV-3.

5' Rogan, William W., "Energy Policy Models for Project Independence," Discussion
Paper, June 18, 1975, FEA, to appear in the Journal of Computers and Operations
Research.

12 ERDA-48, Vol. I: The Plan, GPO No. (1975) 0-579-905. More recent projections are
contained In ERDA-76-1; A Nationai Plan for Energy Research, Demonstration, and
Development: Creating Energy Choices for the Future: 1978, Vol. I: The Plan, GPO No.
(1978) 052-010-00478--6.
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several different mixes of fuel and electricity, depending on the tech-
nology assumed. The system then examines the set of potential tech-
nologies and energy resources specified within a scenario and chooses
that mix of fuels 'and technologies which will both meet the service
requirements and minimize the total system-wide cost. It assumes that
any computed shortfall of domestic energy inputs will be made up
by imported fuels. A diagram is shown as Figure 2.'3

Although the most recent report available to the writer of this paper
was ERDA-8 (on which the above -model description was based),
more recent results Lave been published in ERDA-76-1. These are
based on an expanded model, which is described in a spring 1976 paper
prepared by Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) .14

This new analysis links detailed mathematical process engineering
and economic models to more aggregate econometric models. The four
models which are used are:

1. The BNL engineering model, used to estimate physical flows
within the energy sector;

2. The BNL/University of Illinois input-output econometric
model, used to link general economic transactions to the engineer-
ing model;

3. The DRI interindustry model, used to analyze general eco-
nomic structure and the interaction between energy and the rest
of the economy;

4. The DRI macroeconomic growth model, used to specify the
long-run trends of U.S. economic growth.

The use of an expanded interaction between econometric and engi-
neering models is the new feature for the ERDA analysis, and pro-
vides a much more detailed capacity to analyze the economic impact,
in a broad sense, of various alternatives in energy research and devel-
opment. The linkage of the four models is not completely automated
yet, but work is going forward to do that before the next set of ERDA
projections is made.

BNL has developed several other capabilities for their energy and
economy models. These include:

1. Technology assessment-assuming a given set of available
energy technologies, which one would be used?

2. Time tracing-if a certain technology were introduced, what
time path would its usage rate follow?

3. Timing assessment-if solar energy were economically viable
in 1990 would nuclear power ever be needed?

Recent donczusions of ERDA Model.-In the Plan, submitted in
June of 1975, projections are shown for six scenarios: (1) no new ini-
tiatives; (2) improved efficiencies in end-use; (3) synthetics from coal
and shale; (4) intensive electrification; (5) limit on nuclear power;
(6) combination of all new technologies.

In the most pessimistic scenario (developed only as a reference
point), current use and technology are assumed to continue unchanged;
in this case, total annual consumption reaches 164 Quads (1 Quad= 1015
BTUs) in the year 2000, and projected oil imports are 13 million bar-

13 Ibid., pp. IV-S.
14 The Relationship of Energy Growth to Economic Growth nnder Alternative Energy

Policies, by David J. Behling, Jr., Robert Dulllen, and Edward Hudson available from
National Technical Information Service/U.S. Department of Commerce/6285 Port Royal
Road/Springfield, Virginia 22161.
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rels a day in 1985 and 28.5 million barrels a day in 2000. These projec-
tions contrast with the current level of about 6.5 million barrels a day.
This scenario is clearly unacceptable, and overly pessimistic since it is
highly unlikely that no new initiatives will be taken.

At the other end of the scale, assuming all new technologies are de-
veloped leads to the most optimistic projections. This scenario shows
total energy consumption at about 130 Quads in the year 2000. with a
surplus of two million barrels of oil per day. From this it can be con-
cluded that if all technologies were pursued, successful, and fully im-
plemented, it would be possible to meet our energy requirements with
domestic supplies. Unfortunately, this scenario is an ideal which is also
very unlikely.

These projections and those of the more likely intermediate scenarios
are not predictions of future energy use, but rather they represent
possible patterns which may emerge from the research and develop-
ment and other energy policy decisions made now.

Uses of ERDA Model.-Projections of the energy system in 1985
and 2000 based on various scenarios have been used extensively by
ERDA in developing the substance of their Plan for Energy Research,
Development, and Demonstration. Implications of various alternatives,
such as (1) conserving energy by developing greater efficiencies at
end-use or (2) extracting more coal and oil from current locations by
developing more effective recovery technology, are examined in terms
of projected imports, demand, and other facets of the energy system.
The results suggest which approaches are best for long-term and in-
termediate-term periods.

III. REGIONAL LONG-RuN ECONOMIc GROWTH MODELS

The OBERS Program (BEA/ERS)

The Regional Economic staff of the Bureau of Economic Analysis
has a separate projection effort in cooperation with the Economic Re-
search Service (ERS) of the Department of Agriculture to produce
area economic projections of population, employment, personal in-
come, and earnings for 37 industry groups. BEA produces the major
economoic projections, while ERS produces only the agricultural parts
of the projections.

This subnational projection program was begun at the request of,
and with financing by, the U.S. Water Resources Council which uses
the projections to assess water resources requirements and to evaluate
programs. The projections involve a combination of econometric mod-
eling and judgment.

Methodology of OBERS.-In order to make area economic projec-
tions, projections of population, employment, and income are made
first for the Nation and then disaggregated geographically. The pro-
jections of area population are derived from the projections of area
income and employment on the assumption that persons in the labor
force migrate to areas of economic opportunity and away from areas
of economic decline or stagnation. Crucial assumptions used in making
the forecasts include an unemployment rate of four percent during the
projection years by decade to 2020, and the assumption that there will
be no policy or program changes of an unusual nature or magnitudes

'1 "State Projections of Income, Employment, and Population to 1990," Survey of Cur-
rent Business, April 1974, p. 26.
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Necent Conclusions of OREIS.-The following conclusions can be
drawn from recent projections 16 (which omit post-1971 events such as
the world shortages and rapidly rising prices of fossil fuels and
grain):

1. During the 197 0's and 1980's. the Southeast, Southwest, and
iRockv Mountain States are projected to grow at above-average
rates; the Far West and New England States are projected to
grow at near-average rates; and the Mideast, Great Lakes, and
Plains States are projected to grow at below-average rates.

2. The rapid growth projected for the Southeast and Southwest
is a continuation of past trends (for the Rocky Mountains. it is a
reversal). Manufacturing will continue to boost southern growth,
but much of the growth will occur in chemicals, miachinery, fabri-
cated metals, paper, printing, and other manufacturing rather
than in the currently dominant textile and apparel industries. In
addition, a continued influx of retirees and vacationers, mainly to
Florida and Arizona, will spur income growth in these States.

3. The near-average growth projected for the Far West States
contrasts with the rapid growth of the past. This change in trend
began in the late 1 960's, with the cutback in the space program and
declining military and civilian aircraft production. In addition,
the crowded conditions and the resulting environmental damage
that developed in parts of California have discouraged
immigration.

4. The below-average growth projected for the Mideast and
Great Lakes States reflects the likely continuation of the tendency
for U.S. manufacturing to become more dispersed geographically.
The growth performance of the Plains States will continue to be
shaped by the slow growth of agriculture and food processing.

Uses of OBERS.-Other Federal agencies (most of which have
funded extensions of the projections program) and their uses of the
projections are:

1. Council on Environmental Quality-for preparing environ-
mental impact statements,

2. Department of Transportation-for assessing transportation
needs,

3. U.S. Postal Service-for projecting mail volume and evalu-
ating Post Office capacities,

4. Federal Energy Administration-for assessing the area im-
pacts of energy policies,

5. Winter Navigation Board (an interagency authority) 'for
studying the impact on industrial location patterns of extending
the Great Lakes-St. Lawrence Seaway shipping season,

6. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Tennessee Valley Author-
ity-for addressing specialized problems in local area planning,
and the

7. Environmental Protection Agency-for estimating waste
water facility needs by area.

In addition to these uses by Federal agencies, these long-term area
economic projections are in heavy demand by State and local govern-
ments, universities, and private business organizations (including

15 974 OBERS Projections: Regional Economic Activity in the U.S. (Series E Popula-tion), seven volumes (U.S. Water Resources Council, 1974); and Area Economic Projec-
tions: 1990, a 1974 supplement to the Survey of Current Business.
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major construction-related, transportation, and marketing concerns,
banks, and private economic and engineering consulting firms). At
least 38 State governments have contacted the Federal project team
to discus the projections and their uses. Many of the Government units
use BEA projections as a starting point in preparing intermediate-
term economic outlooks and in evaluating the economic impact of pro-
posed Government projects or private investment.

The ERS Economic Projections Progrom

The agriculture portion of the OBERS projections are furnished by
a largrer program within ERS. When ERS was reorganized in 1973,
the N~ational Economic Analysis Division (NEAID) was given re-
sponsibility for developing an additive, ERS-wide Economic Projec-
tions Program with a quir-response capability. They have developed
the core of the National-Interregional Agricultural Projections
(NIRAP) system which provides OBERS data as one of its functions.

Methodology of NJRAP.-The NIRAP system is a computerized
simulation of the food and fiber system, with a 10-year horizon for
most projections. It can simulate alternative futures based on scenarios
differing with respect to major uncertainties which have an impact on
food and fiber, and with respect to policy decisions and programs de-
signed to alleviate specific problems. By systematic scenario develop-
ment and comparative analysis of alternative futures, the range of
possible adjustment paths for food and fiber can be bracketed, an early
warning of potential difficulties provided, and possible solutions to
potential problems and trade-offs between policy goals evaluated.

The NTRAP system is still being enlarged and improved. Extensive
intra-ERS coordination, with all program areas of ERS having input
into what assumptions are made and how the model works, character-
ized the development and use of the model.

Uses of NIRAP.-Each year, the NIRAP svstem is expanded to en-
compass a broader spectrum of the food and fiber system. A core set of
scenarios is revised and resulting projections of alternative futures
are analyzed to provide a continual check on major issues and to pro-
vide current projections for analytical extensions of the core program.
For example, the core program is used bv ERS to support periodic
national assessments of water and related land use resources needs and
individual commodity or input'§ubsector studies. Also. studies are con-
ducted for special purposes such as aspraising the U.S. production ca-
pacitv for food and fiber and providing the food and fiber projections
for broader general economy studies conducted by other agencies or
research groups.

TV. Long-Rmn Environment and Energy Growth Model

Environmental Protection Aqency/SEAS

The Environmental Protection AiTencv (EPA) established the
Stratep.ic Environmental Assessment System (SEAS) 17 It is a collec-
tion of interdependent models used to forecast the state of the environ-
ment which would result from alternative environmental policies and
socioeconomic trends. Forecasts are presented annually through 1985.

"It should be noted thnt the President's Budget for fiscal year 1977 contains no funds
or personnel for the SEAS project.
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The socioeconomic trends are predicted outside the SEAS system, and
the environmental policy alternatives are, of course, generated by
decisionmakers in EPA.

Methodology of SEAS.-The SEAS structure is modular in nature,
consisting of 28 computational and input-output computer programs.
Any program may be executed independently of the others. At1 pro-
grams are autonomous in the sense that they do not require mandatory
user-supplied information. That is. the mandatory input files all exist
within the system with default values that a user can override if he
wishes. The modules include: national economic modules, including
macroeconomic forecasts, subsector growth and technological change;
abatement cost; and national residuals. Other available modules m-
dlude stocks of critical resources of materials, solid waste types, dis-
posal methods and costs, transportation, energy used by fuel type and
user category, and a set of models which permit regionalization of
national economic and pollutant residual data. A flow chart of the
system is shown as Figure 4.

SEAS/INFORUM

Macroeconomic

Input-Output

Model

FIGURE 4
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Recent Conclusions of SEAS.-The most recent major SEAS fore-
casting effort is not yet published, but the review process is nearing
completion and it will be published as a Report to Congress on the Cost
of Air and Water Pollution Control: 1976-1985. Six separate scenarios
were analyzed and the results will be available in the Report.

Uses of SEAS.-SEAS is also used on smaller-scale projects, both
by other divisions of the EPA and by other agencies. Within the EPA,
the Offices of Energy, Minerals, and Industry is making use of SEAS.
The Office of Solid Waste Management Programs has used SEAS to
forecast impacts of auto recycling alternatives and its Industrial
Sludge Task Force adapted SEAS to provide comprehensive input
for much of its analytic effort. The annual report of 1974 of the Coun-
cil on Environmental Quality contains forecasts generated by
SEAS. The National Commission on Water quality was another user
agency. The Bureau of Land Management (Department of the In-
terior) offshore drilling evaluation relied on SEAS to support deter-
mination of the onshore environmental impact of such drilling along
the New York/New Jersey coast.

V. MODEL USERS: TREASURY, OMB, CEA, AN-D FRB

The discussion in this paper has focused primarily on long-term
economic growth models built and utilized by the Federal Government
from a model builder's perspective. Many governmental groups use
long-term forecasting as input to their decisions. as a basis for policy
advice to the President. or even to make projections of their own, with-
out actually developing a large econometric model within their own
agency. Examples include the U.S. Department of the Treasury, the
Federal Reserve Board (FRB), the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) and the Council of Economic Advisers (CEA). Each for
reasons that vary finds it impractical to develop an internal long-term
model, but uses the results of other modeling efforts to shape views of
the future.

Each agency has different needs for long-term projections and dif-
ferent ways of dealing with those needs. The CEA, for instance, is an
advisory group for the President. It is asked for expert opinions on
complicated economic questions, usually with a very short time to de-
velop these opinions. Because the questions it investigates are so di-
verse, a model suitable for all of them would be unfeasible. Instead of
attempting to build an in-house model, they rely on many existing
efforts, both public (BEA, BLS) and private (DRI, Wharton, Chase).
This works well because different models are well suited to answering
different questions, and CEA is able to draw on the strengths of each
model.

Each year the CEA, Treasury and OMB develop five-year projec-
tions of major economic variables (such as national output, rate of
inflation and unemployment rate); however, the longer range eco-
nomic assumptions are "mechanical" projections or extrapolations as
noted in the budget documents.

CEA and OMB's use of models offers an illustration also of how
long-term models and analyses affect policy decisions. In CEA's case,
a question is posed whose answer requires long-term projections. The
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question may be of the "what would be the effect?'! variety. By run-
ning the proposed fiscal actions as a scenario on an appropriate model
or on two models and combining their results. such a question can be
answered fairly accurately.

Some of the more special-purpose models: (e.g., the energy-related
models of FEA or ERDA) can be used in a similar way to answer
"what if?" questions. Also, the projections obtained from using as-
sumptions based on what the policymaker considers as most likely can
be used as input for policy on how to cope with this situation. A third
way models can be used by policymakers is to show what actions must
be taken now to achieve a particular policy goal. Thus, in the "Project
Independence Report," the policy goal was the achievement of energy
independence. The PIES model enabled policymakers to evaluate what
steps would best encourage that goal by showing how much independ-
ence we would gain and how quickly under various possible energy
policies.

The existence of several large-scale long-term modeling efforts in
Government is thus useful to the polymakers of the agencies involved
and also to those of other agencies.

VI. COORDINATION OF MODELING WITHIN THE FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT

Since mid-1975, the Ad Hoc Interagency Committee on Long-Term
Growth Models, chaired by the Statistical Policy Division of OMB,
has met on several occasions to exchange information on existing mod-
eling efforts and to discuss potentials for improved coordination.
These discussions and the material presented earlier have highlighted
three important points:

1. A great deal of informal commgunication already occurs be-
tween modeling teams as a result of the need to find solutions to
complex problems. Hence, a set of outputs from one model fre-
quently becomes useful input to a second model focused on a dif-
ferent set of issues, so that the models are often complementary
rather than redundant.

2. An Interagency Committee on Long-Term Growth Models
is appropriate, -with regularly scheduled meetings to assure that
information exchange occurs on a timely basis. The Ad Hoc Com-
mittee suggested an interest in improved coordination through a
standing and active committee to enhance the collaboration which
currently occurs on an informal basis.

3. The diverse objectives of agencies require considerable free-
dom in specifying model objectives and selecting methodological
approaches. Thus, the Committee feels that a single central model
would not be an effective way to meet the Government's needs for
long-term analysis.

These points are elaborated in the next sections.

1. Informal Coordination

The selected projects described in this paper illustrates the diver-
sity of existing Federal Government efforts to develop long-range
models and related analysis in selected key policy areas. These models
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have not all been developed independently, and it is important to re-
view the ways in which the models and the model development efforts
of different agencies are related. When long-range modeling was first
initiated through the Interagency Growth Project, it was clearly a
coordinated approach involving continuing participation of key agen-
cies, especially BEA and BLS. Over time, as the program matured
and the critical methodological issues were resolved, the efforts became
more specialized, with primary attention being given to refinements
of procedures and the production of updated versions of the results.

The BEA model projections also incorporate projections of other
Government agencies for a number of the necessary exogenous inputs.
For example, the Bureau of Census population projections and the
labor force projections of the Bureau ofLabor Statistics are signifi-
cant inputs to the demographic assumptions in the BEA model. Also,
BEA consults the Social Security Administration, the Civil Service
Commission, the Department of Defense, and the Bureau of the Cen-
sus for projections of Social Security developments and retirements
of Federal, State, and local government employees.

Coordination between the Interagency Growth Project and other
agencies generally takes the form of informal technical exchanges. In
many cases, these exchanges provide valuable insights which enhance
the quality of the projections. For example, BLS has recently held
discussions with the Commerce Department's Regional Economics Di-
vision. the Federal Energy Administration, and the Environmental
Protection Agency in order to help provide consistency in the macro-
economic environment assumed for the different studies and to avoid
duplication of effort.

The OBERS project is another program which was developed as a
cooperative effort. This one involves BEA and ERS of Agriculture,
as discussed in the previous section. The term OBERS, in fact, is an
acronym derived from BEA's former title, the Office of Business
Economics (OBE), and ERS. OBERS also directly uses Census popu-
lation projections by age and sex group and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics' projections of the labor force by age and sex group as the
national controls for projections of related data.

Another example of close coordination is that the ERDA projec-
tions made by Brookhaven National Laboratories and the FEA/PIES
projections are checked for consistency as far as 1985, the farthest
year for which FEA makes projections.

The EPA development of SEAS involved extensive informal inter-
agency coordination. Biweekly planning meetings were held at which
various elements of the design of certain modules were discussed. They
produced much helpful input into the design of SEAS and helped
make the system well suited to analyses in other agencies. Several
State governments were also actively involved in the planning and
development of the regional breakdown module of SEAS to ensure
the accuracy and usefulness of the reports generated on a regional
basis.

The Interior Department programs involve varying degrees of
coordination. The Minerals Availability System has coordinated with
the Geological Survey in collecting supply data and uses demand
projections from outside the system. The study U.S. Ea'nergy Through
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the Year 2000 draws extensively on all information available from
other agencies, including the FEA, FPC, and FTC. The recreation
site forecasting project uses Census and OBERS projections. The
Continental Shelf program uses some energy forecasts from the
Bureau of Mines and the PIES study and some analysis done by
SEAS.

So throughout the area of long-term forecasting, extensive and
rather successful coordination is found-in both formal and informal
terms.

2. Interagency Committee on lo'mg-Term Growth Models

Although a great deal of informal interagency communication now
takes place, the discussions of the Ad Hoc Committee demonstrated
that a formal committee would be extremely helpful. Its most im-
portant function would be to facilitate the exchange of information
between model builders at several levels. Meetings could be organized
around particular issues of interest to all long-term economic growth
modelers. Such topics include what population projections are avail-
able and how they were arrived at, what range of productivity as-
sumptions are reasonable, and other discussions o~f data or assump-
tions that are essential to nearly all models. These discussions should
occur at regularly scheduled intervals and are likely to be primarily
of interest and value to the technicians who are actually building and
running the models.

An active and continuing Interagency Committee should also have
a larger role to play in relation to major users of the models. This
would involve coordinating and emphasizing the policy purposes and
user needs for the models. There should be periodic meetings of the
policymaking users both within the Departments of Commerce and
Labor, and outside users such as CEA, Treasury, and the Federal
Reserve Board to explore specific uses of existing models. This would
result in an exchange of ideas and greater utilization of the available
models. These meetings should also focus on unmet needs that users
have-a discussion which could be very helpful to the model builders
in their efforts to improve the usefulness of their models.

There are other tasks this Committee may wish to undertake. One
is the publication of a User's Guide to Long-Term Growth Models
in the Federal Government. Another task might be to survey public
and private model users to discover unmet needs. A third function
could be defining data gaps-types of data which many models
require, yet which are not currently available.

As a result of the discussion of these ideas by the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee, the need and desire for a formal interagency committee be-
came plain. Since the needs for improved data and data standards
were clearly a direct product of such'a committee, the Statistical
Policy Division of the Office of Management and Budget agreed to
establish an Interagency Committee on Long-Term Growth Models
as a continuing activity with regularly scheduled meetings. These
meetings. will be designed to assure a more intensive effort to share
data needs and results and to serve the needs of model users.
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3. Problems With A Single Central Model

While the importance of improved coordination in modeling efforts
is evident, it was a clear consensus of the Ad Hoc Interagency Com-
mittee that it would be inappropriate and, in fact, counterproductive
to attempt to achieve a single general-purpose model and single stand-
ard set of assumptions to meet the needs of all the different agencies.
In fact, most participants believe that pluralistic analysis and con-
flicting assumptions strengthen the opportunities for effective policy
debate, and that a restriction of assumptions or methodology raises a
high risk of sterilizing that debate.

There are three major difficulties that stand in the way of a central
model. One is the diversity of needs evidenced by model users. To
build a central model with sufficient labor force detail for BLS use
and energy sector detail for ERDA, etc., would be unfeasible. The
second problem is the technical impracticality of trying to generate
data in great detail from one model in one agency to be used as input
into a specific sector model in another agency. The details of data
transfer are difficult enough when the transfer is between two pro-
grams in one computer. The agencies of the Federal Government not
only have different computers, but different models and types of com-
puters, so the problems involved in data transfer alone would make
a single central model extremely expensive. The third difficulty is the
fact that while fiscal assumptions may be standardized for some pur-
poses, in other cases the end product desired is fiscal impact of the
other assumptions and analysis. Hence it would be inappropriate to
require use of standard fiscal assumptions when the purpose is to in-
crease the fiscal effect of other variables. This conflict between inputs
in one case being outputs in another case is found throughout the
variables used in the various models.

While rejecting the practicality of a single model, the Ad Hoc Com-
mittee discussions stressed the importance and value of a formal inter-
agency committee in performing a centralizing role. For example,
consensus values of GNP growth or labor force size could be reached
which most modelers would feel comfortable in using, at least as base-
line figures.

It should be noted, however, that if the Committee were to develop
consensus values and assumptions that would be guides for individual
models, these would change over timge as knowledge of events changes.
This process of adjustment is common to all forecasting efforts, even in
fields as well understood as demography. Between 1967 and 1975,
changes in fertility rate trends have caused the projected 1990 popula-
tion to be lowered by 20 percent in the category of people born after
1965. Similarly, the abundant energy assumptions concerning eco-
nomic growth made a decade ago have been largely replaced by the
energy-constrained assumptions that characterize current estimates.
So even agreed-on assumptions will change over time, and any effort
to reach cosensus estimates must be designed to be highly flexible and
subject to frequent modifications. Hence, it seems inevitable that dif-
ferent reports by different agencies at different times will result in
diverse projections of the future.
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APPENDIX I. OTHER MODELING EFFORTS

Throughout the Federal Government many agencies prepare projections about
small sectors of the economy with which they are directly concerned. One exam-
ple is furnished by the Federal Preparedness Agency of GSA which develops
projections of future needs for various critical materials in order to determine
proper amounts to stockpile.

Another example is the Department of the Interior. Within the Department
there are several long-range projection programs. These are all single-sector
efforts. Some can be used as policy analysis models to see the effect on particular
sectors of certain policy alternatives, but most are basically attempts at projec-
tion based on current programs.

Department of the Interior: Bureau of Mines/Mineral Availability System.-
The Bureau of Mines has two projection programs. One is the publication every
five years of Mineral Facts and Problems, a publication surveying the minerals
industry and containing production and demand forecasts for each commodity to
1985 and 2000. The demand forecasts are based on general economic forecasts
from outside the Bureau of Mines, but the production forecasts are made utiliz-
ing the Bureau's Minerals Availability System which takes data about current
resources of specified minerals and using engineering knowledge about costs and
manpower, equipment, and other requirements, determines what resources would
be needed to meet the demand and what the price would be. The system is ex-
pected to show resource limitations which are often neglected in econometric
models.

Department of the Interior: Bureau of Mines/Energy Projections.-Another
project at the Bureau of Mines is the study U.S. Energy Through the Year 2000.
This study draws extensively on all information available from other agencies.
The major conclusions show that the U.S. will continue to be dependent on im-
ported petroleum. Nuclear energy will increase and natural gas will decrease in
relative significance. Initially, coal will be more important, but that relative
importance will decrease with time.

Department of the Interior: Regional Electricity Forecasting.-The other
Interior programs are not major analytic efforts. They are all single-sector and
regional projections. The Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) prepares
regional forecasts of population, employment, and economic activity for the
purpose of determining future electric power requirements in the Pacific North-
west. The BPA forecasts are combined with those of other utilities in the region
and then used to plan for new regional generation and transmission facilities.
Individual utilities use the combined forecasts to plan their area distribution
systems, their need to participate in generating facilities, and for rate and
revenue studies.

The forecasts show varying degrees of economic growth for the subregions, but
the general area is expected to show continued growth of 11.8 percent (1970-
1980) and 17.3 percent (1980-1990).

The Alaska, Southwestern, and Southeastern Power Administration are in-
volved in similar long-term forecasts of regional power loads.

Department of the Interior: Recreation Site Forecasting.-The National Park
Service forecasts public use for the next 10 years of areas administered by the
Service. The forecasts are used in planning for facility and program expansions
as well as indicating the extent and probable growth of the Nation's leisure
industry. Area planners use Park Service information to estimate the pecuniary
and nonpecuniary benefits to recreation users and local and regional businesses.
Forecasts indicate a significant upward trend in park use despite large increases
in travel costs in recent years. The National Park Service plans to emphasize
alternative modes of transportation within parks as a means of diminishing the
undesirable effects of automobile congestion.

Department of the Interior: Bureau of Land Management/Continental Shelf.-
As part of the Outer Continental Shelf program, the Bureau of Land Manage-
ment (BLM) examines onland regional impacts of offshore drilling for energy
resources. These analyses use forecasts of the national economy, mostly con-
tracted outside the Government, as input.
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APPENDIX II. A rTENDEEs OF THE INTERAGENCY GROUP ON LoNG-TERM
GROWTH PROJECTIONS 18

Central Intelligence Agency
Charles Boykin, Guy Caruso. James Froeschle, and Michael Maddox.

Congressional Budget Office
Allan Ruchman, and Kendrick W. Wentzel.

Council of Economic Advisers
Jeff Green, Michael D. McCarthy, Valerie Sarris, and George von Furstenburg.

Department of Commerce
John Cremeans (BEA), Daniel H. Garnick (BEA), George R. Green (BEA),

A. Ray Grimes (BEA), Gary S. Hansen, Richard Alullins, and Edward R.
Williams.
Department of the Interior

Dan Edwards, Gary Kingston, Barbara Lloyd, Lenore Sek, and Robert Wilson.

Department of Labor (Bureau of Labor Statistics)
Charles T. Bowman, Ronald E. Kutscher, and Thomas Mooney.

Energy Research and Development Administration
Ted M. Albert, Cliff Patrick, Phil Patterson, and Richard H. Williamson.

Environmental Protection Agency
Peter House, and W. Randall Shobe.

Federal Energy Administration
Brad Askin, Alvin A. Cook, Jr., Don Eldridge, and Mike Gaffen.

Federal Reserve Board
Stephen P. Taylor, and Helen Tice.

Gcneral Services Administration (Federal Preparedness Agency)
Ron Hurdelbrink.

National Science Foundation
Russell 0. Drew, Carl Leopold, William J. Montgomery, and Ernest Powers.

Office of Management and Budget
Ahmod Al-Samarrie, Joseph W. Duncan, David T. Hulett, Cary Leahey, John

Merck, Jerry Shipley, Arnold Strasser, and Judith Strenio.

BiBoLGRAtPHY

Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service Projections

Main Reference-"Introduction to the Economic Projections Program." Agri-
culture in the Third Century (May 1976), #1. Compiled by Leroy Quance, pub-
lished by U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic Research Service.

ERS Contact-Leroy Quance/Economic Research Service Coordinator for Pro-
jections/National Economic Analysis Division/Economic Research Service, U.S.
Department of Agriculture/Room 248/500 12th Street, S.W./Washington, D.C.
20250 (447-7681).

Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis Growth Model

Main Reference-Thurow, Lester C., "A Fiscal Policy Model of the United
States," pp. 45-64, Survey of Current Business, VoL 49, #6, June 1969.

BEA Contact-George R. Green/Assistant hCief, Business Outlook Division
and Acting Chief, Economic Growth Branch/Bureau of Economic Analysis/U.S.
Department of Commerce/1401 K Street, N.W./Room 1204/Tower Building/
Washington, D.C. 20230 (523-0701).

'8 This listing Includes all who attended one or more meetings of the group. Many only
attended one meeting which was of special Interest to them.
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Department of the Interior, Projections and Programs

Interior Contact-Barbara Lloyd/Department of the Interior, Bureau of the
Mines/Room 8027/2401 E Street, N.W./Washington, D.C. 20240.

Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics Growth Model

Main Reference-The Structure of the U.S. Economy in 1980 and 1985, Ap-
pendix A, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 1831 (published 1975).

BLS Contact-Ronald E. Kutscher/Assistant Commissioner/Office of Economic
Growth/Bureau of Labor Statistics/Room 4531, GAO Building/441 G Street,
N.W./Washington, D.C. 20212 (523-1450).

Other References-Barth, Richard C., "The Development of Wage and Price
Relationships for a Long-Term Economic Model," Survey of Current Business,
August 1972.

Bowman, Charles T. and Morlan, Terry H., "Revised Projections of the U.S.
Economy to 1980 and 1985," Monthly Labor Review, March 1976, pp. 9-21.

Johnston, Denis F., "The U.S. Labor Force Projections to 1990," Monthly La-
bor Review, July 1973, pp. 3-13.

Kutscher, Ronald E., "Revised BLS Projections to 1980 and 1985: An Over-
view," Monthly Labor Review, March 1976, pp. 3-8.

Personick, Valerie A. and Sylvester, Robert A., "Evaluation of BLS 1970 Pro-
jections," August 1976, Monthly Labor Review forthcoming.

Thurow, Lester C., "A Fiscal Policy Model of the United States," pp. 45-64,
Survey of Current Business, Vol. 49, #6, June 1969.

Energy Research and Development Administration

Main Reference-Behling, D. J., R. Dullien and E. A. Hudson (1976), The
Relationship of Energy Growth to Economic Gro'wth Under Alternative Energy
Policies, BNL 50500, Upton, New York, Brookhaven National Laboratory.

ERDA Contact-Ted M. Albert/Special Assistant for Information Systems/
Office of the Assistant Administrator for Environment and Safety/Energy Re-
search and Development Administration/Washington, D.C. 20545 (353-3312).

Other References-Behling, D. J., W. Marcuse, M. Swift, and R. G. Tessmen
(1975), A Two-Level Iterative Model for Estimating Inter-Fuel Substitution
Effects, BNL 19863, Upton, New York, Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Belier, M., ed. (1975), Sourcebook for Energy Assessment, BNL 50483, Upton,
New York, Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Carasso, M., J. M. Gallagher, K. J. Sharma, J. R. Gayle, R. Barany (1975), The
Energy Supply Planning Model, Volumes I and II, Bechtel Corporation, San
Francisco, California.

Cherniavsky, E. A. (1974), Brookhaven Energy System Optimization Model,
BNL 19569, Upton, New York, Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Dullien, R. (1976), User's Guide to the DRI Long-Term Interindustry Trans-
actions Model, Interim Report to the U.S. Department of the Interior, Wash-
ington, D.C.

(1974c), "Economic Analysis of Alternative Energy Growth Patterns,"
Report to the Energy Policy Project, Ford Foundation; published in David Free-
man, et al., A Time to Choose, Cambridge, Ballinger, pp. 493-511.

ERDA-48: Vol. I: The Plan, GPO No. (1975) 0-579-905.
Hudson, B. A. and D. W . Jorgenson (1974a), "U.S. Energy Policy and Eco-

nomic Growth, 1975-2000," Report to the Office of Energy and Natural Resources,
U.S. Department of the Treasury; published in Bell Journal of Economics and
Management Science, Vol. 5, No. 2, Autumn 1974, pp. 461-514, and in Interna-
tional Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Proceedings of IIASA Working
Seminar on Energy Modelling, Laxenburg, Austria, IIASA, 1974, pp. 174-278.

A National Plan for Energy Research, Demonstration, and Development: Cre-
ating Energy Choices for the Future: 1976, Vol. I: The Plan, ERDA publication
76-1, GPO No. 052-010-078-6.

Environmental Protection Agency

Note: A description of SEAS is currently In the drafting process.
EPA Contract-Mr. Calvin 0. Lawrence/Technical Information Division/Office

of Monitoring and Technical Support (RD680)/Environmental Protection
Agency/Room 2812, The Mall/401 M Street, S.W./Washington, D.C. 20460
(245-3009)
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Faderal Energy Administration

Main Reference-Hogan, William W., "Energy Policy Models for Project
Independence," Discussion Paper, June 18, 1975, FEA, to appear in the Journal
of Computers and Operations Research.

FEA Contract-Mr. Alvin A. Cook, Jr./Deputy Assistant Administrator for
Economic Impact Analysis/Federal Energy Administration/Room 7219, 2000 M

Street, N.W./Washington, D.C. 20461 (254-3382)
Other References-National Energy Outlook, February 1976, FEA-N-75/713,

Federal Energy Administration.
Project Independence Report, FEA, Washington, D.C. GPO No. 4118-00029,

November 1974.

General Services Administration, Federal Preparedness Agency

Main Reference-Devine, Patricia, The Mathematical Computation Labora-
tory-Thurow Model, Federal Office of Preparedness, GSA/OP/MCL TR-96.

FPA Contact-Robert Wilson, Chief/Applied Economics Division/Mathe-
matical Computation Laboratory (566-0981)

OBERS Projections

Main Reference-1972 OBERS Projections: Regional Economic Activity in the

U.S., Series E Population Vol I: Concepts, Methodology and Sumnuiry Data.
Published by the U.S. Water Resources Council, Washington, D.C., GPO No.
5245-0013.

OBERS Contact-Daniel H. Garnick/Acting Associate Director for Regional
Economics/Bureau of Economic Analysis/U.S. Department of Commerce/Room
308,1401 K Street, N.W./Washington, D.C. 20230 (523-0946)

Other References-"Area Economic Projections 1990," supplement to the 1974
Siuvey of Current Business, U.S. Department of Commerce, GPO No. 003-024-
00490-9.

"State Projections of Income, Employment, and Population to 1990," pp. 19-48,
Survey of Current Business, Vol. 54, #4, April 1974.

Geneeal References on Long-Term Economic Modeling, Projections, and Planning

Choosing Our Environment: Can we Anticipate the Future? Hearing before
the Panel on Environmental Science and Technology of the Subcommittee on

Environmental Pollution of the Committee on Public Works, U.S. Senate, 94th

Congress, 1st Session, December 15, 1975, Part I: Futures Analysis and the
Environment, Serial #94-H131 (64-536 0).

Computer Simulation Methods to Aid National Growth Policy, Staff Report
Prepared for the Use of the Subcommittee on Fisheries and Wildlife, Conserva-
tion and the Environment of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,
U.S. House of Representatives by the Futures Research Group, Congressional
Research Service, Library of Congress, July 30, 1975, Serial 94-B (56-725 0).

Five-Year Budget Projections, Hearing before the Subcommittee on Priorities

and Economy in Government of the Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the
United States, 94th Congress, 1st Session, April 3 and 4, 1975 (60-835).

Long-Range Economic Growth, Hearings before the Joint Economic Committee,
Congress of the United States, 94th Congress, 1st Session, October 23 and 24,
1975 (68-332).

Long-Range Planning, prepared for the Subcommittee on the Environment and

the Atmosphere of the Committee on Science and Technology, U.S. House of
Representatives, 94th Congress, 2nd Session by the Congressional Research Serv-
ice, Library of Congress, Serial BB (70-315 0) May, 1976.
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